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te. AbWast 	 This paper documents the basic ideas and constructs for a general physical/
physiological process level winter wheat simulation model. 	 It is a materials balance model
which calculates daily increments of photosynthate production and respiratory losses in the -
crop canopy.	 It simulates the partitioning of the resulting dry matter to the active growing
tissues in the plant each day.	 It simulates transpiration and the uptake of nitrogen from
the soil profile.	 It incorporates the RHIZOS model which simulates, in two dimensions, the
movement of water,	 roots and soluble nutrients through the soil profile.	 It records the
time of initiation of each of the plant organs. 	 These pheiological events are calculated
from temperature functions with delays resulting from physiological, stress. 	 Stress is
defined mathematically as an imbalance in the metabolite supplycdemand ratio. 	 Physiological
stress is also the basis for the calculation of rates of tiller and floret abortion.	 Thus,
tillering and head differentiation are modeled as the resultants of the two processes,
morphogenesis and abortion which 	 may be occurring simultaneously.
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This paper documents the basic ideas and constructs 'for a general
physical/physiological process level winter wheat simulation model.
it is a materials,! balance model which calculates daily increments of
photosynthate production-and respiratory losses in the crop cano'y.
It simulates the partitioning of the resulting dry matter to the
active growing tissues in the plant each clay. 	 it simulates
4 transpiration and the uptake of nitrogen from the soil profile_	 It
incorporates the RHIZOS model which simulates, in two dimensions, the
movement of water, rooms and soluble nutrients through the soil
profile..	 It records the time of initiation of each of the plant
organs.	 These phenological events are calculated from teipperature
functions with delays resulting from physiological stress. 	 Stress is
defined mathematically as an imbalance in the metabolite supply:demand
ratio.	 Physiological stress is also the basis for the calculation of
rates of tiller and floret abortion.
	 Thus, tillering and head
differentiation are modeled as the resultants of the two processes,
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The WINTER WHEAT model was first described, in abstract form, in
1978 (Smika, et.al., 1978).	 As has been noted elsewhere (Baker,
et.al., 1982, Pye et.al ., 1982, Marani and Baker, 1981) #, the
feasibility of 'building simulation models of plant growth and yield
has recently been demonstrated and 'models of cotton, corn, alfalfar
soybean, peanut, sugar beet, winter wheat, .rice and sorghum are now.
available. Such models have been developed at research locations in
the US, England, Australia, the Netherlands, USSR, and .japan.	 Most of
this work may be viewed as a natural extension of the growth analysis
work in England beginning with Fisher (1921) and Gregory (1917) and 	
}
the later work o,f Watson'(1947), and in the USSR ., the work of
Nichiporovich (1954).	 The experimental research in crop canopy
photosynthesis of Musgrave and his students in the US (Noss, et.al.,
1961, Baker and Musgrave, 1964),; and that of Mwata (1961) and others
in Japan, Duncan, et.al ,, (1967) in the US, deWit (1965) in the
Netherlands, and Ross (1969), and Tooming (1967) in the USSR
immediately precede our work in the effort to predict growth and yield
of field crops.
our objective in developing WINTER WMT is to identify
assemble the factors determining winter wheat growth and yield in a
format which will aid system design (breeding and new cultural
practices, and combinations thereof), crop management decision making 	 a
at the farm level, and yield forecasting. 	 Thus, we see this effort as
an ongoing process of identifying and mathematically testing
(sensitivity analysis) the factors determining winter wheat growth and
yield, and, of synthesis in which these factors are assembled for
rational use by agronomists and farm managers.
General Model Strategy, Characteristics
'r Features and Rationale
Since winter, wheat has tremendous ecological, ranga, the above
objective implies a general model capable of simulating crop growth.
over the widest poesi.15le range of climates and soils.	 Since different
environmental factors affect different physiological and physical
processes in different ways and because we view the model development
as an ongoing affair in which new ideas and information about the crop
`
are incorporated as needed, and as they become available, a process re-
lated modular structure was indicated.
The model is dynamic because photosynthesis, respiration, growth,
' and water flow change rapidly with temperature, light intensity, and
{ plant water status.	 Except for pollen dessication and organ abscis-
sioh, the plant processes are continuous, so, the model must be es-
' sentially continuous.	 However, we have found it permissible and appro-
( priate to.use discrete time steps which, depending an the process
being simulated, vary in length.	 This permits great savings in the
computer cost of running the model.	 Length of the time steps (for var-
ious processes) mist be determined mathematically, evaluating size and
distribution of errors generated by using progressively longer time
Ir
rsteps.
WINTER WHET, like most crop simulators of plant growth, is a
materials balance model,	 The plant model contains pools of nitrogen
air:d labile carbohydrates which arrive via the transpiration stream and
the photosynthetic processes respectively.	 Thesq materials flow
( through growth) to the leaves, stem, glumes , fruit and roots.
Various losses may occur as a result of insect damage and thenatural
plant processes, i,e. senescence and abeciss4on in response to
physiologipal stress.	 Redistribution (mining) of nitrogen within the , r^
plant is modeled.	 The initiation of organs on the plant occurs as a
series of discrete events., with initiation rates depending on
tempera:uv^ and the physiological status of the plant.
in general, the plantis responses to environmentalfactors are as
follows:	 'Jhotosynthesis depends on light intensity and light intercep-
tion, and, it is reduced by water stress and very low leaf nitrogen
concentrations.
	
Respiration depends on temperature and plant biomass.
Growth is a function of temperature, tissue turgor and metabolite
supply.
	
Thus, plant water status is a determinant of both supply and
demand for ivetAbolites.	 Water stress reduces photosynthesis, 5
transpiration, and nitrogen uptake,	 It also (at a different level of
stress) reduces growth and the demand for nutrients. 	 The
supply:dem3nd ratios For carbohydrate and nitrogen are used as indices
of stress induced organ abscission.	 Here, we assume that the
L	 metabolite suppl._y:demand status of the plant determines (or shifts)
hormone balanges which result in the abscission of organs. 	 Thus, a
severe moisture stress which interferes with photosynthesis and
nutrient uptake may result in significant fruit abortion, while a mild
moisture stress which reduces growth (demand) more than (supply) t
• photosynthesis may have no effect or even a positive effect on fruit
retention.
WINTER WHEAT gains its broad ecological range, i.e. its
f
capability to simulate crops on virtually any soil type, through the
F	 incorporation of RHIZOS. 	 RHIZOS (Lambert and Baker, 1982, Whisler t^
4	 et.al., 1981) is a comprehensive simulator of the soil processes,
including root growth.	 While the WINTER WHEAT source listing included
here (Appendix a) includes the RHIZ06 section, a detailed description
is not provided, (ref. Lambert and Baker, 1982). 	 "RHIZOS" is the name
given to a system of subroutines designed to serve as a general !
rhizosphere model for all crow providing the above ground sections
with three parameters; an effective soil grater potential used to
calculate plant water potential, an estimate of metabolite sink
strength in the roots,` and a mineral nutrient uptake rate.
The appendix contains a source listing, a typical input data set,
t	 dictionary of terms, and a typical output listing. 	 The source con-tains many comments both to make it readable and to cite everyone who
contributed ideas or data either via publications or personal communi-
cations.
	
There are mieny,	 To facilitate program development and up-
dating, labelled rmw'onri were chosen as a mearts of passing information
in andout of subroutines.	 Just after- the first block of labelled
c=TK)ns (ref,  Appendix a; A block data section appears in which ttie





characters and listed alphabetically for accessibility.
The Subroutines
MAIN
A simplified flowcharting of the model appears in Figure 1. A de-
tailed flowcharting labelled MAIN Program follows. MAIN calls the sub-
routines and performs a few calculations pertaining mostly to
input/output. First, several state variables describing the plant are
initialized. Then, the initial ;leaf and root weights are read in in-
teractively from the terminal (device 1). A few c+aTputations pertain
fng to the initial status of the plant are )Wade, and teen a number of
other agronomic inputs are read from- the terminal and from the -data
file (device 5) Soil parameters are set up and initial soil:
conditions are defined in the soil. matrix. Then, the climate data are 	 F
read in from the data file (device 5).
At this point the sim+;lation begins, and MAIN calls the process
subroutines daily. CLYMAT calls the subroutines DATE and TMPSOL.
SOIL calls most of the RBIZOS subroutines. They produce soil water
potentials and the amount of nitrate taken up by the plant each day.
The daily ncrement of dry atter produced is calculated in PNET
and distributedto the various growingpoints in the plant in the sub-
routine GROAT . Q?OWTH, in turn, calls RUTGRO a subroutine which cal-
culates root growth. GROWTH also calculates the carbohydrate stress
and calls _Nrr^Q which cal m-alatees nitrogen stress and allocates to the	 t
various plant parts the nitrogen which has been taken up. 	 k
All morphogenetic processes, as well as records of the abortion
of tillers and fruit, are handled in MDRPH.
CLYMAT
Ea h day's maximum and minimum temperatures in degrees Celsius
are provided as input to the model. CL,YMAT converts rainfall data from
inches to millimeters. Empirical relationships based on data
oollected in Mississippi over cotton are used to estimate net
radiation from solar radiation, and to estimate the average
temperatures during daytime and nighttime from the maximum and minimum
temperature data„ Note that these relationships (especially the
average temperature functions) are location specific. They should be
validated for each site where the model is used.
Canopy light interception is calculated in CLYMAT. The model
defines interception as the product of two terms The f trst is a	 -
ground cover term, simply the maximum leaf length divided by the row
width. The second is a canopy light attenuation term based on leaf
area index. The coefficient, 0.4, was taken from Monteith (1965).
This canopy light interception model has not been validated.
Finally, CLYMAT calls DTSOL which calculates soil profile temper-
atures at 2, 4 8 and 16 inch depths from regression equations of
McWhorter and Brooks ( 1965). These equations express soil temperature 	 t`
as linear functions of the running average of air temperature (over
the preceding 7 days). These empirical relationships were developed
by McWhorter in a fine textured clay soil in Mississippi. They do not














Lnitiallre the variables which are set to
Do 100 t n the nor ho enesis sgbroutine and are used
to iadicot4,-d	 tate of development.
•
l,lo
J0I0T (t ) 999
5007([)`999RRADM4 99"
AmruR ( f) n599 i
It;itLalise the variables where #too, Slum,
: SYRMM(I)•0. sad 8044a weight for each seem are stored,
a CLUNN(060.
' rpwv( it ) •0. Initialise the variables where number of
7tLkelett, flatoto, and leaver for each
Sp[YJt(t) n0. stem are stortd.
tLORLT(I)^0.' a
LRAt(t)•O
InLtiattae the variable; whew dad of
aceuraoce of last titter and kut last
LxAAY I • initiated from stem I are stoce4.
WAT(t) n0 Tnitialiae the variable where number of
PTILL(I)v0 tillers initiated from stem 2 are stored.
t
tnitfaLLsa the variables set up to _store
ATTMt(t)•0. the accumulated temperature since the x
AFT@ OmO. initiation of the last tiller from stem t,
and since the initiation of 	 too 1.
' Do 100 Jn o. for each leaf, variables set u 	 to store
•LIDAM (t,J) 0 we ight, day of initiation, and accumulateds
ALTNt(1,J) n0. temperature since initiation are set to
sere.
100 lCommut
Accumula torfor temperature after heading 
ANTWwO. is	 t o
SLCONDrO
The variable for number ,of secondary coots
is set to taro.
ARLA•0.
' TotRl leaf area is eft to zero.
`	 R AD(1,+)LEAN
 (I"),RTWr ( 1, 1, 1:),
f	 RTR ( 1,2,1),R'tSRC2 , 1,1),k'Tt,R(S 1, 1)
' Read in initial	 weight,
'	 FMTAC leaf	 root weight,
and minimum value lot net photosynthesis..
t
'
R9AD(1,+)t0ttLT,f2,LATUOL, Rerd in plant population, nitrogenLAI NOETR JACR
availability factor, latLtude, initial teat
` area index, number of iterations per half











MAIN Conc inue d	 F POM QUALITY
x
Read the variables which Rive minimum..
READ( t *)KL KS Kl KG levels of nitrogen in leaves, $to" , roots,
and gleams (reaervs0 say be withdrawn until
this concentration is reach ad).
Read the required nitrogen concentration
RCAD(1,*t?JL,JS,JR,JC,JCI for new plant growth.	 Values are read for
leaves, stoma, roots, Slums and ,grain,
READ(1,*)XL9ArL,14OMtP,1pRNL,
Read initial leaf length, row s4actne,
gravity root factor, root growth
G,TNRLN,►ACL calibration factor, leaf growth calibration
factor,	 -104 some printout control {
RiAD	 ,* NPft^NtrdlW,N►N variables.
1PO►rAC•404643.6/POPPLT Convert from plants per acre to square
due I"toes per plant.
W-ROWEP/NK Call width is equal to row spacing divided
by number of columns. i
t	 LEAFUT•LEAM 1,1) Total lest weight is out to be the weight
of the first lest, on stem one,
STZMWT n0* Total stem, glues,, and ,grain weight for the





plant root weight is a function of plant
RTStT(2,1,1)+RTWT(3,1,1)) population, row spacing, and weight of the
POPPAC*2./ROWSP*100 roots	 in the soil section. 3k
f ?LANTW="AFWrtS00TWT Total plant weight and vegetativeweight is
VEGWT•LEArWT+ROOTWT set to be leaf weight plus root weight.
^	 Y
SLEAFNo.03*LLAFWT The amount of nitrogen £u the leaver is sat
ROOTNnROOTWT*.03 to be three pstrcant ofthe	 eaf Wright.
STEMNn0. The amount of nitrogen In the coots is rat
GLUMN•0. to be three percent of the root welghtp and
RANN•0. the amount o f nitrogen in the stems,
Slums, and grain is initialised at zero.
LLA►CNo r03 Leaf concentration of nitrogen it set to
three percent.
naTEMS n 1 Number 4! stems on the .plant is set to be
one.
nsSRDAY •0 acc	
refor temperatu	 since 1
the	 on of the last seconday root, and f'
i the day the lasz secondary root was
Y initiated,	 are set to zero.
`	 SP!ING n 70` Spring is arbitrarily .set to begin on the
seventieth day that the average temperature
_ is at or above 4%.
i,EAF 0=1 1
The number of leaves on stem on* is set at
ACCMao.
one.
The temperature accumulator for the F	 i









OF PoOR	 UALI MAIM Continued
ILANTNwSUArN+STENN+R00TNrCRAM 	 i Total plant nitrogen is set to be the sum of
*GLUM the nitrogen Lathe plant parts.
i1
head tht number of soil horisonaof different"AD0 0 ,6AYRSOL
AXAD(5,a)(DI/►0(I),TH9TA0 ( 1), charseter(atLcv, and road values for the
1KTA(V ,SDgrTH() tTHKTAS(I),
THLTAR(t) IAIRDR(t),CTA(I),1D
variables which define the soil
characteristic#.
(i) I el LYRSOL)
RLAD(3,*)DUMR ►TW9TAI Read the initial value for the volura (of
taatar at the bottom boundary.
J• 1 Initialise the counter for number of soil
r
DLLT•l/MOCTA horisone and sot the increment,
00 210
	 YzRwI,NL1 Do for each of the layers.
0O"INU1












Determine the matieu• flow of water for eachL)31AX ( J) •DtYFO(J) a((THLTAS ( J)-
THLTAR ( J)) /D)*(W*DLLT*OAMP) roil horison• ;
LXP(BZTA (J)*(TOgTAS ( J)-TH[TAO(J)))
PC(LAYER)-THZTAS(J) Set the initial field capacity for water
content for each layer Lu tha soil profit*,
t
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(J)+(VH2OC(11►YER,KOLUNN)-?HETAO(J))) sat the initial value for volurteta water
TEN11•(VH2OC(LAYEK,KOLUMN)-THETAR content	 roil water diftuaivtt	 , and soil
cell,(J))/(THETAS(J)-THETAK(J)) water potential for each soil
210
	 F3t3(LAYER,KOLUM) n .0004893
AIRDR(J)*TENlI**(3./(2.-ETA(J)))
READS,*)SHAME MRT Read the name of the soil type and the number
of tables that apply, then write these valwa
to the peinler.
ED
	 250 1n 1jNRT
READS,*)INRTyCH2OC(I)
READS,	 ) (TSTED(I,J), Read in the tables that relate soil type and <>
TSTIN!(t,J),JwI,INR?) their resistanceto root Srowth.	 Writethane
tables out to the printer.
250	 CONTINUE
IDAY .O _
The counter for the number of days with
average temperature at or above 4 •C is see
Mor n64 to zero.
y
KTDAY n0
The time for grain fill and the number of
days *Lore anthems began are initialised.
260 CONTINUE
!L REAf1{S,+',ENDn640)(CLLHAT(t),I nt,8) p
` Read in the daily climate data.
LGA`: n LDAY+l 1
Increment the day counter.
CALL CLYMAT e
+ CALL SOIL Call the CLYMAT subroutine. !
44
^j }
Call the SOIL subroutine. r
True
-'
i TAVC .CE .4
is If the average temperature is below 4 •C '
also than do not count this day in the simulation,
skip the
	
















CALL GROWrIf	 Call the CROWN subroutine to distribute the
photorynthatp.
CAL 	 RPM	 Call the MORPH subroutine to determine the
stag of growth.
	N 201ALoN 20-CUMAN-CAPUP+	 Calculate the water balance.
CUMZP+CUNES+CUNSOK
?rue
DAY .LE .ANTHCS(1 it you have reached the beginning 41
r  
ANTHF„ jg ^ then calculate the require$ time
Falsfor grain filling•
ANTNlMHTNP+TAVC The average daily teuperstulee since ANTHESIS
began .is, accumulated.
	
KlDAYnKTDAYiI	 The number of days since AN"NESIS began is
lacresented,	 f
TDUNnAHTM/KTDAY' Calculate the -_average. temperature since
ANTHESIS began.
>	 ITCFn(-2:7)'tlDUN+90. 	 Determine the time for grain filling which is
a function of temperature. 	 I
tCONTINUEFalse
	
Limit the time for grain filling to be a
maximum of SD days.
 
i
ITST•IDAY/IPRNT*tPRNT	 Detsrmin: if it is time for a printout of
results,
ITGF.LE.KTDAY	 False	 J





IDAY,EQ.1 If it is the fifst day of the simulation,





TTST . NE .IDAY If the results are not to be printed, then go
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PTSN, PTSRSD,RESC! „PLANT, RESP, LEAFWT,
STEWr, CLUMWT, CRANW,_R90TWr, SPN,, S PQWL,
SPDSTM,SPOCLM,SPDCRN,SPAWRT,CSTRSV,
C3TRSF,RESC,RESN,R,3QN,N•"d00L,NSTRES,'NV,
NF $LEAFN , STEMN ; CLUMN, IANN` , LEAMM,
3UPH03,(SPIKC(r),FLORZT(t),LzAr(l),
JOINT(I),SOOT(I),NEAD(I),ANTHES(2),
t n1,NSTENS),SECOND,ACCDEC,PSIAVC, Print the tesuits which allow the user
DIIREN,TILLER,DAYLNC,LAI,KLEAFL,INT, of the model to track the plant as to
TAVC,RCH20,STRSD,ETRSN,WSTRSD,EP,63 the stage of development, growth rates,
;r
problem areas, etc.
Write out the plot& of nitrogen,
IF (NPN.EQ.1) WRITE(6,*)VN07C volumetric water content, root weight._
IF (NPW.EQ.1) WRLTE(6,*)VH2OC and soil water pptential for the soil
I!	 (NPR.EQ.I) WRITE(6,*)ROOTSV section as requisted.
IF (NPP.EQ.1) WRITE(61*)PSIS
False If w have not reached the last day of
ITGF.at KTDAY the simulation, then go to the beginning





Determine yield in bushels per acre.
? YfELD	 GRANWT*14.85671POPFAC













RI - CLIMAT (1)1 RI is daily radiation in Langlay "s.
d
TM X-is maximum daily temperature
TMAX • CLIMAT (2)
TMN is minimum daily temperature
TMN - CLTMAT	 3 ('0.
NK20 • CLINM(4) M820 is sat to l it Rain to actually
irrigation.
Rainfall (or irrigation) is converted
RAIN	 CLIMAT(5)*25.4 to millimeters.
DAYNUM • CLIMAT(7) DAYNUM is the Julian day,
RN	 RI*.8942*,8-2b. Solar radiation is converted to
watts/mater*02.
1XIAT • LATUDE *.0174577
DEC w Cl(1)












Day length is calculated as a 'unction
DAYLNG 'n ARCOS((-.014544-SIN(XLAT)* of latitude and Julian day.
SIN(DEC))/(COS(XLAT)*CO-.(DEC)))*
7.6394
-'"- Average daytime temperature is
TDAY • (TMAX-TMIN)*.55+TMN
r calculated as a function of the maximum
and minimum daily temperatures.
TNYT • (TMAX-TMIN)*.15+TMIN
Av ra a niighttime temperature is
calculated as a function of the maximum
and minimum daily temperatures.
a"
Call the DATE subroutine to convert
	









MINAT Cont ahyd OF POOR QUALITY
t^
a
The variable DAYTYM is sot to be the
DAYTYM n DAYLNC number of daylight hours in the 14-hour
day.
The variable N1TTYM is set to the number
MYTTYM • 24,-DAYLNG of hours from sunset to sunrise•
o
a ^
The average daily temperature isTAVC n (TDAY*DAYTYM+TNYT*
NYTlYM)/ 24, calculated.







ERM2	 1,-EXP(-.4 kLAI) j
The percentage of light intercepted is 1
dec►-.nsd as r function of row-spacing,
•
Ie)gth of the largest leaf on the
INT	 TERM1*TERM2 plsnt, and leaf are index.
^
f










= The reader i8 referred to Lambert and Baker (1982), Marani and-
Baker (1981) and_ Whisler et,al. (1981) for detailed descriptions of
the subroutines callers from SOIL.
	 However, a brief statement of funs-
tion is offered here.	 In general, the purposes of the RHIZOS section
of, WINTER WIREA,T are as follows:
(a)	 To provide the plant with mineral nutrients (especially
nitrogen).
(b)	 To provide soil water potential information from the root
zone for the calculation of plant turgor levels and leaf water
potentials.	 The loaf water potentials, in turn, are used to
estimate water stress induced Leauct:ions in growth.
(c)	 To provide 'the above ground model with an estimate of the
root sink stre.,gth for carbon and nitrogen compounds.
RHIZOS, a two dimensional model, considers a cross section of the
soil under one row.	 Both dimensions of the section are variable, the
width being row width, two metiers being the depth.	 This section is
one cm thick and it is assumed to be longitudinally representative of
the row.	 It is subdivided into a 6x20 matrix. 	 It keeps a daily
d ammonium nitrogen and root.
materalfin each^oelloof thermatrixate^ 3age	 of root mass is
maintained .and used to estimate root growth and water uptake.
fertilizer may be added at any depth.
	
If fertilizer is to be
added on a given day, FRTLIZ is called.
if rainfall or irrigation occurs, GRAFLO is called which distri-
butes the water vertically in the profile.
	
Ammonium ions are assumed
a to be adsorbed on soil colloids and to be stationary.	 Nitrate nitro-
gen, on the other hand, is assumed to be in solution and to move 	 with
the soil water.
An evapotranspiration routine (ET) adapted from Ritchie (1972) is -'
used to provide an empirical estimate of water removed from the
profile each day.	 This amount of water, then, is simply imposed on
the UPTAKE subroutine.
During stage I drying, water is removed from the sunlit cells of
the top layer of the matrix in UPTAKE.
Transpiration losses occur in those; cells containing roots. 	 The
amount taken from any given cell depends on the amount and age distri-
bution_ (permeabil tai) of the roots in the cell.
Rgdistribution of water within the soil profile occurs in CAPFLO.
Again, nitrate nitrogen moves with the moving soil water'.
Thy, mineralization of 'organic nitrogen and the conversion of am-
monium n trc ^3 to nitrate occurs in NITRIF.
PNEr
As noted earlier., WINTER WHEAT is a materials balance model,
i.e., each 'day of the growing season an increment of dry .. matter is o'	 s
produced and distributed to the growing points in the plant, the end
point yield, then, being the dry weight of the grain.
In a review of the subject of canopy photosynthesis
(Baker, et.al ., 1978a) a number of factors were considered in the








fLitN n CLINAT (8) CLIMAT(e) is the amount of fertilizer to be
applied today:
On the first day of the simulation, call the
,F True
IDAY.GT.l fertiliser subroutine to add nitrogen foundin the organic matter, and ' to add residual










After the first daK the organic matter and
residual nitrate and ammonium variablf4 are
W to zero.










False/MIN.GT.O If rain or irrigation occurred,then call the





' Call the evapotranspiration subroutine ( ET),
a
CALL ET'
SUPNO3	 0• Initialize the accumulators for uptake of
SUMES
	 0: nitrates	 evaporation from the soil, and
SUMEP	 (1. transpiration from the plant for the day. 3
1
,1
DO 10 I n 1, NOM Iterate NOITR (an input parameter) times
during the daytime.
i






SOIL Continued ORIGINAL pli




True Accumulate the nitrate taken up lay the
coats during the day.
f SUlNO3 a SUPNO3 + UP NO3
„ CALL CAPPLO Call CAPTLO to redistribute water and
nitrate in.responsa to potential gradients
caused by the wthdrawel of water.
l	 CONTINUE
Add periodic transpiraelon;to the
F CUI iRP * CUMEP + NE6tEp accumulator.
NEtlESCUriES	 CUMES + ^^^ Add periodic evaporation from the soil
i to the accumulator.




It	 ll I n 1, NOM Iterate NOM (an input paralaater)
i
time during the night.
CALL CAPFLO Call CAPPLO to redistribute soil water 1
4 ,
dui!.ng the night.
R 11 (	 CONTINUE
a









The static models of Monsi and Saeki (1953), deWit (1965), Duncan,
et.al,.	 (1967), and Tooming, (1967) consider the leaf as the basic
photosynthetic element.	 They treat an exceedingly oamplex subject re-
quiring a vast amount of input data describing the physical location,
tbo climate and the angular orientation of each leaf elemen t in the
canopy.	 This information must be provided continuously throughout the
day.	 In order to accurately estimate total canopy performance they
also require the age, the developmental history and the current
nw,►tritional status of each leaf element.	 All this can be provided in
a model,. but at considerable expense.
in addition to the complexity involved, these static leaf element
present
	te 
crop modeler with three other difficcllti;es.	 l•irst., 
rlsnone	 ever been validated.	 The best that has been done is
to compare theta with weekly dry matter accumulation data - which is
son*what analogous to using a calendar rather than a stop watch to
measure the pulse rate of a heart patient. 	 Secondly, they do not: cor-
rectly account for respiration. 	 They simply assume that some fixed
fraction of photosynthate is consumed in respiration,	 This becomes a
fatal error in the attempt to use these static models in a dynamic j
form since respiration is a function of quantity of biamass.. 	 Finally,
they assume'a horizontally uniform distribution of leaves which is not j
appropriate in a row crop.
With effort all of these difficulities could have been overcome,
but the result wed, at best, have been a rather inconsistent patch
job.
	
We chose instead to take a more empirical approach, treati
n
g the
entire, plant canopy as the photosynthetic element.
	
There is abundant
precedent for this in the literature (Baker, et.al., 1978a:, and, it j
leads more -directly and more precisely to the quantity of dry matter
produced by the crop.
	
It depends, however, on the availability of a
t of canopy photosynthesis-respiration data in a crop of known bio-
mass.
A detailed flow chart of Pt= is presented an pages 17 and 18.
The model does not contain a mechanism for the calculation of leaf
water potential from environmental inputs, ar.;d so it (PSzL) is simply
-M
set equal to five times the water potential in the rooted portion of
the soil profile.
	
The next several statements, down to line 10,
computo a water stress reduction factor for photosynthesis. 	 The reduc-
tion factor (PTSRED) is a linear function of leaf water potential
taken directly from Figure 1 of 4awlor (1976).
	
We believe that the
data base for PTSRED must be confitmed in experiments at various
stages of development in crops grown under natural light and with var-
ious patterns of water stress development.
Next, c=Vy photosynthesis, on a ground area basis, is calculat-
ed. In 1977, Baker, Parsons,_Phene, L&&'mbert and McKinion (unpublished)`
collected a set of canopy aparent photosynthesis and respiration data tin the winter winter wheat cultivar, Scout, under abundant soil
moisture and fertility conditions.	 Measurements were made at several
stages of development in the crop.' The measurements were made in SPAR
units (Phene et.al., 1978) via the closed system technique.	 Apparent
photosynthesis was recorded, continuously, throughout the season, at
fifteen minute intervals, along with incident PAR, canopy light




OF POOR QUAL17-Y MT Subroutine
PSiL • PSuva Leaf water potential is set to be five
times the averase soil water potential.	 1?
FTSRED	 00 Photosynthesis reduction factor for
moisture stress is initialised at sero.
SIL .LT. •18.
True
If leaf wat4c potential is less then	 ¢
-1.8 bare than PTSRED remains at :ero.
Telat
RSRED n (PSIL + Is.)/12 The reduction factor is a 'liner function
of the loaf water potsntial.
+ .SRED .,'T. 1	 ---
False if this reduction factor is calculated r










PSTAND	 8,219 + RI
(.221)8 - .00012 * RI) Potential canopy photosynthesis is a
function of solar radiation.
PTSN	 1.0 Photosynthesis reduction factor for
nitrogen stress is initis'taed at one.
LEAFCN .LT. .OL
False if lest concentration is less than one









PTSN + 100. +^ LEAFCN
3
STARCH	 RESC/(RESC t
LEAM t STEMFTf) Calculate the fraction of plant weight
which is starch.
k
RESCF — 1. -.28 * STARCHI Calculate photosynthesis reduction factor
for starch leafloading feedback as a
function of leaf carbohydrate level.

























'PLANT n PSTAND * INT +► PTSN	 Gross photosynthesis is a function of
ED+► PTSR * RESCF * 1POPFAW100.	 intercepted light, plant population,
-	 and the calculated reduction factors.
	
RESP a ((TAVG	 13.)/	
1
	
11500. * 14.) * 'PLANTW	 Rupiration lose la calculstsd, is
function of twspeature and plant weight,
1E3P .'LT. 0.	 If the respiration lose is calculated to 	 b	 #




.k	 RESF . 0,
Pat photosynthesis is sat to be gross
photosynchesis minus respiration loss
PN (PPLANT - RESP)*.68181 	 multiplied by a factor to convert grams 	 j
Of C01 to Srams of CHZO.
False
PM U. FNFAC	 If net photosynthesis is loss than the
tmminim amount, then it is set to the
miniswm (arbitrarily assigned) value.
True
	
 ^ PNTAC	 ^ e
Ism m SPN + PNI
	







the same SPAR crops as Was photosynthesis. The respiration data are
presented in Figure 2.
	 Two techniques were used in these
measurements.
	 In the first, (figure 2a) the chamber was quickly
darkened after a period of photosynthesis.	 in the second, (Figure 2b)
the chamber was kept dark for a period of about 18 hours prior to and
during the respiration measurements. 	 Rate of i-ncrWe in canopy cc)
'twas measured after 25 to 30 minutes" acconadation to a 0e-wrat3re
level.	 Unlike the results with cotton, (Baker et.al., 1970 we found
no difference in rate of canopy respiration whether preceded by a
period of rapid photosynthesis or not.
	
The senesced (SPAR C data
points were deleted.
	 The light and dark data sets were combined and
fitted to provide the respiration .Function in the code. This technique
may be criticized since it is, in fact, a respiration measurement made
in +,-,he dark being used to represent respiration in the light, c.f.
Ctvjllet and Ogren (1975). 	 Although we believe any quantitative error
will be be 	 small,, this estimate of the respiratory lose in the
light will probably be on the high side.	 Convin (1970)	 presents
evidence that dark respiration may be reduced,in the presence of
light. There appeared to be no change in photosynthetic efficiency
during the season until the beginning of senescence.	 The data were
collected on crops in three SPAR units maintained at three temperature
regimes (c.f. Table l).
	
5o, the crops matured at different rates.
The effect of senescence on canopy photosynth	 is Is shown in Figure
3.	 There was no significant; senescence effect in chamber R through
days 114, 116,. and 117, nor was any senescence in A noticeable through
days 126, 127, 	 and 128.	 Appropriate dark respiration val'ues from the
above .measurements were added to these (fifteen minute) apparent
photosynthesis values, and, the data were pooled and fitted to obtain
a composite canopy light response curve with 258 15-minute data
points. An R	 value of 0.89 was obtained.	 This curve was used, with
15-rainute average solar radiation data throughout the daylight periods
in 36 representative days over the season to produce the daily total
data presented in Figure 4. The data range from completely clear days
to completely and heavily overcast days.	 The equation for this curve
is used to rnlculate daily photosynthate production (PSTAND) from
daily total solar radiation in WINTER WHEAT. Next, a photosynthesis
reduction factor for nitrogen stress is calculated. 	 At the time of
j
the development of this model, no data base for this was available to
w	 us, and so, we arbitrar;.ly reduce photosynthesis for leaf nitrogen
concentrations below one percent by the leaf concentration multiplied
by 100.	 In future 'versions of WllvrER WHEAT an experimental data base
for this will be developed.
The following section of PNET develops a photosynthesis reduction
factor for starch buildup in the leaves.	 Again, no data base for this
in winter wheat was available to us. .Therefore the data and logic of
Holt, et. al. (1975) in their alfalfa model.	 SIM® * are used.
Next, the photosynthate yield (PSTAND`) is reduced by the above re- x`
duction factors, adjusted for canopy light interception (INT), and put
on a Per plant basis.
In the next several statements, canopy respiration is calculated.
Net photosynthesis, PN, is ;calculated as the differences between


































S 5	 10	 15	 20 25 30	 35	 40	 45	 50,
a TEMP 19C 1
fa Figure 2.	 Canopy respirat oa rates (in mg. CO2/gram dry plant weight/hour)
r vs. air temperature immediately after exposure to bright light (A)
and after exposure to long periods
20









SPAR Unit Temperature Control Program.








_ 6-12 2.7 5.3 9.8
z 13-19 4.6 7.2 10,11
20-26 4.9 7.1 12.8
z7-33 4.6 9.7 12.8
34-40 7.2 10.2 15.6
41-47 7.2 12.8 18.3
48-54 7,2 12.9 18.4
$5-61 10.0 15.5 21.1
k
62-68 10.0 15.6, 23.9	 b
69-75 10.1 18.0 23.5
76-82 12.6 18.0 25.8
83-89 13.1 18.3 25.8
90-96 1519 21.2 29.3
97-103 iG.O 23.9 29.4
104-110 18.2 23.9 29.3
111-117 18.2 23.8 28.8
118-124 17.9 24.1 29.3
125-131 19.0 23.8' 28.7
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C RIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY :.
00	 to CH 0. It represents dry matter production per plant per
da	 A vSry small minimum limit ensures some q ", rth in the very early
` seedling stages.
Finally, the day's increment of net photosynthate production is
accumulated for diagnostic purposes in-the materials balance.
G[t04VrH
This subroutine calculates potential and actual daily increments
a
of growth of each of the or;ans on the plant-. 	 The data base is mainly
from papers by Sofield-et.al . (1974) and Friend et.al . (1962).	 Root
growth is handled in RUTGRO, a RHIZOS subroutine, which is call ed
twice from GROWTH.	 In RUTGRO the soil water potential in those parts
of the soil profile containing roots is used along with climate inforur
ation tii calculate day time and night time (WSTRSD AND WSTRSN) water
; stress parameters referred to below.
Growth strategy is as follows:
a)	 the plant is inventoried and a potential growth rate for each
of the organs is calculated as a function of temperature, assuming no
shortage of photosynthate or nitrogen. 	 A total carbohydrate demand
(CD) is calculated as the sum of the potential growth increments of
all the plant organs. 	 Plant attributes used in this calculation in-
clude organ weights and ages (since initiation). 	 When abetter organ
F data base is available, potential growth will be calculated for day
and night time periods separately using tet^perature and water stress
inputs appropriate to those time periods.
b)	 after the calculation of potential carbohydrate requirements,
the NITRO subroutine is called from GROWTH.	 NITRO will be described x
in detail later. Its function is to estimate the nitrogen required to
assimilate the amount of carbon just estimated for each of the organs.
These nitrogen requirements are sunned for the vegetative parts and
". the fruiting parts and the sums are used in the denominators of
h nitrogen supply/demand ratios to estimate the maximum fractions of the
G carbohydrate uptake potentials that can actually be assimilated,
,i considering the nitrogen limitations. 	 This, then, is a reduced or
refined estimate of potential organ growth increments.
c)	 a carbohydrate supply/demand ratio is calculated as follows:
CPOOL = PN + RESC
CSTRES = CPOOL/CD
where CPOOL is the total available pool of carbohydrate from today's
a increment of photosynthate production, plus reserve carbon carried in
from earlier dogs, and CSTRES is the carbohydrate supply:demand ratio.
d)	 actual growth of each organ on the plant, then, is calculated;
as the product r?f potential growth multiplied by CSTRES. 	 This parti-
tions photosynthate to each organ on the plant in proportion to its
contribution to total demand, except that grain will receive their
full requirement first if sufficient carbohydrate is available for q
grain growth.	 Anything beyond that is partitioned to the vegetative
parts, including roots. ?











OF POOR QUALITY  ^^
GROWTH Subroutine
WTP	 , 0025 „WTF is the factor to convert leaf
area in Sw,►+2 to weight in grams.
nI'WST a (WSTRSD a DAYTYM + Determine the water stress factor for
VSTRSN k NYTTYM)/ 24. reduction tof potential growth.
DO 100 1
	 1, NSTEMS Uo for all the stems on th^i plant.
PDSTEM (I) - 0.1 Initialize the potential change in
stem weight for each stem. (Heading
Stage)
PDGLUM (I)	 .000005 Initialize the potential change in
glum weight for each stem. (Heading
stage)
PDGRAN (I) + ,00009 x TAVG The potential change in grain weight
- .0001 is a function of temperature. (Heading
Stage)_	 k
PDGRAN(I).LT.O.	 False if the potential change in grain weight 	 x
is calculated to be lose than zero,
True then not it to zero.-	 i	 1
RAN	 • 1
_a
IDAY ,GE. JOINTti?—'" P
False
PDSTEM (I).00005 Set potentiali for stem, slums, and





PDSTEM (I) - .0022.
PDGLUM ( I)	 0.
Sat potentials for s t
m	 gl	
s, and




PDGRAN (I) - 0.
True
DAY .GE. ANTHES ( I) + Sat potentials for stem, glum* and
grain growth during boot stage through
. False anthesis.
PDSTEM ( I)	 0079


















rr ORIGINAL PAGE IS'
t
(MGMI'H Continued	 OF POOR OUA: ITY
NSTEMS .LE. 0 False If there are no stans,, then get,
out of the growth routine,
True
Return	 _
Do 160 I -.1. NSTEMSJ Do for each stem on the plant.
L►,A! (I)
	 U. 0	




Do 120 'J • 1, K Do for each leaf on the stem. 1
t
!. TDUM n TAVG
TD	
4:T, 20	 F ISO Potential change in leaf area is a
function of temperature with max
potential change occuring at 20%.
True The relationship is linear with no
potential Rropth below 0'C or above d











ALT* (I,J)	 AMR (1,J) + TAVG The average temperature is added to
- the temperature accumulator for each
leaf (accumulated ..ince the leaf w4s
Initiated).
ITIM	 IDAY - LIDATE (I, J) Determine the age of each leaf. !
-I
TDUM - ALTMP°(I,J) /ITIM Calculate the average temperature of
each leaf since its initiation.












OF POOR QUALITY PDWL (I,J) a WAY ** Potential change in leaf vaight is aWIT * RFNST	 'FACL function of potential change in lief
area, area to weight factor,
water stress factor, and an input growth
SPDWL w SPDWL + PDIM (I,J) coefficient.
Calculate potentia^t change iA^ leaf
l20	 CONTINUE weight . for the plant (total).
A
SPDSTM - SPDSTM + Calculate potential change in skeet
PDSTEM _(I) * MST weight for the plant _ (total).
S"'',CLM a SPDGLM + PDCLtM (I) Calculate potential change in glume
SPIKE (1) * RFWST weight for the plant ( total).
STDfatN a S4DCAN + PDCRAN '(I) Calculate potential change in grain
* FLORET (1) t RFWST weight for the plant (total).
160	 CONTINUE
CALL RUTGRO (KALL) Call EUTGRO subroutine to get potential
change in root weight. m
d
SPDWRT	 SPDWRT * ,^,./ Convert potential change in root weight
ROWSP * PC	 C' * 1
0
0 to be in units of Brame per plant.
Total ; potential change in weight of allCD n SPDWRT + SPDGLM + SPDSTM + SPDWL
plant parts except grain to determine
carbohydrate demand for theca parts.
CSTRSF	 1. Initalize the carbohydrate stress factors
CSTRSV	 1. at 1 (no stress).
CPOOL + RESC + PN Calculate total available carbohydrate
4
as being reserve from IDAY - 1 plus. the
photosynthace produced on IDAY.
AESC 0 CPOOU^ SPDGRN Subtract carbohydrate needed for maximum
- potential grain gt)wth from the carbohy-
dratd available.
RESC .CT. 0. If no carbohydrate, remains (1
-r growth of
other plant parts, :set t a reseu9r carboh-
ydrate variable _o zero, the carbohydrate
Falaa stress factor for vegetative parts to zero,
and recalculate the carbohydrate stress
factor for grain growth based upon
CSTRSF







GKWH continued	 OF POOR QUALITY
LRESC - RESC - CD Subtract the carbohydrate needed for
growth of plant parts other than grain
from available carbohydrate.
True
RESC .GE. 0. If the available carbohydrate is insufficient
to wet demand, then use the remaining
carbohydrate for growth, calculate a carbohy-
drate stress factor for vegetative growth
false and mat the carbohydrate reserve to zero.
CSTRSV n 0.
false	 CD .GT. 0.
True
r
CSTRSV a (RESC:'} CD)/CD
RESC a 0.
CONTINUE
CALL NITRO Call thQ NITRO subroutine to allocate nitrogen
for growth. 1
t
LEAM = 0. Set the variables used to total the
STEMiT - 0. weight for the leaves, stow. glumse	 and
GLUMiT w 0. grain on the plant :o zero. 	 Zero the
GUM * 0. variable used to accumulate the extra
XTRAC	 0. carbohydrate. d
a
DO 400 I
	 1,	 TEMS Do for all the stems on the plant,
LEAF (1) .LE. 0
False}
x	 K • LEAF (I)
DO 320 J-1, K For each leaf on stem Ii
PDWL (I,J) ,LE. 0' True ;,£ there is a potential for change in leaf:
weighty
False
tr AREA	 AREA t PDWL (I,J)rt determine change in area of leaf J on atom
WTF * CSTRSV * NV I and add to accumulator of total leaf area for
plant.
4 LEAFW (I,J)	 LEAFW (I,J) Determine the weight of leaf J on stem 1.
t PDWL (I,J) * CSTRSV * NV
XTRAC n -XTRAC + FDWL (1,J) Accumulate the extra carbohydrate which was












Accumulate the weight of leaves on plant.
Determineweight of staua.I by adding
change in stem Wight to the accumulator.
Accumulate the extra carbohydrate which
was needed for #too growth but not
used because of nitrogen stress.
Accumulate the total sleight of all stems
on plant.
d
LEAM n LEAFWT + Lf. M
920	 'ONTINUE
STLPW(I) a STEHWM +
rDSTEN (I) * RFM
CSTRSV * NV
XTRAC • =AC '+ PASTZM (I)
KFUST * CSTRSV * (l.-NV)
STEM STEMIT + STEW (2)
GLUM	 (I) - GLUMW (I) + PDGLUN (1) Determine weight of Slums@ on stem I by
RFWST * CSTRSV * SPIKE (1) *,NV adding change in 6voo ^ weight to the
" accumulator. r
f_^
XTRAC * XTRAC + r/OGLUM (I) * Accumulate the extra carbohydrate which
k
SPIKS (I) * MST * CSTRSV * (1.-N'1) was Beaded for glum* growth but not
used because of nitrogen stress
`^ CLUlMtGLUMWT * GLUMW (I) Accuulata the total weight of all gluses
on plant.
1 Determine the weight
	
grain of stem_ofGRANW (I) ' Ga.ANW (1) + PDMAM (1) .
RFWST * CSTRSF * NF * FLORET (I) by adding grain weight -to the accumulator. $
Accumulate the extra carbohydrate whichR°TMC m XTRAC # PDGAAN (I) * FLORET (1)
* RlfIST * CSTRSF * (I.-NF) was needed forgrain growth but not
used because of nitrogen stress.
CRANWT
	
GRANWT + GRANW (1) Accumulate the total weight of all grain
on the plant.
400	 coNTItrUE
Determine the amount of carbohydrate goingACN20	 SPDWRT * CSTRSV +► NV
to the roots of the plant.
XTRAC - r_ C + SPDWRT * Accumulate the extra carbohydrate which was
CSTRSV * (1.-NV) allocated for root growth, but 	 not
used because of nitrogen stress.
KALL ^ L
u.
C81.1 the RUTGRO subroutine to grow theCALL RUTGRO (KALE)
roots.







PLANTw	 LEAFWT + STEMWT + GLuwr Total plant weight is weight of indivi-
+-GRANWT +_ROOTWT + RESC dual plant parts plus the reserve carboh-




MOM continued	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
047 POOR QUALITY :LLB
VECWT - PLANTW - MANWT




	 Initialise the variable which is used
to stone the weight of the largest lest
on the plant.
00 420 I • 1, NSTEM3 Do for all the stems on the plant.





00 420 J w 1, K Do for all the 'leaves on stem 2. r
False
1	 GFW ,(I,J) ,CT. If the v*ight of leaf J on atom I is Mora
than the maximum weight of any leaf to
this poin; then set the maximum leaf








2.15 * XKA=/WTF + 1. use maximum leaf djai ght to determine




XLEAFL a .74 * XMAXLWIWTF + 9. 44










defined in subroutine RUT RO, for daytime and nighttime:, and, day and
night average temperatures are brought in from MAIN
Referring to the flow charts l page 'S, the first staxavant de-
fines a specific leaf weight term from unpublished data of ftika. The
second statement forms a water stress factor from water stress data
(WSTI'CZSO and W5TRSN) data brought in Lrpm K =30 via MAIN. These data




the leaf water potential is estimated to be above -7 bars. The remain-
ing statements on page 25 calculate or define the potential dry matter
accumulation increments in the stems, glumes and grain. The values for
stems and glumes have been chosen arbitrarily. The values for the
grain are taken from Sof,ield et.al . (1974). These are first defined
	
a
for the heading stage. Then, they are soccessively defined for the
jointing, booting and anthesis (plus 4 days) stages.
The :statements on page 26 and down to statement 120 on page 27 de-
fine the potential growth increment of each leaf on each stem as _func-
tions of temperature and water stress. The data baser both for leaf	 j
growth rake and the length of the leaf' growth period is from Friend,
et.a .. (1962). They did not record leaf growth per se The tempera-
ture responses represent total above ground vegetative growth rates.
Their experiments were done with Marquis wheat (Triticum{ aestivum).undev artificial light (up to a maximum of 2500 f.c.), and
their data emend only to 30 C.. We believe that values derived from
this data set may be low representations of "potential", i.e. not
limited by carbohydrate supply, growth. Certainly these data need to
be confirmed in further experiments. However, we have u_aed the Friend	 t
et.al . data only to construct the shape of a temperature response.
Actual amounts of :Leaf growth appear to be reasonable. First, leaf
area growth is calculated.rrLning the length of the leaf growth period
is calculated as a function 	 (since leaf initiation) average
temperature. Finally, a potential leaf weight increment is calculated
from the potential area growth increment, the specific leaf weight
factor and the water stress reduction factor. These potential leaf
growth increments are then accumulated.
Next potential growth increments for stems, glumes and grain are
adjusted for water stress and accumulated. Then, (mi.ddle of page 27)





This potential total root growth increment is added to the total




carbohydrate demand (CD) for vegetative growth. Then, the carbohy-
drate pool is calculated as the sum of today's photosynthate produc-
tion plus reserves carried over from yesterday.
Next, the supply,-,demand ratio for grain growth is calculated.
The following logic allows carbohydrate shortage to terminate vegeta-
tive growth entirely in favor of grain growth. -First, the reserve.
pool is decremented by the amount needed for grain growth. If this
completely depletes the reserves, then, reserves are set to zero, the
supply-.demand ratio for vegetative growth is zeroed, and, the
supgly:demand ratio for fruit growth is defined less than one. If,





decree tinted by the amount needed for vegetative growth. if they are
still not depleted, full vegetative growth occurs. if they are
depleted, a supply:demand ratio for vegetative growth less than one is
calculated.
Next, NITRO is called and in an analogous way, nitrogen
supply:demand ratios for grain and vegetative growth are calculated.
After return from NITRO, (muddle of page 28 through page 29)
actual dry matter growth of each organ on the plant in calculated. In
each case, three .steps are taken. First, the new organ size is
defined as the old value plus today's increment,: which is %pal to the
potential growth increment multiplied by the supply:demand ,ratios for
carbohydrate and: nitrogen. Nlext, if nitrogen was limiting, same carbo-
hydrate is left over, (XIRAi ).. This is accumulated and added to re-
serve. Finally, the total weights of the various categories of organs
are accumulated.
After RUTGRO is called for the actual incrementing of root dry
natter, total plant weight and vegetative weight, are calculated. Maxi
mum leaf length is calculated for use in the estimation of canopy
ground, cover (Wr) p and LAI is calculated
RUTGRO
This subroutine calc-1ates potential and actual dry matter in the
various parts of the root system.
	
It also calculates water stress par-
L	 ameters which are used. in GROWTH to adl	 t potential growth of above
ground plant parts.
' A more detailed descriptiontio  of this subroutine is 	 resented bt'	 	 p	 x
Lambert and Balser (1982) in their discussion of RHIZOS.
	 The parts
directly affecting above gr,aund processes will be outlined here for
readability of the present SUscussion, _of WINTER WHEAT as a whole.
Flow charts are presented ors, pages 33-44.
The water stress param'.4ters (WSTLRSD and MTRSN) are calculated
first and will therefore be presented first in this discussion. {
Boyer (1970) presents data showing an abrupt cessation in leaf
growth in soybean, sunflower and corn as leaf water potential falls {
from about'-3 bars (full turgor).	 The exact cutoff varies with
species and we presume it varies with	 conditioning.	 The plants ap-
proach zero enlargement asymptotically, reaching zero at or before
-12 bars leaf water potential.
	
Baker et. al. (1982) have chosen thres-
holds ranging from -3 to -12 bars and found that a -7 bar threshold
works best for estimating growth in cotton.	 This analysis has yet to
be repeated for winter wheat.
!Model strategy is to assume that above -7 bars leaf water poten-
tial there is no :restriction to growth of above ground plant parts and
below that threshold no growth occurs, since the asymptote is ap-
proached sharply in Boyer's data.	 A regression model expressing s
cotton leaf water potential, (PSIL) as a function of 'soil water	 -
potential (PSIS), net radiation (RN) and temperature (TA), where water
potentials ark in bars, temperature is.in Celsius, and net radiation
is in watts/m	 was used to calculate PSIS, values at ten minute
intervals for all combinations of the weather and soil water potential
`	 conditions in Table 2. 	 Daily time courses of a typical data set are








On the second tine RUTGRO it called each
Co To 2 day skip to staa.ent Z•
Do 40 Im1,20
Do 40 Jn i,6
k




PSINAX -S0. Initialise there variables.
DO 1 LAYER•11L0.





RTtiT(LAYER,KOLUMN, 0+ Roots capable of growth in any soil call
KTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2) are sesurd to be those in ass class 1
(lore than 3 drys old) plus those in age
class Z (between 3 and 12 days).
`	 PSIS(LAYER,KOLUMN) 	 False
)
.GT	 PSIMAX By repeating this eosipariron p ier all
roil cells occupied by roots, the maximum
True roil water potential in the root-occupied


































YSTRSN . LT.0.000 Limier . 0001 AT, WSTASN OLT 1.
37 True aWSTRSNn0.0001 1






DAYLIoDAYLNC / 24. Day length as a CRact^^dn, 0-1. s
































Traverse• all layers occupied by roots,
CALTSNOTSNL*(-71,3947*(TSNL+1.32792))













True	 Limits .0001 .LT, STRSD .LT. 1.
,
STRSD*l!




















ROOTXPe((-0,21208654-0.,016079 Specific root growth rate within soil sell,
t
*PSDL)*DAYL14-(-0.21208ba+ dependent on daylength, layer te"Wrature,
0.016079*TSNL)*DAYL2 and water stress based on PSIMAX..
K00TX?.LT YACR	
False -
tieit ROOTXP to an input minimum amount.
True
ROOTXY*FACK
CALL RIMPRD Call the RIMPEO subroutine,
E KR•KRL(LAYER) - n
)
DO 97 KOLUMN n 1,KR Do for all the columns containing root@.
,
KPIRKOLUMN4-1-(KOLUMNINK































4T GT.LT.S	 i	 False
rue
RTPCT -. S
Sui potential root growth over theSPDWRT!PSPDtiRT#DWRT(LAicR,KOLUMN
€ +ROOTXP+RTPCT entire profile.
' 77 CONTINUE
S24 CONTINUE







` RCCF nRCH2OISPDWRT Root growth correction factor is the
ratio of carbohydrate available for
root growth to the total potential root
growth in the profile.
r DO S LAYER-i,LR_















If crop is three days old or less, no
shifting of .•octs by age class is dons.
also
:;IDAY
AY.LE.l2	 True It crop is less than 12 days oldi no






Alter day 12, a fraction (RTP2) of the
RTWT
	
R , ROLUMI , 3)+RTP2 roots in age class 2 is shifted into age
r *RTWT ( EAYER , KOLUMI , 2) class 3.	 -ATP2 is L/( 12-3).
RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMi,2)-
RTWT ( LAYER , KOLUMI , 2) The roots added to age class 3 are hers
*(l.-RTP2) removed from 	d clue 2.K
CONTINUE
RTWT( LAYS. R,KOLUMN,2) After day 7, a fraction (RTP1) of the
RTWT(tAYER,K0LUMN,2)+RTP1* roots in age class 1 is shifted intoi	 e
RTWT ( T.:4YER,K0LUMI , 1) class 2.	 RTP1	 is	 1/3. j
RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,1)n The roots added to age clasi 2 are
RTWT( LAYER, KOLUMI, 1) x'(1-RTP 1) removed from age class 1.
DWRT(LAXER,KOLUNN) n The actual root weight increase in the
RGC!*DMRT(LAYKR,K0LUl41)* soil cell.	 Note that DWRT nRCH2O.
ROOTXP*RTPCT
The growth originating from each coil
already occupied by roots has now been
5 CONTINUE detersdned.	 The direction of chat growth
swat now be determined.	 Growth may occur	 i
within the cell itstlf, to the right, to
LRT^LR the left, or downward.
Temporary LR, for use later,
NLR^LR
Number, of layers containing roots.
DO a Ln I,NLR Use of the variables LDC, LD1,
KRI, KLI,	 IRC,	 and LC allow simplified'
programing SRWP and DWRT; the
alternative Lo may IF statements to
handle boundary conditions for root
growth.	 "Layer down” coefficient for use
f in SRWP equations below.	 1






rORIGINA.. PACE 63 1WTGA0 continued
OF POOR QUALITY
f
LDC-G*(l-L/NL) Number o ►' "Layer down" (below) for use 3n,
LDI-L+1-(L/NL) sRWR equations below.
nL+l	 1 .Lt. L .LT. NL
OL	 4 n NL




subsequent statements is to prohibit
roots from growing onto the bottom of the
root zone.
KR•KRL L
The number of columns occupied by roots
in layer L.
Kn 1,KR






RTWr(L,K.1)+RTWT(L,K,2 if root weight capable of growth in j
.LT.THRLN smaller than a threshold, roots have not
} Co To 10 traversed the soil call and thus cannot
extend into adjacent cells.
	 Growth
_
sccurs only within the cell L,K.
STRi-(104. 6-3.53*RTIMPD(L,K)/1,0216)*.01
STRI.GT.1	 False















































SRWPo(1./PSIS(L,K)**3	 Sun of weighting factors to determine
+IRC /PSIS(L,KR1)**3	 relative amount of growth from the soil
+LDC/P5IS(LD1,K)**3 	 cell in each of the four directions:
+LC/PSIS(L,KL1)**3
	
	 Internal to the cell itself, leftward,
downward, and rightward. Weighting
6 factors based on water potential of
considered call. Approach is strictly a
hypothesis. 'Note that 'ZRC, LDC, and 'LC







RTWr ( L,K,1)-RTk[ ( G,K,I )+ To the current young root weight in the
DWRT ( L,K)*(1./PSIS ( L,K) cell L. K is added the fraction of the root
**3)./SRWP growth from the cell occurring within the
call.
RTWr(L,KLI,I)-RTWT(L,KL1,1)
To the currant young root weight in the
cell to the left of cell L, K is added the
+DWRT(L,K)*(LC/PSIS(L,KLI) fr"tion of the root growth occurring from
**3) /SRWIP the'celt L, K into the lefthand cell.	 Note
than if Kul, LC nO and the boundary
condition of no growth across the plan*
under the row is satisfied'.
To the current young root weight in the
cells to the sight of cell L, K is added the
RTWr(L,KRi , I)-RTWr ( L,KRI , I) fraction of the root growth occurring from
+DWRT ( L,K)*(IRC /PSIS ( L,KR1) the cell L, K into the righthand cell.
*+3)/SRWP Note that if K•NK, IRC nO and the boundary
condition of no growth across the plane 	 i
under the next row is satisfied.
RTWr(LDi , K,I)-RTWT(LD1,K , 1) To the current young root weight in the
♦DWRT ( L,K)*(LDC /PSIS(LD1,K) cell: below cell L, K is added the fraction.
**])%SlIWP of the root growth occurring from the cell
L, K;into the cell below. 	 Note that LDC-O
or 0!to include geotropic effects.
	
If
LuNL, LDCnO and the boundary condition of	 y
no growth across tho bottom of the lower
boundary is satisfied.
• OBTrue Th:	 matrix is being traversed by layer,
from left to right.
	
if the number of
r'	
. ^
:oluans occupied by roots equals the total
1 number of -colunns ' in the plane, KRL cannot
False
be increased.	 Further,	 if the cell being
considered ( L,K) is not the rightmost cell
which contains roots in the layer, uo
consideration of increasing KRL is given.
Increment the number of columns occupied by
KRL(L ) -KRL(LT+ 1' roots in the layer. 	 Note that this occurs
Fi only when growth in the rightmost cell
eontain;ing roots in the layer is 'being
I—CONTINUZI considered and current root weight capable
of growth exceeds the threshold value.
If the bottom layer occupied by roots is
.NE.LR	 True not being considered, or all layers in the
DR
.OR.N
slab are already occupied by roots, no
consideration of increasing LR, the number






OF POOR 01 Ilk' "ry
RUTCRO Continued
F.
Dowavard growth from the lowest layer
C- occupied by roots increases the number of
layers occupied by roots.	 Must be
possible to increment LR only once within
" the traverse of the layer.
	
Since left
Kn 1 column (Kn 1) is generally the d..enpest, it
is chosen for consideration in determining
True
- iiwhether to increment LR.	 UT	 temporary
LL; LR to not incremented until complete }
LRT nLR+l matrix has been traversed so that
(L.NK.LR) comparison can continue
accurately.
KRL(L+Un KRL(L+1)+1
Increments number of colusna occupied by
roots in what will be the tower layer




RTWT(L K 1)=RTWT(L,K 1)r	 r	 . All growth .occurs with moll cell L,K








Seta the number of layers occupied by
ROOTSn0 roots to LR or LR+1, dependent on whether




Traverse all soil cells occupied by roots.
KR nKRL(UYE!i) 6
DO 21 KOLUMN n 1 KR Roof weight to be considered duringg
sloughing.	 For lack of better
information, hypothesis is that roots
LFn RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMM,2) between L and 12 days old-are sloughable, t
R According to Ruck(1976) if cotton roots
*(1.-SLF) live to be 12 days old, they harden and
Live until death caused by environment or
lack of energy for'respration.	 Root
weight in age class 2 is reduced by the








RTWT(LAYER.KOLUMN,3) Total live root weight in each soil cell
due to left row is the sus of the weight
in
1
each of the three age classes. 	 Total
live	 weight in the profile due ru )root




OF POOR QUALITY RUTGRO Continued
3
ROOTS•ROOTS+ROOTSV(1AYER,KOLUlN) Total _hive root weight in the profile Qua
i to left cow it the wn over all cell-a.
f 23 CONTINUE IRoot weight par plant.	 FOFFAC is the
average length' of row per plant.	 The 2
ROOTWT-RO0TS+POrrAC*2/R043P + loo accounts for both halves of the root
system.




SIS(LAYER,hOLU!!1	 Tcw weeage voter potential	 n the portion of
.LT.-15.o the profile occupied by roots will be
calculated below.However, no calls having
a water potential below -15 bars are to be
False considered in developing the average.
FSITUT=FSITOT+PSIS Cumulative water potential over cells
(USER,KOLUHN) occupied by roots and having a water
- PSINUN-PSINUM+I potential greater than -15 bare. Number of
cells meeting the criteria and thus
included in the average.
26 CONTINUE
25 ICOHTINUZI
FIX(PSINUH True If n:t cells meet the criter'iar'do not
LE.O - calc`ilate the average vatar potential.
IFIX allow an accurate comparison, to zero,
False using integer arithmetic. i
IPSLAVG-PSITOT/PSINUMI Average water potential is the cumulative
potential divided by the number of soil,




21 PSIAVG--15. If no calla are above -15 bars, assume the
average water potential is -15 bars.
7
RETURN Return to calling subroutine.
-
END




r OF POOR QUALITY !
Table 2.	 Typical Daily patterns.
s





45 40 34 32	 31	 27
x
T	 minimums 27 24 16 21	 22	 16
PSIS .1 .2 .4 .5	 .6	 .7	 .R	 .9
1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3	 1.4	 1.5	 1.6	 1.7
1.8 1.9 2.0 5.0	 10.0
L_	 *These net radiation maximums, temperature maximums and temperature
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Finallythe number of minutes (+10) during the clay and night
time periods when leaf water potential exceeded -7 bars was computed.
This vector was then fitted via a stepwise regression to o mparable
vectors for daily average net radiation, average temperature, and soil
suction. Day and night time water stress terms WSTRSD and WSTRSN
respectively, are calculated using the average nail suction in the
.rooted portion of the profile. While this data base and procedure are
used in the present WINTER WHEAT model, we emphasize that a data base
from winter wheat, and, possibly a more mechanistic model would be
more appropriate.
In the calculation of potential root growth in each of the cells
in the RHIZOS matrix, we assume exponential growth based on the mass
of roots present in an age category capable of growth. Good data on
the effects of kemperature and carbohydrate supply on root growth
rates in winter wheat were not available, and so cotton data (GOSSYM,
Baker et. al ., 1982) have been used. Thu gs, the RC10M parameter is
obtained by the same function as for yoking cotton bolls. Subsequent
woA by Whisler et.al .,(1977) working with GOSSYM, in which they
simulated the root growth measured in SPAR units by Phene et.al .
(1978) showed that potential root growth is in fact an order of
magnitude greater than potential boll growth on a weight of growing
tissue basis. Other subsequent analysas by Fye et.al. (1982) have
shown the ROOTXP term must be multiplied by factors of five or six to
simulate field_ crops. Clearly this is an unacceptably crude' guess as
to the potential dry matter accretion rates in winter wheat .roots.
Controlled environment research on winter wheat roots is indicated.
After calculation of the ROOM term, the model calculates a pot -
ential (PDMT) root growth value for each cell from the root weight
capable of growth (RZWIC'G) thus,
PDWRT - R74TCG'kROOTXP. j




inally the model returns to RUTGRO from GROWTH where an inc re-
ment of carbohydrate actually to be allotted to the root system is de-
termined.	 This dry matter is partitioned to each part of the root sys-
tem in proportion to its contribution to total demand,
RGCP = RGH2O/SPDWRT.
Finally the root growth correctionfactor (RGCF) is multiplied by the
potential root growth terms (PDhRT) to give an increment of dry matter
accumulation (DhRT) in each cell.
NITRO
This
volved in the partitioning of mtetaboliittesiin the plan The supply, E	 r
on a particular day, consists of the increment of nitrogen brought in
through the root system (UPTAKE) plus mobilizable reserves.	 Three
,E types of constants pertaining to NITRO are read in from the keyboard





mobilization factor (F2), "K" factors representing the minimum percent-
age of tissue dry matter occurring as nitrogen after all reserves have
been withdrawn, and "J" factors representing the minimum nitrogen con-
centration of new dry matter added to organs. 	 F2 is arbitrarily set
at 0.5.
	 Usually "K" factors for leaves, stems, roots and glumes are
all set at 0.01, and all "J" factors for leaves,_ stew, roots, glumes
and grain are set at 0.03.	 Obviously, these values are arbitrarily
chosen and need to be verified; experimentally. ,
NITRO is flow charted or. pages 49-51.	 Organ weights and nitrogen
contents are brought in.	 Also brought in (from qtOt+M) are potential
I growth increments.	 The nitrogen supply:demand;ratios .are initialized,
and, reserves are calculated as the difference between the tissue nit-
rogen content and the content it could go dorm to if all reserves were
withdrawn.	 Reserves in the various classes of organs are added to get
a total reserve (RESN). The pool of available nitrogen (NPOOL) is de-
fined 	 the
	 f	
ptoday's increment of uptake. 
Next., The 	itogenrequirede- r new growth in each class of organs is
calculated a.4 the product of the minimum necessary concentration multi-
plied by the carbohydrate limited potential growth ;increment, and, a
total nitrogen requi.remen4 MON + GRANRI) is calculated. If the nitro-
gen required for growth of all organs is greater than the pool, stress
factors are calculated as follows:
	
if the pool is large enough for: i
full-rrrain growth., the vegetative growth stress factor is defined as
I the difference between the total pool.and the grain growth _]
requirement ?
 all divided by the vegetative growth requirement, and the
stress term for fruit growth (NF) remains one.
	 If, haw!ever, the grain
growth requirement is greater 	 the9 	 	 	 pool, NF is defined as the peal i
divided by the grain requirement, and W is set to zero.
Next, the nitrogen contents of each of the classes of organs ;i
updated and a total plant nitrogen content is calculated.	 If more nit-
rogen was taken up than was used in structural growth, the extra N is
stored in the various vegetative structures in proportion to their
fraction of the total vegetative dry weight.	 If there was a deficit
of nitrogen (required over what was taken up), the deficit amount is
withdrawn from reserves (negative addition of XTRAN).
E Finally, the leaf nitrogen concentration is calculated for use in
MORPH.
MORPH
This subroutine simulates plant mmorphogenesi....	 It handles system
timing and the abortion of tillers and fruit in response to physiologi-
cal stresses.	 It records, daily, the census of organs on the plant 9
and their maturity status.
	 MORPH is flowcharted on pages 52-64. The
u	 s timing of discrete morphological events is based on the accumulation
of heat units_(ACCDOG) defined as centigrade degree, days above zero.
The following are the morphological event (heat unit) criteria: begin
tillering (100); begin head differentiation (315); begin jointing
(750); begin booting (1090); begin heading (1200) and, anthesis
(1300).
	
The data base for these heat units is from experiments by
Baker et.al.,(1978b).	 Their experiments were done in SPAR units with
Scout (Triticum vulgare) winter wheat.	 The data are presented in
R





	 ORIGINAL PAM 18 '
OF POOR QUALITY
1117KAS • 10 Nitrogen stress factor, to initialised at
$V n 1. 1 (No #trot#).-
,5 N! a 1. Nitrogen stress factor for vegetative
growth is initialised at 1.
Nitrogen stress factor for fruit growth
Is tnitta'lisod at 1,
LEAFRS • (SLEI►ltl -KL +► LLlM) * F2 The nitrogen reserves for each Plant
STEMS a (STOW - KS * STZWT) + F2 part (leaves, $to"0 roots, Slums#) :err
100TRS a (ROOTN - KR * 100TWT) * F2 calculated ae a function of total nitrogen
CLUMtS r (GLVW - KG * GLUM T) r F2 in each pare, kni•ma fraction of the
weight of each part that is nitrogen,
total weight of each part, and an k
ovaiiiobility factor.
EAPRS .LT. 0. tf loot rosuvea are calculated to




3 .LT. 0.	 a	 e Yf atw reserves are calculated
to be less than aero, than they are
Not to sero.
True
ST MS • 0,
00  .LT. 0. If root	 reserves are calculated




MRS AT. 0.	 Fal t If `lute reserves are calculated
c	 8





RESN n LEAMtS + STEM S - Find_ the total nitrogen reserve for the
ROOTRS + 4LUMlS plant.
-NPOOL • SUPNO3 + RESN The nitrogen available for todaya growth
is NPOOL. j
LEAPRI n JL * SPDWL * CSTRSV Calculate the nitrogen required for
STEMtl- • JS * SPDSTM_* CSTRSV now growth in each class of vegetative
f ROOZ1t1 a JR * SPDWRT * CSTRSV organs as a function of the mWimum N
2 ; GL^1Mt1 n JG * SPDGLM * CSTRSV concentration associated withactively
stowing tissue, the maximum potential







POOR QIJALITV Km ContinuedOF •
ORAMI a JG1:* SRDCAN * C3ZRSY Nitrogen required for grain growth is a
function of minimum N concentration,
sm"imwa potential srowth t and carbohydrate
stress factor for fruit.
RRQN n Luml + 3TEMI + Lind totat nitrogen required for now
ROOTRI + GL"t growth of vegetative parts.
,C	 N + GRANRI .U' _	 If the nitrogen required for growth is
--►..., greater than the available nitrogen then
calculate the stress factors.falls 
NSTRZS	 NTOOL/(REQN + GRANRI) Calculate the nitrogen stress as ratio
of available nitrogen to nitrogen needed
for maximum growth.
True	 NRI AT, NM If the nitrogen requirement for mximus
h	
to the
available nit 	ogen then eel ul ee a
reduction factor, for vegetative growth.
i
False
NV m (NPOOL	 CRANRI)/REQN
NV r 0.
{
If the nitrogen re quired for,maximum grain
growth is greater than the nitrogen avail-
able, then all the available nitrogen Soot
NF r NPOSL/CRANRI




SLEAFN - SLEAFN + LEMI * NV Calculate the total nitrogen to be
STEM a STEM + STEMtl * NV added to each of the plant parts.
ROOTN a ROOTN + ROOTRI * NV
GLMM a GLMN + GLUMtl * NV
€i
CUM m GRtANN + GIANRI * NF
' PLTN a SLEAFN + STEMN + Calculate total nitrogen for the plant.
ROOTN + MANN + GLUN4(
XTRAN
	
(SVPNO3 + PLANTN)- PLTN Nitrogen to be stored in vegetative
tissues (this may be negative) is the
difference between that taken up and










SLEAFN + =AN * (Lurn/VEGWT) Allocate the excess to the various
SUM - ^' M * XTRAN * (STEMWT/VEGWT) vegetative structure in proportion
^;',
M
ROOTN • ROOTN + XTRAN * (ROOTWT/VEGWT) to their dry weights.






Withdraw deficit nitrogen which wasSLEAFN	 SLEAEN + XTRAN * (LEAFRS /RESN)
STEM • STEM+ XTRAN * (STEMRS/RESN) used in growth from reserves in the
ROOTN - ROOM + XTRAN * (ROORRS /RESN) various vegetative structures (XTRAN




LEAFCN n SLEAFNIL}iAFWT Calculate the nitrogen concentration
in leaves.
PLAUTN	 SLEAFN + ROOTN + Calculate total nitrogen in plant.





































ACCDEG LT. 100.	 if less then 100dogreas has been acc p
-lated,, tillering has not begun, Go
to routine to check for no% iicondmry
	
False	 root, and/or leaves,
	
ACCDEG GT. 750.	 True	 If the accumulated degrees are greater
thp,rt 750 i then beyond the tillering
False
	IDAY LT. TILLER	 7&122( M-	 Plant to in the tillerinj stage and the
variable TILLER is met to be equal to
IDAY on the first "y that the accumuls-
True	 ted degrees goes beyond 100.














ACCDEG GT. 1090	 If the accumulated temperature is greater
than 750 and less than or equal to 1090,












JOINT (1) 0 IDAY
OF Poatt QUAI-I'
On the first day that the eccusuwlated
tesgerstu, p goes beyond 750 stm I





1 On the day stem 1 begins jointing the
STENND	 0 variables STOW t STEMBG (which mark
the last stem to begin jointing and
the next stem to joint) are initialized,
DO SO I - 1, 10 The array NODL if initialised on the
{ :MODE (1) . O. day the jointing begins for stem L.
50 CONTINUE
tGOTO 100 Go to the routine that checks for
additional secondary roots and leaves.
i
ACCDEG .GT. 1200	 True If the accumulated number of degrees
is greater than 1090 and less than
or equal to 1200 then the plant is in
t the boot stage,
False
^^ A
The array HOOT is used to indicate
the day that a stem begins boot stage. F
This occurs for stem 1 on the first






BOOT (1) - IDAY
NSTMH - 1 NSTMH which is the variable that keeps
up with the number ofstem@
 heading is
I initialized. a











ORIGINAL PA,^ ^ I
OF POOR QUALITY a NOUN Continued
NODE (I) ,LT, 7 If the number of joints on a steal is
leas than seven, the stew will not head.
lake
NSTNH * I If there are seven joints then the $taw
is heading.
IDIFI n JOINT (I) - JOINT (1) The difference in days between tiesa
stem 1 and atom I be gan jointing to
calculated.
ROOT (I) ` SOOT (1) + IDIFT The delay for jointing and boot is





C0 TO l00 Go to the routine that cheeks for addi-
tional secondary roots and leaves.
DAY XT. MW (1) Head (1) is set to IDAY on the first 1day eke plane reacher the heading r
Go to 400 $tags (aeeunulated degeeea are greater
than 1200).
False
HEAD (1)	 IDAY #
DO 90 I a 1, NSTNJI
IDIFF - JOINT ( I) - JOINT ( 1) The differance between the heading of
XP M 1 and STEM I is defined to be the
same as that of JOINT 1 and JOINT I.
This difference Added to the Day Stam
HE(I) a HEAD ( 1) + IDIFF 1 began heading given the Day -heading
begins for the other stem.
SPIXL ( I) a ISPLTS1 The number of spiklets for each star
is initialised on the first day of
hooding.
90 CONTINUE




OtAVG = SRAVG + ATMPI The temperature is added to an accumu-
lator to be used to datetmine if secondary
roots are to be. odded to the plant.
TSSR • 10. -i: * (SRAVG / The time between secondary roots is a
FLOAT (IDAY - 'SRDAY)) function of the average temperature









'}	 TDSR .LT. 2 The minimum time between the initia-





{	 AY .LT. TDSR + SRDAY) True If PSIAVG is greater than or equal?to
,OR. -1 bar	 and the time between secondary
SLAVC ,LT, -1. root initiation is sufficient, then we
add a secondary root.
False
i
SRDAY	 IDAY The variable SRDAY which denotes the x
the day the last secondary root was
ihitiated is set to IDAY.
S1lAVG n 0. The variable that accumulates the
temperature since intitiation of
' last secondary root is sat to zero.
SECOND a-SECOND + 1 The variable that contains the number
of secondary roots is incrameneed
CONTINUE ^^
DO 140 11, NSTEMS
rf APn" (I) ' A?" (I) + ATMP The variablo APTMP contains the accum-
ulated temperature for each stem since
initiation of that stem.
True
LEAF (1) .GE. 6 No leaves will be added to a Stem which
-already has 6 leaves..
Go to 140
False
A ;7o (I)	 ATTHP (I) + ATMP AT1W is the accumulated temperature r
for each stem since it initiated its
last leaf.
TbL	 9. -': ,rM (I)/ The time hatwe+n initiation of leaven
(IDAY - LLDAY (I) ) /S. is calculated for each stem independently




The time between initiation of leaves







	 ^	 " MDRPN Continued
d
Y (I) + TbL .CE, IDA If insufficient time has passed for
initiation of a now leaf on stem I
then check the next stem.
` False
When sufficient time has passed and a nowLLDAY ( I)	 IDAY
leaf on STEM I is initiated , then'LLDAY (I)
the variable which indicates the day
STEM I initiated its last leaf, is set
to IDAY.
LEAI O	 LEAF (I) + 1 The number of leaves of stem I is incre-
,
mented.
LIDATE (I, LEAF (I))
	




ATM (I) a 0. The accumulated temperature since initia-
tion of this last leaf is set to 0.	 {
1 ALTMP (I, LEAF (I)) n 0. The accumulated temperature of the,Y




IDAY .CE. JOINT (1) If jointing has begun, skip to jointing





^f IDAY .LT. TILLER True If tillerng has not begun,or if them
!/
.OR. are ten stems, than no new tillers will
4 NSTEMS ;CE. 10 Go TO 170 be added.
n
False
* J	 NSTEMS Initialise the dummy J to be the current
number of stems.
is
3	 k DO 160 I	 1, J
TST	 30, - APTMP ( I)/ Each stem is capable of producing tillers,
(IDAY - LIDATE (NSTEMS, 1)) and TET ( time between tillers) is a,
# function of the average temperature since







ORIGINAL PAQ- -" 1,S-
MORPH Continued 	 OF POOR QUAL.17Y
e
TST ,LT, 3	 False 	 If the time between tillere'ta calculated
to be less than S days, then it is set
to be S days.
True
TST	 3
NSTLNS .Gt. 10 New stems added cannot make the total




f	 LtAT (I) ,LE. 2 True If a stow has lass than three leaves,
the next tiller will not be initiated.
e
False
Y .LT. LTDAY (i) + TS True_ If the number of days since stain initiated
a tiller is less than the required number,
then this stem does not initiate another q
tiller.
False




I NTILL (I)	 NTILL (I) t 1 If 411 the requirements are satisfied,
.` the, a now tiller is initiated for Stem L
NSTEMS - NSTEMS + 1 The total number of stems is incremented.
LEAF (NSTEM5)	 1 Thenumber of leaves on the new stem
	 is
'
set' to be 1.
FLIUTE (NSTEMS, 1)	 MAY The leaf initiation variable for leaf
one of the new stem is set to be equal to
MAY.
;j LEAN (NSTEMS, 1) so I. The leaf weight of the leaf on the, new I'`
stem is set to zero.
LTDAY










STS ,LE, S	 ru	 If there are loss than four stem
on the plant, then the now tiller
will not be aborted immediately.
False
True
SIAYG ,LT. -1	 If the average soil water potential is





True	 CN .LT. . 03	 I! the nitrogen concentration of the




r^	 True 	 STRSV	 , T.,	 .99
	
If the plant has vegetative
carbohydrate stress than abort the
now tiller.	 Co to 180 to initialise
the variables sat up for this tiller.-




DAY .LT. SPRING 	 True	 If past the first day of spring, then
check for abortion of tillers.
r False	 n
•	 r
IL .CE. - 20.) .OR. (SECOND/ 	True 	 I! leaf water potential is lass than
NSTEMS ,OE. 4)	 ""	 -20 bars and the average number of
Ii	 secondary roots per stem is less than
4, then abort a tiller.
False
r
a }^	 180	 LLDAY (NSTEMS)	 0	 All the variables that 
,pertain to ehe
f	 LEAF (NSTEMS)	 0	 aborted tiller are set to zero.
}t	 NTILL (NSTEMS) - 0
3	 STEMW (NSTEMS) - p
}
i	
ATTMP (NSTEMS) - 0.
s	
APTt^	  (NSTEMS) - 0.
'	
a10  Z - 1.6
E
(NSTEMS ' I) - 0.	
1
,$	 (NSTEMS, I) ` 0







sTENS The number of stood is decremented.
M
ORIGINAL PAGE I8
MMPN Continued	 OF POOR QUALITY
CONTINUE
DIMDAY .NE. I True It it is not the day of differentiation,
600





On the day of differentiation, the
number of spikelets per spike is sat;
to 22.
IDUM1	 RESC/(RESC"+ LEAM) A dummy variable is calculated to be
F a ratio of reserve carbohydrates to
the sum of leaf weight and carbohydrate
reserved.
DUM2	 10. * DUM1 + . 5 A second dummy variable is sat equal to
10 times the first plus 0.5.
DUM2 .GT. 1 False If the second variable is greater than
1 it is set equal to 1.
True
DUM2	 1
ISPLTS PITS	 DUM2*  + .5 The number of spikelets per spike is
multiplied by this dummy variable, 	 If
` the ratio DUM1 is equal to or greater
then 45, then there will be no reduc-
tion in spikelat number.	 It ratio is
0. than spikelets number is reduced by
50%.
DUM2 * 15. * LEAM4 + .5
-
The number of spikelets per spike is
reduced if the leaf concentration of
nitrogen is below .04.	 The maximum
DUM2 ,CT; 1. reduction is 307..
True
i' DUM2: * 1 ' J













OF POOR QUALrry, HM79 Continued
Y OGT$	 UJT (1) + I
ru
ru it Jointing began =to than 13
days previous to IDAYthen return




STDM xg .'10 it ton stems have begun Jointing,
then no more at"$ can begin jointing.
Zalse
DUMI	 (WSTRSD ',* DAYTYX + A dumay i variable which ia a function
WSTKSM * NYTTYM)/24. of water strafe is calculated.
KUH, DUIrl * .4 + CSTRSV A dummy vQriable which is a function.35 + NSTRES * .25 of water stress, vegetative carbohy-
C drate stress, Andznimsen stress is
galculated.
OR -0, The number of stem to bolin jointing
on WAY to see to zero initially.
DMI	 GE. 13
False
The number of stems to begin Jointing





DUMt	 Gz. .99 if there to no nitrogen, carbohydrate






STOW	 STEM + STEMJ -1. The number of the last stem to beginjointing on WY tp 4*tf
STEM GT. 10 False The number of the last stem to begin









DO 330 « n STEM, STLMiD
	 Do for each stag beginning Jointing
today.
LEAs (I) ,Gz. 6	 If stew has less than six leaves, it
does not begin Jointing.
False
STZM r STEWC -2 + I	 The number of the last stme to hogin
Jointing_ to roast to be one lose than
step I since stew 'I has less then six
leaves
x
3tsm I has one Joint to elongate onNODE (I)	 1.
IDAY.
JOINT (I) ' IDAY Stan I begins Jointing on IDAY.
330	 CONTINUE
L a STEMDG -1 The variable L denotes the last step
to begin Jointing previous to IDAY.
BTEMSG .LE. STET If stems begin Jointing on IDAY, then°





STEMG	 STEMND t 1 1
L .LE.	 0, - if L is equal to zero then no stow
T
began Jointing previous to IDAY therefore










PSIL .LT.	 -10. If leaf water potential is lose than
-10 bars,,then return to MAIN.
G0 TO 600
False
DNODE - Z The variable for the number of Joints
to elongate is set.










for the atom Y,the number of JointsNODE (1) - NODE (I) + DNODE
elongated is incresented by DWODC.;
NODC (I) .0:. 7 o1se Thera to a sariwAs of seven
Joints per atom.
Trur
NOD	 I	 a 7
iCO
760	 CONTINUL
10 60O Return to MAIN.
400 CONTINUE After heading routine.
CCDEC..LT. 1900 If the accumulated temperature for the
plant is less then 1300 degrees, then
GO TO 600 return to the MAIN program.
Fats*
- a (1) .Li. IDAY
True
Thi fifit day thi occusulaced temperature
become 1700 is set to be the beainninS





DlAC n .23 A factor to be used tae desaication of
florets is initialised at .25.
C
DO 420 I . 1. NSTMH
The delay in Jointing between stem lIDItt - JOINT (I) - JOINT (1)
and the other stems, is assumed to apply a
ANTNtS (I) n =S (1) + IDIff for anthesis cis wall..,
ji TDES (i) n G. The array set up for dessication is
rt initialized at zero.
FLORET (t)	 SPIKE (I) h 4 The number of florets per plant is set
,












	 0- POOR Qt, ALITY
k.
w
460 	 1	 NS
z
a
ZDAY ,LT, AHMS ( I True It steal has not reached anthems or if
.OR # more than 3 days beyond,then go to and





DLS - -.04 * lSIL - . 6 Number of florets on at** I to be
deseicated on IDAY is a function of
lest water potential,
raa.
DES ,LT. 0 If the deesication rate is less than







If the dessication rate	 s more then 1,




TDES (I) r DES a DFAC + TDLS ( I) The florets doisiceted on stem I are
s
h	 I
accumulated during anthests. 	 Only DFAC
are eligible for desstcacion each day.
AMAY .NE. ANTHES (I) t True On the fourth day of anthesia the florets
are subtracted out,
False
rLORET ( I) '• FLORET ( I) The derstcation factor is used to
TDES (1) * TI.ORET (1) + . 5001 determine the total number of florets F
for Heold T three days after anthesis
began for Head 1.	 (Florets become grain.)
M UT (I) .CT: 60 a se If the total number of florets par
s p ike is greater than sixty, than it





f FLORET (I) .LT. 10
False
If the total number of florets par spike
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in three temperature regimes.	 The temperature data for this
experiment are presented in Table 1. Maturityr , (TTGF),'and the
termination of the simulation is determined as a linear function of
running average temperature from anthesis. 	 The data base for time of
` grain maturity is from Sofield et.al . (1977).
Referring to the flow charts beginning on page 53,	 if tillering
has not yet begun, the computer is directed to statement 100 (page 54)
a where secondary roots and leaves are initiated. 	 Heat units are accumi-
lated from one secondary root initiation; event to the next. The time
between secondary root events is a function of the running average tem-
perature.
	
The function is arbitrarily chosen, and needs to be con- a
firmed by further, controlled environment experiments. 	 If sufficient
time has elapsed, and, soil water potential is greater than -1 bar in
the rooted portion of the soil., a secondary root is added.
Next, running average temperatures for each stem and for each
4 leaf are updated.	 Time intervals between new leaf initiation events
are a function of n„tnning average temperature, with a minimum time of
4 days.	 The. data base for this temperature-time interval relation-
ship is froth f igures l and 2 of Friend et.al . (1962, p1299).
After this leaf initiation, if tillering has not begun, the computer
will default all further logic to the end of the subroutine.
Referring again to page 52, if 315 heat units (ACC;DEW have accum-
ulated, differentiation begins. 	 if 750 heat unitshave accumulated,
tillering ends, and jointing begins, and the computer checks to see if
time for jointing (1090 heat units) has passed. 	 If so, it chPbks to
see if the time for heading has arrived. 	 The times of jointing,
booting, heading, anthesis, and maturity of each of the stems are
' recorded separately. The time spread auong the stems in booting,
' jointing and heading is maintained the same as that established in
jointing.
Secondary root development occurs through the tillering, jointing
and booting periods.	 Each primary tiller is capable of producing more
tillers (up to three each), if the primary tiller has at least three
leaves'. The time required to produce these secondary tillers is a func-
tion of the running average'temperature since the last (secondary til-
ler) was initiated. 	 This function (bottom of page 56) has been chosen
. arbitrarily.	 We note that in view of the fact that a tiller may be a
aborted very quickly after it is initiated, it is very difficult
to nxiasure initiation rates except ander conditions not favoring
abortion.	 A great need exists here for further controlled environment
: research characterizing the rates of tillering and tiller abortion in
dependently.	 When a new tiller is initiated, the leaf number associ-
ated with it is initialized to 1. Leaf number is limited to six per
stem. _If, the plant has less than four primary tillers (top of page
58), none will be aborted.	 However, if more exist, a newly initiated
E tiller will be aborted if either soil water_ potential in the root zone
is less than -1.0 bar, :leaf nitrogen concentration is less than three
percent, or if any carbohydrate stress exists. 	 The tiller will also
be aborted if, after spring green up, leaf water, potential is below
` -20.0 bar or there are less than four secondary roots per tiller.
Differentiation of all beads 6 ,.-curs at the same time (.i.e. on the









tiller. The number of florets per spikelet is set at u^	 Variation
irk kernel immber occurs only via variation in the number of spikelets
per head, except that for the first three days after anthesis, florets
may be lost from a particular head through dessication.	 Spikelet num-
ber may be reduced from a maximum of 22 per head either by carbohy-
drate or nitrogen shortage. 	 Reductions up to 50 percent will occur in
proportion to reserve- carbohydrate levels below 6 percent of leaf dry
weight.	 Additional reductions up to 50 percent will occur in propor-
tion to leaf nitrogen concentrations below 4 percent. 	 This approach
to the calculation of kernel number may be criticized on several
grounds.	 First, as Klepper (1980, pers. comm.) has noted, differentia-
tion of all heads does not occur at the same time.
	
Each head is diff-
erentiated when that tiller reaches the appropriate physiological age.
Second, floret number is not constant among all spikelets. 	 After the
rachis is laid out, spikelet initiation begins about 35 percent of the
way up the rachis and proceeds both up and down over a period of a
month or so.	 During that time florets are initiated from the primary
floret in each spikelet outward. 	 During this time florets may be ab-
orted due to physiological stresses, the younger being aborted first. I
Thus, the spikelets at the top and bottom of the head, typically, con- 9
tain fewer florets.	 Finally, the data base for the abortion of
florets in response to physiological stress is completely inadequate
at present (although it - can be developed via a routine and orderly ex-
`' perimental effort) indicating the need for a completely different dif-
ferentiation model, and for a set of experiments in which heads are
mapped, in time, over a range of temperatures, photosynthate and nitro-
gen supply levels,
At the top of page 61, all stems to be jointed must start
jointing within 15 days of the first.	 An arbitrarily chosen oaq:)asite
variable which is a function of water stress, carbohydrate stress and
nitrogen stress is used to determine whether one, two or three stems
will begin jointing on the particular day. 	 This ;logic is crude, but
f the model is not particu'2,arly sensitive to it, and it provides a means
' of spreading, in time, the jointing process in response to factors of g
known importance.	 There will be a maximum of seven joints in the
elongated stem.
After 1300 heat units are accumulated, the first stem begins an-
thesis.	 The remaining heads begin anthesis the same number of days
later as occurred in jointing.	 For three days after the beginning of
anthesis in a head, florets may be dessicated if the average (over the
day) leaf water potential falls below -15 bar.
	
Dessication is limited
to 25 percent of the florets per head per day.
	
Finally, the number of
florets per head reaching maturity is limited to 60; and,, it cannot
fall below 10. 	 ,Again, experimental verification of the hater stress
levels andother factors contributing to dessication at mthesis is
C needed.
Conclusions and Future Research Needs
T	
r	





cal/physiological process level winterphysic





base (published literature, unpublished results, theses, etc.) for
such a model.	 In constructing this model, we have found that while
all of the data necessary may be obtained by certain well established
experimental methods, by and large they do not now exist. 	 Here, we
outline the further research needed, process, by process, as we now
see it.
Data needs, here, can generally be classified either as thres-
holds (e,g. minimum levels of tissue nitrogen which can be drawn on
reserve basis to fulfill needs in other parts of the plant), or
process rate coefficients. Nearly all of these data can be obtained in
controlled environment experiments. 	 The SPAR unit (Phene et.al.,
1918, MdKinion, 1980) has been designed expressly for this purpose.
More ;SPAR units are needed at Mississippi State and at several other
locations .involved in the development of this model.
The model presented here does not contain a mechanism for the cal-
tulation of leaf water potential. 	 Such a mechanism is 'being incorpor-
ated by Parton and others now at Fort Collins.	 Leaf water potential
is used in estimating most of the plant process rates, including photo-
synthesis.	 The data base for the water stress reduction in photosyn-
thesis must be confirmed in experiments at all stages of development
in crops grown under Natural light.	 A ^aariety of patterns of develop- ,.
ment of water stress should be studied. 	 The effecC of leaf nitrogen
andos horous levels on canopy 	 	 tiph	 p	  r.^hotos^.^nthetic efficiency muss, be
measured.	 The effect of starch 'buildup on canopy photosynthesis must
be measured.	 The effect of stand geometry on can 	 light capture
must be characterized ..	 The latter can :best be done in field
plantings.
This relationships between temperature, and dry matter accretion
rates in each class of organ must be worked. out.	 The tissue water,
potential level below which growth ceases must be defined for each
kind of organ.	 These experiments must include root observations. 1
In addition to the root growth measurements at various temperatures, a
the effect of soij. oxygen concentration and physical i Vedance must be
characterized.
Three sets of parameters in regard to nitrogen and phosphorous
are needed,	 the minimum concentration needed for new growth in each
type of organ, the maximuirs concentration each ,lass of organ can tole-
rate-, and the minimum concentration to which the plant can reduce each
class of organ for use as reserves.
Needed: morphogenetic studies include the effect of temperature on
the ,rates of secondary root and tiller formation. 	 In the tillering y
study the e+' ec	 of physiological stress on tiller abortion should be
i
measured, and the processes of tiller abortion and tiller initiation
should be eY►araoterizc4d independently. This will require a
considerable amount of destructive sampling in controlled environment
experiments as well as a lot of microscope work.
The present model determines head differentiation at one time
(the day of accumulation of 315 heat units).	 A head differentiation
model has been written for use in future drafts which builds the
rachis and then elaborates spikelets and florets at rates depending on
environmental conditions, and, aborts florets in response to metabolic





where temperature and the rate of photosynthesis can be controlled in-
dependently.
The present model does not consider phosphorous nutrition. In
the case of nitrogen uptake, only the passive movement of nitrate into
the plant via the transpiration stream is simulated. Transpiration
rates are too low in the seedling stage for this process to provide
reasonable leaf nitrogen concentrations. Similar results have been re-
ported (Baker, et.al ., 1979) for the cotton model OOSSYM which incorp-
orates the same RHIZOS model. Active uptake of ammonium, nitrate and
F	 phosphorous is now being incorporated in the UPTAKE subroutine ofk
	
	 RHI?AS by Cole and Parton. A phosphorous balance model for the plant
will be included in the next draft of WIMER WHEAT. These additions
are required for the new head differentiation model.
In a winter winter wheat model fall conditions, hardiness levels,
snow cover, root temperature, etc. all need to be considered in
`	 simulating winter tiller survival.
None of the experiments outlined here are particularly difficult,
nor do they recp re the development of any new technology. They do
however, require a considerable amount of time and equipment.
a
output
output from a typical "run" is included in _Appendix d. It was
run with soil physical parameters and weather data for the 1978-79
growing season at Akron, Colorado. Because the form of the model
described here does not contain a mechanism for the "active" uptake of
nitrogen, the nitrogen fertilizer input used in the simulation was
double that of the field planting. Reference to the dictionary of
terms makes the output self explanatory. The first block of output;
contains parameters entered by the operator from the terminal. The
next block: of output d=1ta lists the input soil parameters. The next
two output block describe the simulated plant and soil system on a
time interval selected by the operator and input from the terminal.
The first of these blocks describes the plant on the output day. The
second is a graphical depiction of the two dimension distributions Qf
nitrate nitrogen, root dry matter, and soil water potential. Also
available are maps of the ammonium nitrogen and soil water content.	 ?
This output is included simply to suggest the kinds of information the
model provides the user. It does not represent a validation effort,






x' ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
t
C W H E A T	 B L 0 C K	 0 A T A 1
C
C THIS PROGRAM	 FILE WAS CREATED BY MODIFYING THE CLEMSOM GOSSYM FILE x'
C 0000 4
C 0000 5
BLOCK DATA GOOD G'
44,^r.+! ► arA4f4iarr 4 4 ► r4ri ra ► rlr ►a^Mi44 r ► i ► r r i rr^.,err rlrirr i ► a ► :' 0000 7
C ► 	 + 0000 ? a
C ► 	 BLOCK DATA
	
SUSPkOGRAM'.	 USED FOR INITIALIZATION OF	 • 0000
C 4	 VARIABLES FOUND IN COMMON STATEMENTS. 	 • 0000 1G





REAL INT,LAI,LATUDE,NF,NV,NSTRES,NYTTYM,MH2O•LEAFWT,LEAFRS, 16 1









COMMON /CALEN /	 DACNT(12),	 DAZE, MO, YR 23
COMMON	 /CLIM	 /	 CLIMAT(8),C1(9) 24
COMMON /CONS	 / ROOTCN,STEMCN,LEAFCN,GLUMCN,GRANCN 25
COMMON	 /DIFFU	 /	 DIFF(20,6) 26
COMMON	 /ETPARM/	 ALPHA,GA,MMA,LAMDAC,LAMOAS,U,WNC 27
COMMON /EVTR	 /	 EP,ES,SESI,SESII,T,NEWES,NEWEP,SUMES,SUMEP 21 a
-COMMON	 /FERT	 /	 FERN,FNH4,FNO3,OMA,RNNH4,RNNO3 29
COMMON /FIELD	 /	 FC(20) 3l
k COMMON	 /FRUIT	 /	 SPIKE0,3),FLORET(10) 31
COMMON	 /GEOM	 /	 D,	 G, NK, NL, RTP1,	 RTP2,	 SLF,	 THRLN, W 32 i
COMMON	 /GROW	 /	 LEAFW(10,6),STEMW(10),GLUMW(10),GRANW(10) 33
COMMON	 /HOHBAL/	 CAPUP,	 CUMEP,	 CUMES',	 CUMRAN,	 CUMSOK 34 E




COMMON /LIGHT /	 DAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,DAY"TYM,NYTTYM,IDAY,IPRNT 37
COMMON	 /LOCOUT/ KA (12),KHAR(20,6) 38
COMMON /LOST	 / WTSLFD 39
COMMON	 /MATR	 / KRL(20), LR -4C
` COMMON /NIT'	 / NPOOL,REON,ROOTN,SLEAFN,STEMN,GRANN,GLUMN,PLANTN 41
COMMON	 INITCON/	 JL,KL,JR,KR,JG,KG,JS,KS,JG/ 42
COMMON	 /NITLIZ/ VNH4C(2,6),VNC(2,6) 43
















COMMON /PLOTS / NPN, NPP, NPR, NPW 47
COMMON	 /POP	 / PB,.P.S.TAND,PTSN,PTSRE0,RE5CF,PPLANT RESP,SPN 48
COMMON
	
/PS	 /	 PSIS(20, 6 ) 44





COMMON /RUTWT / RCH2O,	 ROOTS, ROOTSV(20,61,	 RTWT(20,6,3) 54





COMMON /SOLAR /	 INT,	 RI,	 RN, PNFAC
COMMON /SPO	 / SP-OWL,SPOSTM,SPOWRT,SPDGLM,SPOGRN 59
COMMON /SROOT /
	 SRAVG,SROAY,SECONO 60
COMMON /STRESS/ CSTRSV, CSTRSF, NF, NSTRES, NV, WSTRSO, WSTRSN l* 61
STRSO,STRSN,FACL 62
COMMON	 /TEMP	 /	 OTAVG(7),	 TAVG,	 TOAY, TMAX,	 TMIN, TNYT 63
COMMON /TIMEBO/	 THETAI 64
COMMON /TOTS	 I	 DAMP, NOITR	 TH2O, TNNH4, TNNO3 65





COMMON /UPS	 / SUPNO3dPNO3
-67
COMMON /WEIGHT/ LEAFWT,PLANTW,ROOTWT,STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANWT,VEGWT 68
COMMON	 /WETS	 / MH2O,PSIAVC,PSIMAXrRAIN,PSIL 69
C 0000 70
C VARIABLES	 OF 1	 CHARACTER 0000 71
DATA	 D/10./,	 G/1./,	 T/0./ 72
C VARIABLES OF	 2 CHARACTERS 0000 73
DATA	 EP/0./,	 FS/0./,	 FC/20*.267/,	 LR/3/, NK/6/, NL/20/, 74	
)
.	 C1/.3964,3.631,.03838,.07659,0.0,-22.97,-.3885,-.1587,-.01021/ 75
DATA	 KA/ l 76
DATA	 KHAR/120* i	'/ 77-
C' VARIABLES OF 3 CHARACTERS {1000 78
DATA KRL/2,1,1,17*0/,OMA/600./,SLF/.02/,SPN/0./,VNC/12 ► 0./ 79
C VARIABLES Of
	
4 CHARACTERS 0000 80
DATA	 DIFF/120 + 258.3/,DAMP/.002/,FNH4/0./,FNO3/1./,PSIS/120*-.1757 81
,RESC/O./,	 RTP1/.3/,	 RTP2/.1/,	 SESI/0./,	 RTWT/360*0./ 82
C VARIABLES OF 5	 CHARACTERS 0001 83	 q




MHZO/0./,	 RNNH4/60./,	 RNNO3/40./,-ROOLN/:0045/,	 ROOTS/0.1,
SESII/0./,THRLN/.3E-4/,VH2OC/120*.2671,V ►JH4C/12*0./, 87	 I
VNO3C/120*0.1 88
C VARIABLES OF 6 CHARACTERS 0001 89
DATA CUMRAN/0./,	 CUMSOK/0./, PSIAVG/-.175/, PSIMAX/ .175/• 90 j
i
F^	 C` ROOTWT/..005/, SIEAFN/.0003/, ROOTCN/,037/, ROOTSV/1200./
	 41
DATA STEMWT/0./, SUPNO3/0./, TS'OILO/20*0./, TSOILN/20*0./,	 92
TSOLAV/2*0./, WSTRSD/1./, WSTRSN/1./, WTSLFO/O./
	 93












` PROGRAM WHEAT 97
C 9e
99
REAL INT,LAI,LATUDE,NF,NV,NSTRES,NYTTYM,MH2O•LEAFWT,LEAFRS P 100+




• NEAD,ANTHES , SPIKE,FLORET,
E,YR 104
C 103
` INTEGER	 TTL1(14),TTL3(10),TTL4(10),TTLS( 10), 106
.	 UNITST(4) , VNCUNI ( 6),VHZUNI (6),PSIUNI ( 6),NITUNT(4) 107
INTEGER
	 TTL1R00)	 TTL2R(1D), UNtTS(6), UNITSRC4) 0001 108
DIMENSION	 CAPSCA(11.),PSISCA(II) , VNOSCA ( 11),R.00SCA(II) 0001 109
C 110
COMMON
	 /CALEN	 1	 DACNT(12),	 DAZE,	 .MO,	 YR 111






/DIFFU	 /	 DIFF(20,6) 114
COMMON
	 /ETPARM/	 ALPHA,GAMMA,LAMDAC,LAMDAS,U,WNC 115
COMMON	 /EVTR	 /	 EP,ES,SESI,SESII,T,NEWES,NEWEP,SUMES,SUMEP 116
-COMMON IFERT	 !	 FERN,FNK4,FNO3,OMA,RNNH4,RNNO3 117
COMMON
	




	 /	 SPIKE(10),FLORET(1D) 119
COMMON /GEOM	 / D,	 G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, 	 THRLN, W 120
' COMMON	 /GROG	 /	 LEAFW(117,6),STEMW(10),GLUMW(10)',GRANW(10) 121



















COMMON /MATR	 / KRL(20), LR 128
COMMON /NIT	 / NPOOL,REGN,ROOTN,SLEAFN,STEMN,GRANN,GLUMN,PLANTN 129
COMMON
	




COMMON /PARTS/	 LEAF( 10),L IDATE(1U,6),NTILL(10),NSTEMS J
COMMON /PHYTIM/	 TILLER,JOINT(10),0),FREN,BOOT(10),HEAD(10), 133
ANTHES(10),SPRING,ACCDEG 134
COMMON IPLOTS ! NPN, NPP,
	 NPR,	 NPw 135
COMMON [POP	 /	 PN,PITAND,PTSN,PTSR_ED,RESCF,PPLANT PESP',SPN 136
COMMON	 /PS	 !	 PSIS(20,6) 137
COMMON
	



















COMMON /RUTJT / RCH2O, ROOTS, ROOTSV(20,'6), RTWT(20,6,3)
	 142






i	 COMMON /SOLAR / INT, RI, RN, PNFAC
COMMON /SPD	 / SPDWL,SPDSTM,SPOWRT,SPDGLM,SP06RN
	 147
COMMON /SROOT / SRAVG,SRDAY,SECOND 	 148









COMMON /TOTS / DAMP, NOITR, THZO, TNNH4, TNNO3 	 153
COMMON /TSDN / TSOILD(20), TSOILN(20), TSOLAV(2)
	 154
COMMON /UPS	 / SUPNO3,UPN05	 165
COMMON /WEIGHT/ LEAfWT,PLANTW,RO.OT..WT,STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANYT,VEGWT
	 1$6






DATA ROOSCA/D.0,.0001,.0005,.005,,01,.015,.02,.025,.03,,035,.04/ 0002 160
OATH TTLIR/'$ OOT','S IN' , ! EAC', ! H CE', ! LL, !,!T0TA','L	 if	 0002 141
r,r	 !.!	 '/	 0002 102
	 {
DATA TTL20/'	 !,'AT T', i HE E', ! ND O ! ,'F RU',fTGRO','
	 ',	 0002 163
0002 164
DATA UNITS/'G/C,M i , i #*3 / ','SOIL','	 r,'	 ' ^	 ^/	 0002 165-
	
;	 DATA UNITSW GM.',' DRY',' WEI','GHT '/	 0002 166
DATA TTL1/ 0 VOLU', ! M.ETR', 1 IC W ! ,'ATER',^-CON',!'TENT I , ! -OF ',	 0002 167
'SOIL', r
	 ,'	 '/	 0002 168
DATA TTL3/'AT T','HE E','ND 0 f ,'F MA','IN	 ','	 !,'	 of	 0002 169
r	 r !
	 r	 r/	 0002 170
	
+	 DATA TTL4/ 1 PSIS' ' FOR',' EAC','H LA','YER ','AND ! ' 	 ,	 0002 171,	 ,-CO LU'
I MN	 !,r	 r'r	 r/	 0002 172
	
'	 DATA TTL50VOLU','METR', 1 IC N','ITRA ! ,'TE C r , l ONTEI,'NT 0 0 ,	 0002 173<<€ O F SO','il
	 0 , 0	 It
	 0002 174






i'r	 r'r	 ,'rI	 r ' r	 o/	 0002 1`77
DATA VNOUNI/' MG/ 1 , 1 N PE', ! R C'4 0r+« 3 !,'	 r,!	 '/	 0002 178
DATA VH2UNI/ l C4i**' 0- 0 3/CM',' ••3 ', ! SOLL'P'	 ',! 	 '/	 0002 179




f	 DATA NITUNT/' MG r,lN	 r'r	 r^r	 !/	 182
	
;}{	



















GLUMW(1) 8 0. 191
GRANW(X)•O. 192
SPIKE(I)•0 193
FLORET(I) m 0 194
LEAF(I) n 0 195
LTDAY(I) n 0 196




DO 100 Ja1,6 199
LEAFW(I,J) 80. 200
LIDATE(I,J) n O 201
ALTMP(I,J) n 0. 202
110 CONTINUE 203
AHTMP=O. 20
SECOND n O 205
AREAn0. 206
WRI;TE(2,110)
110 FOR;MATO	 INPUT	 LEAFG(1,1)	 RTWT(1,1,1)	 RTWT(1,2,1)	 RTHT(2,1,1)0,,




130 FOR(MAW	 INPUT POPPLT F2 LATUDE LAI NOITR FACR')
READ(I,*) POPPLT,F2,LATUDE,LAI,NOITR,FACp
WR4TE(2,140) 236
140 FORMAT(	 INPUT KL KS KR KG I-) 237














170 FORMAT('	 TO SEE PLOT 'TYPE	 1	 UNDER
	
FIRST LETTER	 OTHERWISEI TYPE O'! 246
.	 '	 ROOTS PSIS YH2OC
	 VNO3C	 ') 247
READ(1,*)
	





















GLUMN n 0. 221 
GRAN00.	 , 222
LE04N n .03 223
NSTENS*1 224
SRAVgwG. 225
SROAY n Q 226
SPAING M 70 227
Lj LEAF (l) wl 228
ACCDEGAO: 230
PLANTN • SLEAFN+STEMN+ROOTN+GRANNtGLUMN 231
C 232
READ(5.*) LYRSOL 249
C LYRSOL n NUMBER OF	 SOIL LAYERS OF DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS 250
C •• UP TO. S. ALLOWED 251
C LPT1	 n 	 PR I-NT SOILS	 INFORMATION	 IF is	 0; OTHERWISE NOT. 252
C SOIL DIFFUSIVITY WATER CONTENT FUNCTIONS ARE IN 253
C GARONEA,W.R.
	 AND M.S.MAYHUGH.	 1958.	 SSSAP	 22:197-201. 254
C 255 d
C SOIL WATER CONTENT PSI _FUNCTION FROM: 256 d
C BR00KS,R.H.




REAO(5, 0 )(DIFFO(I) , THETAO ( I),BETA ( l),SDEPTH(I),THL'TAS(I), 259




NUMBER OF SOIL LAYERS1,I2	 // 262 1
.'	 LAYER	 MAX .DEPTH	 0_0.	 THETA 0	 BETA$// 263 `,'
of
	 N0.',7X,'CM
	 CM	 BAR/DAY	 CC/CC,)
WRI1'E(6,185)(I,SDEPTH(l),DIFFO(t),THETAO(I),BETAII)^I n"1,LYRSOL) 26S
185	 FORMAT('	 0 ,I4,5X,1P4E10.3) 266
C $DEPTH • MAX.	 DEPTH OF LAYER 267
C DIFFUSIVITY n 00 EXP BETA*(VH2OC • THETAO) WHERE 268
C DO	 AND THETAO ARE	 INITIAL OR	 1S BAR
	 DIFF.
	 AND WATER CONTENT 1 269
C BETA n SLOPE OF LOG 0	 TNETA CURVE. 270
G r * rrr+WARNING*•+* •










C PSIS a AIRDR • ((VH20C•THETAR)1(THETAS-THETAR))+ + (3/(2-ETA)) 272
C WHERE AIRDA • THE AIR ENTRY PRESSUAEs 	 THETAR • RESIDUAL 273
C WATER
	
CONTENT	 )	 THETAS n_SATURATED WATER CONTENT 274
C ETA * SLOPE OF
	
SEMI-LOG PLOT. FOW., 275




C MAKE BOTTOM LAYER TIME DEPENDENT BOUNDARY WHERE 279 ; w
C VH2OC a THETAI	 FOR TIME LESS THEN TO 280
C VH2OC • TH(TAI - 0.0038SW IME • TO) 261-
C OR V142OC • 0.65+THETAI 	 , WHLCHEYER
	
IS	 LEAST 262
C SLOPES AHD . RESIDUAL WATER CONTENT ARE
	
FROM s 285
C GERARD,C.O.	 AND L.N.NAMK(N.
	
1966. AGRON.J.	 58:39-42.	 FOW+ 286
C 247
WRITE(6,190)	 THETA
190	 FORMAT0	 INITIAL YM2O AT BOTTOM BOUNDARY •#,1PE10.3)
C 0 1
292
DELT • 11NOITR 293
C





GO	 TO	 205 297
' J	 n 	 J+1 298
IF(J
	 LT.5)	 GO	 TO 200 299
205	 FL%MAK(J) n DIFFO( J)+((THETAS(J)-THETAR(J))/D) • (W • DELT•DAMP)* 300
.E%P(SETACJ) • (THETAS(J)-THETA.O(J))) 301
FC(LAYER)
	
n 	 THETAS4J) 702 k,
00 210 KOL-UMN n 1,NK 303
VH2OC(LAYEA,KOLUMN)
	 n THETAS(J) 304
RIFF(LAYER,KOLUMN)*DIFFO( J) • E%P'(BETA (J)+(VHZOC(LAYER,KOLUMN)- 305 F
.THETAO(J))) 306
TEMPI
	 •	 (VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)-THETAR(J))/(THETAS(J)-THETAR(J)) 307 s
210 PSIS(LAYER,KOLUMN)
	
a	 0.0009833*AIRDR( J ) • TEMPI**(3./(2.-ETA(J))) 308
C READ IN DATA TABLE OF H2O,06, AND SOIL STIENCT14 NASA 309
REA0(5,215)SNAME,MRT 310
215	 fORMAT(3A4,212) NASA 311
C` PRINT DATA THOLE NASA 312 s
WRITE(6,	 22C)SNA^.4E',MRT 313
220	 FORMAT0	 SOIL ID. 1 ,3A4, 0 	NO.Of	 CURVES # ,I2) ;314
C NASA 315
fi00 250	 I . 1,MRT 316
READ(5
	 • )INRT,GH2OC(0 317

























` 230 FORMAT('	 NO.OF	 DATA POINTS 0 ,I3, #
	GRAVIMETRIC WATER
	
CONTENT I ,F74) 321
WRITE(6,240)	 (TSTOO(I,J),TSTIMP(I,i),J n 1,INRT) 322
' i 240 FORMATO	 BULK DENSITY
	
SOIL STRENGTH 9 / 8	GM/CC	 KG/CM2l/(' 323 =
' .^,2F1z.2)) NASA 3241
♦ 25A C(3NT,INUE NASA 325,
IDAY *0 3371
t	 u ITG P60
{ KTO Y=0 k	 I260 CONTINUE 338'	 _.
REA6(S,*,END •640)	 (CLIMAT(I),I n 1,8)







t GO TO 260
it
y
•65 CALL PNET '	 -
) CALL GROWTH 345








	 GO	 TO	 270 1977
AHTMP • AHTMPMTAVG 1976
K'(DAY n KTDAY+l
TOUM nAHTMP/KTDAY
ITGB • (-2.7)*TDUM+90. 1980





IF(ITGF.LE.KTDAY)	 4TST n IDAti'
IF(IDAY.E0.1)	 ITST=1DAY i
IF(ITST.NE .IDAY)	 GO	 TO	 260
WRITE(6,280)
	 DAYNUM,rDAY
W FORMAT(//'/	 15X, 1	JULIAN	 DAYu',I3,10X,'IDAY=l,13,//)
WRITE(6,300) 3S3
300 FORMAT0	 PN	 PSTAND	 PTSN
	
PTSRED














OF poOR QUAL fY i
340 FORMAT(	 SPDWL	 SPOSTM	 SPDGLM	 SPOON
0 5PDWRT	 CSTRSV	 CSTRSF')
` WRITE(6,310)	 SPDWL,SPOSTM,SPOGLM,S^I OGRN,SPOWRT,CSTRSV,CSTRSf 364
4RITE(6,360) 365
360 FORMAT( i	RESC	 RESN	 REON	 NPOOL	 '•







30 0 'FORMAT('	 SLEAFN	 STEMN	 GLUMN	 GRANH	 ^d
.	 # LC• AFCN	 SUPNO31)
r YRITE(6,310)	 SL2AFN,STEMN,GLUMN,GRANN,LEA'FCN,'SUPNO3 372
C< WRITE(6,390) 373
390 fORMAT( f	SPIKE(I)	 FLORET(I)	 LEAF W	 JOINT(l)
.	 + HOOT(I)	 HEAD(I)	 ANTHES(I)')
Do 400	 I-1,NSTEIS 376





420 FORM Al	 SECOND	 ACCDEG	 PSIAVG	 DIFREN	 TILLER") W
WRITE ( 6,430)	 SECOND,A000EG,PSIAV9,D'IFKEN,TILLER 38, ;
430 FORMAT(I8,4X,F9.2,3X,E1-2.5,18,49,18,) 384
WRITE(6,460) 385





















IF(NPR.EG.1)	 CALL OUT(ROOTSV,TTLIR,YTL2R, 397
ROOSCA,UNITS,ROOTS,UNITS,R) 39a
IF(NPP.EQ.1)	 CALL OUT(PSU,TTL4,TTL3,P3ISCA, 399
VH2UNI,TH2O,VNITST) 400
v
IF(I?(iF.GT.KTDAY) 	 GO	 TO	 2611
640 CONTINUE
YIELD*GRANWT • 14.8563/POPFAC 1982
c WRITE(6,660)	 YIELD,OAYNUM
660 'FORMAT(/ Il l







rLL.a:a^ ....	 ..i.uw:..u.".1.wm..a.. 	 ie...:.... ....	 .'..". ^t'^....ix:..v.. ...	 _..._	 i
ORIGINAL, pA ±rm
OF pool? QUALITY .	 ..:.
SUBROUTINE SLY M AT 0003 407► i..iiiii••rsiioi*i** ♦ iiiii*iris ♦•♦ h*ii**r**ii•*iiit*ii•i* •i iii 0003 408
C ► 0003 .09
C *	 CLIMATE SUBROUTINE	 • 0003 X410
C *	 • 0003 411
0003 4'12
REAL,	 INT,LATUDE,LAI,NYTTYM 413





DACNT(12), DAZE,	 MO, YR 0003 417
COMMON	 /CLIM	 /	 CLIMAT(8),C1(9) 418
COMMON	 /LIGHT /	 DAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,OAYTYM,NYTTYM,,TDAY,IPRK'T 419
COMMON
	
/SIZES	 /	 ROU$P,LAI,POPFAC,XLEAFL,AREA 420





TAVG,	 TRAY, TMAX, TMIN, TNYT 422
COMMON
	
/TSDN	 /	 TSOILD(20), TSOILN(20),
	





RI	 n 	 CLIMAT(1) 428
' TMAX	 n 	 CLIMAT(2)
TMIN	 n 	 CLIMAT(3)
MH2O n CLIMAT(4) 431
RAIN n CLIMAT(5)*25.4 43Z
DAYNUM • CLIMAT(7) 433
RN, a RI	 *	 .8942	 *	 .8	 - 26. 434
C NET	 RADIATION
	
IN	 WATTS/•M**2 0003 435
XLAToLATUDE :0174533 436
DEC n C1(1) 437
DO	 100	 I n 2,5 438
J n I+4 439 1
PHI•DAYNUM 0 .01721*(I*1) 44,0
DEC a DEC+C1(I)*SIN(PHI)+C1(J)*COS(PHI) 441
100	 CONTINUE 442
OECrDEC*.0174533 44'
DAYLNG = ARCOS((-.014544— SIN(XLAT)*SIN(DEC))/(COS(XLAT)'*COS(DEC))) 444t
*7.6304 445
TRAY n (Tl"AX-TMIN)*.55+TMIN 446
TNYT n (TMAX-TMIN)*.15+TMIN 447'
C 0004 448
{ALL RATE .0004 449




NYTTYM s 24. — DAYLNG 452 t
TAVG n (TDAY*DAYTYM+TNYT*NYTTYM)/24. 453
C 454
C PHOTOSYNTHESIS MUST BE	 CORRECTED TO REFLECT	 % SOLAR RADI- 455
C ATIO4	 INTERCEPTED.	 TWO	 TERMS USED,	 THE	 FIRST	 CORRECTS
	
FOR 456
* C AREA BETWEEN ROWS WITH NO	 COVER,
	
THE SECOND	 IS TAKEN FROM 457
C PAPER '(LIGHT AND CROP PRODUCTION BY J
	 L MONTWH - FIELD 458
r' C CROP	 ABSTRACTS NOVEMBER	 '1965) 459
C _460
TERM1 n (2.*XLEAFL/ROWSP) 461
IF(TERAl .GT.1.)	 TERM1 n 1. 462
TERM2=1.-EXP(-.4*LAI) 463
f INT=TERM1*TERM2 464










;r SUBROUTINE	 GATE 0004 470
'C • ► MMAAAAMA AM:A^yrA ► r►►► r ►►► A ► A ► A ► Ai Mr AMrMA ► M?► MMM ► AMi#MA ► AAM 0004 471
C •	 * 0004 472
C *	 DATE SUBROUTINE.	 CONVERTS	 JULIAN TO CALENDAR AND	 • 0004 473
C ► 	 ALLOWS	 FOR LEAP YEARS.	 • 0004 474




INTEGER	 DAZE,DACNT,YR,DAYNUM 0004 478
C 0004 479
/ COMMON	 /CALEN	 /	 OACNT(12),	 DAZE, MO,	 YR 0004 480 }
COMMON	 /LIGHT	 / DAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,DAYTYM,NYTTYM,104yo.IPRNT 481
C 0004 482
IACNT(2)	 n 	 20 0004 483
IYR n YR/4	 - 0004'48k
IF(YR.EO.,IYR • 4)	 DACNT(2)	 n 	 29 0004 485
O n 1 0004 486
DAZE • OAYNUM	 - 0004 487
00	 f	 I21,1 0044 488 J
TF(bAZE.LE.DACNTQ ))	 GO	 TO	 2 0004 489
40 • MO
	 ; '1 0004 490
DAZE s DAZE	 DACNT(I) 0004 491
` 1	 CONTINUE 0004 492












Crggr q rrrrrrrqrqr qqqrrr q	 ^r ► rrrrggrr«*rgrrrq ► s*+rq^r ►► rrrgq• 000 497'
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES	 A	 TEMPERATURE PROFILE	 IN THE* 0004 498
C SOIL.	 ASSUMES HORIZONTAL HOMOGENEITY OF TEMPERATURE	 R 0004 499
C DISREGARDS MOISTURE
	
CONTENT	 EFFECTS. ♦ 0004 500
C FIRST, MAXIMUM	 (H)	 3 MINIMUM	 (L)	 TEMPERATURES ARE * 0004 501
C CALCULATED	 AT 2,	 4, 8, S 16	 INCH DEPTHS BY MULTIPLE q 0004 502
C REGRESSION	 EQUATIONS OF * 0005 503
C J.	 C.	 MCVHORTER	 i B.	 P.	 BROOKS,	 JR.	 1965.	 CLIMATOLOGICAL ► 0005 504
C AND SOLAR RADIATION RELATIONSHIPS'.	 BULL.	 715; MISS. + 0005 505
C AGRI.	 EXP.	 STA.,	 STARKVILLE. + 0005 506
C NOTE	 THAT	 THE	 GRID	 SIZE	 (D ►W)	 IS NOT
	
VARIABLE	 IN	 THIS q 0005 507
{ C SJBROUTINE,	 BUT	 THE	 LAYER	 THICNESS	 IS	 FIXED AT	 5	 CM. + 0005 $08
C 4AX & MIN SOIL,	 TEMPS	 FOR EACH OF	 THE LAYERS ARE THEN ► 0005 509
C OBTAINED BY	 INTERPOLATION & EXTRAPOLATION OF THE 2, 4, * 0005 510
C 8,	 i	 16	 INCH TEMPS. • 0005 511
C FINALLY,
	
DAYTIME AND NIGHTIME TEMPS(TSMX i TSMN) • coos S12
C ARE	 OBTAINED AS AVERAGE HOURLY	 VALUES	 FROM 7 A.M.	 THRU ► 0005 $13




RESPECTIVELY, USING AN 0005 514
C ALGORITHM FOR AIR	 TEMP PUBLISHED BY	 H. N.	 STAPLETON, ► 0005 515
C 0,	 Ri	 BUXTON,
	 F.	 L. WATSON,	 D. J.	 NOLTING, AND	 D + 0005 516
C O.	 N.	 BAKER.	 UNDATED.	 COTTON:	 A	 COMPUTER	 SIMULATION OF • 0005 517
C COTTON	 GRO*4TH.	 TECH.	 BULL.	 206, ARIZONA	 AGRI.	 EXP.	 STA. * 0005 $18
C TJtSONi A005 519





TSMX(20)	 TSMN(20),	 RECDAT(24) 0005 523-
C 0005 524




	 /	 0TAVG(7), TAVG,	 TDAY, TMAX, TMIN, TNYT Oc05 52
COMMON /TSON





00	 1	 1	 =	 '1,6 0005 53C
J nJ-1 531
1	 DTAVG(J)	 a	 DTAVG(J-1) 53
OTAVG(1)	 n TAVG 0005 531
WTAVG n 0. 0005 53i
J IM? 53°
IF(IDAY.LT . 7)	 J-% IDAY 53a
r- DO 2	 I	 s	 1,J 531
2	 WTAVG a	 WTAVG	 +	 DTAVG(I) 531
WTAVG • 4TAVG/J W























































C T4E NEXT EIGHT EQUATIONS ARE FROM MC'WHORTER AND BROOKS.
T2H • 1.1962 +WTAVGF + 0.27389
T2L n 0.96O*WTAVGF + 1.4404
T4H a 1.1493+WTAVGF + 1.1452
T4L n 0.9126 ► WTAVGF t 2.9961
TSH a 0.9655 ►WTAVGF ► 8.3121
T8L : 0.8700*WTAVGF + 7.9217
T16H a 0.8.40.9+UTAVGF + 13.988`
T16L a 0.8341*WTAVGF + 13.029
C GET TEMP OF SOIL C MAX ) BY INTERPOLATION OR EXTRAPOLATION.
T24 a T2H - T4H
T48 n T4H - T8H
TSMX(1)a(TZH+T4H+T24 ►1.031)/2.
TSMX(2)aT8H+(T48*1.048)/2.
T816 _ .0492126 + (TSH - T16H)
00 6 I n 3,20
JaI-3
TSMX(I) a TSH - (2.18+(1+J+4)+5.) • T81612.
6	 CONTINUE
C GET TEMP OF'SOIL (MIN) BY INTERPOLATION OR EXTRAPOLATION.
T24 • T2L - T4L
T48 a T4L - TOL
TS-IN(l) a (T2L+T4L+T24•1.031)/2.
TSMN(2) n TBL+(T48+1.048)/2.





(2.18+(1+J+4)+5.) • T816 / 2.
IF(TSMN(I),IT.TSMX(I)) GO TO 7








ISR a 12	 IFIX(DAYLNG*.5)
ISS a ISR + IFIX(DAYLNG+0.5)
C HOUR OF SUNSET.
C SEE PP 57 OF STAPLETON, ET AL. FOR EQUATIONS DETERMINING RECDAT.
Do 9 LAYER a 1,20
TMEAN a (TSMX(LAYER)+TSMN(LAYER)) • .5






IH9 a	 IH	 +	 9 0005; 587
$ECDAT(IH9)	 a	 TMEAN	 + SWINGH • COS(0.19635*(IH9-15.)) 0005'588 s
11	 CONTINUE 0005 589
00	 12	 IH=1,6 0005 590
12	 RECDAT(IH)	 a	 TMEAN	 - S,WINGH • COS(0.19635+(6-IH)) 0005 591
SHRTD	 a 0. 0005 592
SNRTN	 n 0. 0105 593
DO	 13	 IH a 7,IS5 0005 594
` SHRTD = SHRTD +	 RECDAT(IH) 0005 595
C'	 SU4 OF	 HOURLY	 TE(h I 5	 IN	 DA7TIME. 0005 596
13	 CONTINUE 0005 597
TSOILD(LAYER)	 a	 SHRTO/(ISS-6) 0005 598 A
C	 AVERAGE	 TEMP OF	 SOIL DURING	 DAYTIME,	 DEG	 C. 0005 599
ISS'1	 a	 ISS	 +	 1 0005 600
DO	 14	 I:H a ISS'1,24 0006 601
SHRTN =	 SHRTN	 +	 RECDAT(IH) 0006 602
C SUM OF HOURLY TEMPS 	 IN `LGHTIME. OG06 603
`. 14	 CONTINUE 0006 604
00 15 LH=1,6 0006 -605
SHRTN - SHRTN + RECDAT(IH) 0006 606
15'	 CONTINUE 0006 607
TSOILN!(LAYER)	 a	 SHRTN/(30'ISS) 0006 60Ek
C	 AVERAGE	 TEMP OF SOIL DURING NIGHTIME. 0006 609-
9	 CONTINUE 0006 10,
00 16 LAYER	 a 1,	 c' 0006 611 3
TSOLAV(LAYER)•	 (TSOILD(LATER) • OA,YLNG+TSOILN('LAYER) + (24.-DAYLNG)) -0006 612
'o /24. 0006 613 i
C	 AVERAGE SOIL
	
TEMPERATURE,	 DEG	 C. 0006 614
16	 CONTINUE 0006 .615
RETURN	 83 0006 616





SUBROUTINE SOIL 0006 618
C 0006 619
C • 0006 620
C /,	 SOIL	 SUBROUTINE.	 CALLS
	
FRTLIZ, GRAFLO,	 ET,	 • 0006 621
C ► 	 UPTAKE,	 CAPFLO, AND NITRIF. 0006 622








COMMON	 /OIFFU	 /	 DIFF(2C,6) 629
COMMON






/FERT	 /	 FERN,FNH4,FNO3,OMA,RNNH4,RNNO3 632	 e










CUMES,	 CU M RAN,	 CUMSOK 635	 x
COMMON	 /H2ONO3/	 VH2OC(20,6)	 , VNO3C(20,6) 636	 s
COMMON /LIGHT /	 DAYLNG,DA'fNUM,LATUDE,DAYTYM,NYTTYM,iDAY,IPRNT 637	 R






/PS	 / PSIS(20,6) 640
COMMON
	
/RUTWT 1	 RCH2O, ROOTS, ROOTSV(20,6), RTWT(20,6,3) 642
COMMON /SIZES	 / ROWSP,LAI,POPFAC,XLEAFL,AREA 643
COMMON	 /SOILID/	 DIFFO(5),THETAO(5),BETA(5),SDEPTH(5),THETAS(5) 344
THETAR(S),AIROR(S),ETA(5),FLXMAX(5),pD,(S) 645
COMMON /SOLAR	 /	 'INT,	 RI, RN, PNFAC




COMMON	 /TOTS	 /	 DAMP, NOITR, TH2O,	 TNNH4,	 TNNO3 649




	 / SUPNO3,UPNO3 651









1;0OU	 FORMAT('	 VNO3C(1,1)	 r	 1 ,F10.4) 658	 9.
C ALL	 FERTILIZER	 IS NO3. —659
OMA n 0. 660
RNNO'3	 i	 6. 661	 1








	 CALL	 GRAFLO 668
C 669
CALL ET 670' ]
C 671





CALL UPTAKE 0006 677
IF(UPNO3.GT.O.)
	
SUPn03	 r	 SUPNO3	 *	 I,lPNO3 0006 678
TALL CAPFLO 0006 679
10 CONTINUE 0006 690
CUMEP * CUMEP + NEWEP 0006 681
CUMES = CUMES t NEWES 0006 6821
C 0006 683;
SUPNO3 s SUPNO3 ► POPFAC ► .1/ROWSP 684!
C 0006 685'
00	 11	 I;n1,,NOITR
CALL CAPFLO 0006 687
1`1 CONTINUE 0006 688
CALL NITRIF 0006 689
C 0006 690











i Crw ► rrsrsrr*trrtrr•rr^r ♦rrrsr ► r*w+rw ► rr+sr♦• ss• ► rrir•rrr+rrr+ ► w•rr: 0006 694
C +4++	 MODIFIED BY A. MARANI
	 MARCH	 1980 695
L'rwlf ► ♦ r ♦ iirr ► rrrrrrrrrr ► ¢r*r ► rr* ♦ rr ► rli r+rrr rrr ►rrAr*r rrw^sr^ 696
i C SUBROUTINE ADDS
	 FERTILIZER TO PROFILE. MUST BE CALLED AT	 * 0006 697
C PLANTING DATE TO INITIALIZE NITROGEN 6 ORGANIC MATTER




	 BE CALLED	 FOR	 SIDE DRESSING.	 INPUTS	 ARE':	 + 0007 699
C FERN:	 FERTILIZER INORGANIC NITROGEN, 18S N/ACRE.-
	 + 0007 700
C FNH4:	 FRACTION OF INORGANIC N	 IN AMMONIA FORM.	 C TO 1
	 * 0007 701
C F403:	 FRACTION OF	 INORGANIC
	 N	 IN	 NITRATE	 FORM.	 C	 TO	 1	 + 0007 702
C 04A:	 ORGANIC MATTER	 PLOWED AT BEGINNING OF SEASON, LBS/ACRE, 	 * 0007 703
C MUST BE	 .GT. 0	 TO INITIALIZE N 6 ORGANIC MATTER ARRAYS'. + 0007 704
C R4NO3: RESIDUAL N 	 AS NITRATE IN UPPER 2 LAYERS, Les/ACRE. 0007
C 44NH4: RESIDUAL N'AS AMMONIUM IN UPPER
	 2 LAYERS, LBS/ACRE.
	 • 0007
C ► • wwa ►• ^rwrrrr ► r •r ► rr ►rwrw^^wr^rwwrr4+ rrrri••ssrrrr ► r,► +rrrwrsii ► 0007 707
C 0007 708





1 0,	 G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF,
	
THRLN,	 W 710
COMMON /H2ONO3/ VH20C(20,6),;VNO3C(20,6) 711
COMMON	 /NITLIZ/	 VNH4C(2,6),VNC(2,6) 712
WRITE(6,100D) 0007 713
1000	 FORMAT0	 FERTILIZER SUBROUTINE	 CALLED	 NNNNNENNNENNNNNMMN	 1 ) 0007 714
IF(OMA.LE.O.)	 GO'TO 2 0007 715 1
C O4A	 .GT.-0.,	 IMPL'IES	 INITIAL FERTILIZATION AT PLANTING DATE
	
9 0007 716
C PLOWDOWN OF ORGANIC MATTER. 0007 717
00 3 Lr 1	 ,	 2 718 aC
DO 3 K s 1	 NK 719
VNC(L,K)
	
n OMA	 r	 .01122/0+2.)	 *	 :01
VNO3C(L,.K)	 n RNNO3	 +	 .011221(6 ► 2.)
VNH4C4L,K)	 n RNNH4	 •,.01122/(0*2.)
C 723 <,
C CHG-LB/ACRE	 TO MG/CC IN TOP 2 LAYERS






AND MIXED	 INTO UPPER	 2 LAYERS Of
	
SOIL.




00	 5	 LAYER	 a	 1, f2 731
00 5 KOLUMN , n I AK 732





	 NITRATE	 FERTILIZER. 734
VNH4C(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 : V)AH4C(LAYER,KOLUMN) 	 + DUMY09 735
C AOntTIC W
 OF BROADCAST AMMO!41UM
	 FERTILIZER. 0007 736
5	 CONTINUE 0007 737_
RETURN 0007 738-










SUBROUTINE 0AFLO 0007 74Q
*iiri•t*rrrrir:^tl+lfrwr*irrsMirs ►rr^MrriMr^iiirris^ ► i^ywii^^^^R^A. 0007
.741
	 _..
C i	 + 0007 742
C &	 GRAVITY FLOW OF NO3 AND H2O, AFTER RAIN OR IRRIGATION.
	 i 0007 743,
C i 0007 7i4;
T 0007 745
C RAIN OR	 IRRIGATION
	




SOAKW(21),	 SOAKN(21) 0007 748
i	 C WATER	 SOAKING	 INTO LAYER.- 0007 749
C NITROGEN SOAKING INTO LAYER BY MASS	 FLOW OF H2O.
7510007
COMMON	 /FIELD	 /	 FC(20) 0007 752
COMMON
	 /GEOM	 /
	 Do G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2p SLF* THRLN, W 753
COMMON /MOHBAL/ CAPUP, CUMEP, CUMES, CUMRAN, CUMSOK 0003 154
COMMON	 /HZONO3/	 VH2OCl20,6), VNO3C(20,6) 0401 755
' COMMON /WETS	 / MH2.O,PSIAVG,PSIMAX,RAIN,.PSIL 756
+	 c coca 757
C VH2OC	 VOLUMETRIC WATER
	 CONTENT, CM i *3/CM**3. coca 758	 j
r	 C FC:	 FIELD	 CAPACITY,	 BY LAYER,	 CM**3/CM**3. 0008 759
C V403C: VOLUMETRIC NITROGEN CONTENT AS NITRATE, MG N/CC SOIL. 0008 760




	 NUMBER OF LAYERS IN PROFILE. 0008 762
C NC':	 NUMBEROF	 COLUMNS	 IN PROFILE. 0008 763
' CURRAN a CUMRAN + RAIN 0008 764
' TSOAK a 0. 0008 765
00 2 KO.LUMN n 1, NK 0008 766
I SOAKW(NL+1)	 n 0. 0008 767
SOAKW(1)
	 a RAIN i .10 OOOa 768
C H2O	 SOAKING	 INTO TOP
	 LAYER,
	 IN CM + •I/CMr +2. 0008 769
SOAKN(1)	 a 0. 0008 770
C NITROGEN SOAKING INTO LAYER,
	
IN MG/CM i *2. 0008 771
C IF	 NITROGEN	 IN RAINFALL IS	 TO BE ADDED,	 00' I_T HERE. 0006 772
00 3
	 LAYER
	 a 1,	 NL 0006 773
420 a:SOAKW(LAYER)
	
+ VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN) ; D 0008 774
C T3TAL TEMPORARY AND RESIDUAL VOLUME OF HZO
	 IN SOIL 0000 775




'	 C H2O SOAKING	 INTO LAYER BENEATH,







C NITROGEN SOAKING INTO LAYER BENEATH, 	 IN MG/CM**2. 0008 781
3 CONTINUE 0008 782
TSOAK a TSOAK +	 SOAKW(NL+1) 0008 783
00. 4	 LAYER
	
n 1, NL 0008 784
IF(SOAKW(LAYER).,LE.O.)	 GO	 TO	 4 coca 735
C WHEN	 SOAKY	 .LT.	 0, NO GRAVITY PERCOLATION OCCURS. 	 _ 0008 786
VH2OC('LAYER,KOLUMN)	 a VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 +	 (SOAKW(LAYER) 0008 787
SOAKW(LAYER+1))I0 0008'788
C VOLUMETRIC MOISTURE	 CONTENT OF	 SOIL CELL,	 IY CM**31CM++►3. 21008 i789
VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)
	
n AMAX1(O.,VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)+(SOAKN(LAYER)- 0008 790
.-SOAKN(LA'YER+1))/D) 0008 791
C VOLUMETRIC NITROGEN	 CONTENT OF	 SOIL
	 CELL, IN aMG/CM*+3. 0008 792
4 CONTINUE 0008 793.
2 CONTINUE 0008 794
CUMSOK a CUMSOK	 +'10.*TSOAK/FLOAT(NK) 0008`795
RETURN 0008 796





SUBROUTINE ET coos 798
C 0008 799 r
C r 0008 goo-
C ► 	 EVAPOTRANSPIRATION SUBROUTINE 	 * 0008 801
coos 802
C ► 4r « a ,► ♦ Hai# rr^♦ *rrrridrrrrrr . r^rirrrrr^rarw «+ rr«r^^rra^r coos 803
C SUBROUTINE TAKEN ALMOST ENTIRELY FROM RITCHIE, 	 A MODEL 0008 804
C FOR PREDICTING EVAPORATION' FROM A ROW CROP WITH
	 INCOMPLETE COVER. 0008 805
C WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH VOL. 	 811204. 0008 806
C o00s 807'
• REAL LAMDAC,LAtMDAS,LAMDA,INT,MH2O,NEWES,NEWEP so$
C 000s 809
COMMON /ETPARM/	 ALPHA,G,AMMA,LAMDAC,LAMDAS,U,WNO 810
COMMON
	





CLIMES,	 CUMRAN,	 C1,JMSOK 0008 612 7
COMMON /SOLAR /	 INT, RI, RN, PNFAC
COMMON	 /TEMP	 /	 OCAVG(7)
	
TAVG,	 TRAY, TMAX,	 TMIN, TNYT 0008 314
COMMON	 /WETS	 / MH2O,PSIAVG,PSIMAX,AAIN,PSIL 815
C 0008 8 16
VP(TMP)
	
O	 EXP(1.8282+.TMP+(0.07046136-TMP+0.000215743)) 0008 817
P	 RA I4 4004 pl11y
RS	 • RI « .0169491525 0004 819
C RS	 n SOLAR	 RADIATION
	 IN MM H20/DA,Y. 0008 820
TAVM1
	 •	 TAVG-1. 0006 821
DEL	 s VP(TAVG)
	
- VP(TAVM1) 0008 822
C DEL*SLOPE Of SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE CURVE AT MEAN AtR TEPP. 0008 823
LAMDA a INT r LAMDAC +	 (1.-INT) rLAMOAS 0008 824
`	 C LAMOAC 6 LAMOAS	 n ALSEDOS OF	 CROP d	 SOIL. 0008 825
C IVT*INTERCEPTION
	
(FRACTION OF INCIDENT	 RS) 0008 826
C RNOsNET RADIATION ABOVE CANOPY
	 (MM/DAY) 0008 827 1
RNO n (RS-LAMOA rRS) 0008 828 j
C TO	 L	 Ta n DRY	 AND 'JET BULB	 TEMPERATURES. 0008 829
TO	 a TAVG 0008 830
VPO	 n VP(TO) 0009 831
TW a	 TMIN 0008 832
`	 C EO n POTENTIAL EVAPORATION RATE ABOVE	 CANOPY-(MM/DAY) 0008 633 1
C MODIFIED PENMAN EQ. coos $34
C '4nJINDSPEED AT 2 METERS (MILES/DAY) 	 - coos 835
'	 C GAMMA •PSYIHROMETER	 CONSTANT 0008 836 7
j VPA
	 • VP(TW) 0003 837
EO n (RKO + DEL/GAM='MA+.262 r (1.*D.0061*WND) ► (VPO-VPA))/(DE(./GAMMA+1.) a s 1





C RVS • NET RADIATION AT SOIL SURFACE BELOWCANOPY 0008 84C
RNS n ((1.-INT) - (1.-INT) r LAMOAS) + RS 0008 841












	 I	 DRYING 0008 843 k
C SESI •CUMULATIVE STAGE ONE EVAPORATION FROM SOIL SURFACE 1008 844
C U OUPPER LIMIT OF SESI 0008 845
IF(SESI,GT.U)GOTO	 1n0 0008 846
C P nRAINFALL 0008 847
IF(P.GE.SESI)GOTO	 101 0008 848
SES'I nSESI-P 0008 849
99	 SESI•SESI+ESO 0009 850
IF'(SESI AE,U)GOTO	 102 0009 851
ES nESO 0009 852
GOTO	 110 0009 853
102	 ES nESO-.4*(SESI-U) 0009 854
SESII n .6*(SESI-U) 0009 855
DUMY01_ P SESII	 / ALPHA 0009 S'36
T n OUMYQ7 • OUMY01 0009 S$ 7
GO TO 110 0009 ass
101	 3E3I 00. 0009 859
60 TO 99 '0009 860
C	 STAGE
	 L1	 DRYING	 - 0009 861
100	 IF(P.GE.SESII)GO	 TO	 103 0009 862
T n T+1.. 11009 863
ES • 'ALPHA	 •	 (SORT(T)-SORT(T-1.)) 0009 864
IF(P.LT.O.)GO TO	 104 0009 865'
IF(E&.GT.ESO)GO	 TO	 105 0009 866
106	 SESII	 SESII + ES,-P 0009 867
DUMY02 n SESII / ALPHA 0009 868
T * CUMY02 • CU1002 0009 869
GO TO 110 0009 870 3
105	 fS•ESO 0009 871
GO TO 106 0009 872
104 '	 ESX •O.8*P 0009 873 3
IF(ESX.LT.ES )GO	 TO 107 0009 874
III	 IF(ESX.GT .ESO)GO	 TO	 108 0009 875
109	 E5 nESX 0009 876
GO TO 106 0009 877
P	 108	 ESX•ESO 0009 878
^.	
GO	 TO	 1C9 0009 879
107	 ESX*ES+P 0009 880
GO	 TO	 111 0009 881
103	 P nP-SESII 0009 G82









IS PROPORTIONAL TO LIGHT	 INTERCEPTION	 (INT), 0009 866
C	 THIS REPRESENTS A MODIFICATION TO RITCHIE'S MODEL. 0009 887
110	 EP!INT*EO 0009 088
IFKEO-ES.LT.O.)	 EO N ES+EP 88:9




-1.	 * PSIAVG 0009 891
IF(AVGPSI.GT.9.0)	 AVGPSI	 n 	 9.0 892
RN ! Rl*.71536-26. 0009 893
C	 RFEP • REDUCTION FACTOR	 FOR EVAPORATION	 FROM PLANT.	 BASED ON D009 894
{	 'JNPU9LISH.ED DATA OF 	 BAKER	 M1	 HESKETH.	 1969. 0009 895
RFEPN n 749.5831405	 + 0.9659063*RN - 54.6600986*TAVG 0009 896
.	 --194.650843f*AVGPSI - 0.001022'6*RN+RN + 1,0153007*TAVG*TAVG + 0009 897
<<	 29.775978*AVGPSI*AVGPSI	 + 0.0293687*RN*TAVG 0009 898
- 4.206856*TAVG*AVGPSI 0009 899
RFEPO = 749.5831405	 t 0.9659065•RN 0009 900
.	 - 54.6600986*TAVG - 19.46SC8431	 - 0.0010226+RN*RN'+- 0009 901
1.11153007 + TAVG*TA'IG + .29775978 + 0.0293637-RN*TAVG 0009 902
.	 --.4206856*TAVG 0009 903
RFEP n RFEPN/KFEPD 0009 904
IF`(RFEP.LE.0.0)	 RFEP	 •	 0.01' 0009 905










w•• r•• r• +► .•r^► r4r•rr•r,••r^r,•wrr^«•rr.«. 0009 910 i
C
•♦•• ► ♦•
MODIFIEr *••rrrar^rsr	 D	 FES	 22	 1980	 •+r.► rsr+rr ► rr•n•ra ► ••r 911
C UPTAKE OF WATER FROM EACH SOIL CELL IS PROPORTIONAL	 1'0
	 + 0009 912
C THE PRODUCT OF ROOT WEIGHT CAPA9LE OF UPTAKE AND THE 	 • 0009 913
C HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY OF THE CELL,	 THE SUM OF	 THE 0009 914
C UPTAKE FROM THE CELLS EQUALS TRANSPIRATION.	 ALL NO3 IN
	 • 0009 913 F
C THE WATER TAKEN UP BY THE ROOTS IS ALSO TAKEN UP. 	 • 0009 916
C rr^r^r• • ► ••^^^• r^ ♦ err,e ► rt+^rr^rrrr^^•rr^^^r ►^^si^^^r+^w^rrr^^ 0009 917
C EP - TRANSPIRATION BY PLANTS, MM / DAY, 0009 918
C SUPNO3 • SUPPLY OF NITRATE FROM SOIL, MG. 0009 919
DIMENSION UPF(20,6)
INTEGER DAYNUM
REAL NEaES	 , NEWEP, NYTTYM, LATUDE,
	
INT I
C UPf	 UPTAKE	 FACTOR, GM CM/DAY S 0009 922
C ROOT WEIGHT CAPABLE OF UPTAKE,	 GMICELL. 923
C 0009 924
COMMON /DIFFU	 / OIFF(20,6) 925
COMMON
	
/EVTR	 1	 EP,ES,SCSI,SESII,T,NEaiS,NE'WEP,6UME5,3UMEP 926
COMMON	 /FIEiLD	 /	 FC(20) 0009 927
COMMON	 /GEOM	 / 0, G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, U 928
COMMON /H2ONO3/ VH2OC(20,6), VNO3C(20,6) 929
k . COMMON /LIGHT	 /	 DAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,DAYTYM,NYITYM,IDAY,IPRNT 930
COMMON / MAIR	 /	 KRL(20) 0	LR 931





' COMMON	 /SOLAR	 /	 INT, RI, RN, PNFAC
COMMON
	
/TOTS	 /-DAMP, NOITR,	 TH2O,	 TNNH4,	 TNNO3- 0009 937
COMMON /ld l^E	 / SUPNO3,	 UPNO3 0009 930
C 0009 93g,
C 0009 94
GILT r 1	 /	 NOITR 0009 942
DUMY01
	
n 	 (.10 • NK'+W +EP)•DELT 0009 943
DUMY 02 a o r u 0009 944
DES	 • ES	 + _0.1	 r4ELT
	
/ `0 945
C MODIFIED FOR ES REMOVED FROM ALL KOLUMNS 946
00 Q	 181,20
00 Q J n 1,6
UPF(I.J)=a. t
6	 CONTINUE
D0 7 KOLUMN • 1,NK 949
OE • 0E5 950
IF(DE.GT.VH20C(1,KOLUMN) 	 -	 .25	 •	 FC(1)	 ) 951
c











SUMF^S a SUMES t OE 6	 10. *0 955
7	 tONTINUE 956
NEWES n SUMES/ NK 957
DO	 1	 LAYER	 *1,
	
LR 0010 95d
'	 KR n KRL(LAYER) 0010 959'
DO 1
	
KOLUMN n 1, KR 0010 960
UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 n (RTWT(LAYER,9OLUMN0)
.	 .20 a RTWT(LAYER,KOLUaMN,2)	 RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,3)	 ) 962
C SUMS THE WEIGHT OF ROOTS 15 DAYS OLD OR LESS IN CELL. 0010 963
1	 CONTINUE D0/0 964
00 4 LAYER	 n 1, LR 0010 965
KR n KRL(LAYER) 0010 966
00 4.KOLUMN • 1, KR 0010 967
UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN) n UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN)
UPF(LATER,NK•KOLUMN+1)
C ADDS THE ROOTS GROWN BY THE PLANTS IN THE NEXT ROW TO GET 0
C	 THE	 TOTAL WEIGHT OF	 ROOIA CAPABLE OF UPTAKE. 0010 97 1
4	 CONTINUE 0010 972
NKH n NK/2
97 4n SUPF	 0. 0010
DO,5 LAYER	 n 	 1,	 LR 0010 975
KR n 	 KRL(LAYER),. 0010 976
IF	 (KR.GT .NKH)	 KRsNKH 0010 977	 c
AO' 5 KOLUMN n 1, KR 0010 976
UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN) nUPF(LAYER,KOLUMN)*DIFF(LAYER,KOLUMN)
C	 **** NO	 DEPTH	 FACTOR	 FOR CALCULATING UPF	 ***** MODIFIED	 FEB 22 980
C	 UPTAKE FACTOR	 FOR EACH CELL, HAS UNITS OF GM CM/DAY. 0010 981
C	 MOOIFED BY
	
DIVISION TO :MEAN DEPTH OF	 LAYER 982
IF(UPFCLAYER,KOLUMN).LT.O.)	 UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN)nO.
SUPF n SUPF + UPF(LAYER,KOLUMN)
C SUM OF UPTAKE FACTORS	 IN THE PROFILE,	 USED FOR APPORTIONING 0010 944
C	 UPTAKE AMONG	 CELLS. 0010 955
5	 CONTINUE 0010 986
UPNO3 n 0. 0010 967
j	 . 1 990`
00 6 LAYER
	
n 1, LR 0010 991
21	 IF(LAYER+-D.LE SDEPTH(J))	 GO TO	 20 992
J	 n 	 J : +	 1 993
IF(J.LT.5)
	
GO TO 21 994
20	 KR s KRL(LAYER) 995
IF	 (KR.GT .NKH)	 KR nNKH 0010 996
DO 6 KOLU4N n 1, KR 0010 997






y	 ORjr.jNAL PAO^ 1^
OF POOR QUALITY
H2OUPT oUPTH2O/DUMY02 0010 999 I
C U P TAKE Of W ER FROM EACH CELL, CM**31DAY. 00101000
C EP	 HAS UNITS Of MM/DAY. 00101001
IF(VH2UC(LAYER,KOLUMN).GT.THETAR(J)
	 )	 GO	 TO 23 1002 )
H2OUPT	 - Oo 1003
GO	 Tn	 24 1004
23	 If	 (H30UPT-GT VH2OC(LAYEA,KOLUMN)-THETAR(J)
	 I	 H2OUPTo 1003
YH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN) ,-THETAR(J) 1006




C VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT Of	 ELL IS WOEASED BY AMOUNT 00101011
C OF	 UPTAKE FROM CELL. 00101012
IMGKOL • NK - KOLUMN + 1- 00101013






	 C.:ONTENT OF IMAGE CELL IS ALSO REDUCED. 00101011
UPNO3Ci0.
IF(VH20C(LAYER,KOLUMN)-LE.THETAR(J)) 	 GO	 TO	 31
UPNO3C n UPTH2O*(VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)/VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)) 00101018
C UPTAKE Of NO3
	 FROM CELL, MG N/DAY. 00101019
C ALL NO3 IN MATER UPTAKE STREAM 15 TAKEN UP. 00101620
31	 CONTINUE
VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 • VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUM4)'- UPNO3C/DUMY02 00101021
C VOLUMETRLC NITRATE CONTENT Of CELL	 IS DECREASED BY AMOUNT Of 00101022
C UPTAKE FROM
	 CELL, 1,G NACC	 SOIL. 00101023
UPNO3
	 % klPNO3 + UPNO3C 00101024
C SUM OF UPV9:0, Of NITROGEN AE NITRATE FROM THE SOIL PROFILE D 00101025
C MG	 FOR THZ SAY, 00101026
UPNO31*0..
IF(VH2OC(LAYER,IMGKOL).4E,THETAR(J)) GO	 TO 34
UPNO3I	 = UPTH2O*(VNO3C(LAYER,IMGKOL )/VH2OC(LAYER,IMGKOL)) 00101029
C UPTAKE OF NO3	 FROM	 IMAGE CELL, MG NIDA'Y. 00101030
34	 CONTINUE
VNO3C(LAYER,IMGKOL)
	 * VNO3C(LAYER,IMGKOL)	 - UPNO3I/DU'4YO2 00101031
c VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT OF
	
IMAGE CELL IS ALSO DECREASED. 00101032
UPNO3 • UPNO3 + UPNO31 00101033
6	 CONTINUE 00101034
















SUBROUTINE CAPFLO	 _ 1038
C *««,t,► «*«*«*««**t,rw+«,w**««r,tr#***rr+t*r+ri++r«+««***«**r**s#fit' 	 J •00101039
C * 00101040
C *	 CAPILLARY	 FLOW OF NO3 AND H2O 	 IN ALL DIRECTIONS.,,	 * 00101041-
C *	 * 00101042





C FLUX OF	 H2O	 TO	 THE LEFT OUT	 O;'-,,THE CELL,	 CM**3/CELLIDAY. 00101048
C FLUX OF H2O UPWARD OUT OF	 THE CELL,	 CM**3/CELL/DAY. 00101049
C FLUX OF NITROGEN TO	 THE LEFT OPT OF	 THE CELL, MG N/CELL/DAY. 	 ` 00101050
C FLUX OF NITROGEN UPWARD OUT OF THE	 CELL, MG N/CELL/DAY. 00101;051
C a01P1052
COMMON	 /DIFFU	 /	 DIFF(20,6) 1053
COMMON /GEOM	 /	 D,	 G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, W 105.4
COMMON /HOHBAL/	 CAPUP,	 CUMEP,	 CUMES,	 CUMRAN, CUMSOK 00111055
COMMON	 /.H2ONO3/	 VH2OC(20,6), VNO3C(20,6) 1056
COMMON	 /PS	 / P Sr c(?.0,6) 1057







/	 DAMP, NOITR,	 TH2O,	 TNNH4,	 TNNO3 001111062
COMMO N









NLM1	 = NL-1 NASA1069
J	 =	 1 1,	 1070
DELT =	 .5	 / NOITR NASA1`071
'DO	 4 LAYER,	 = 1,	 NL 00111072
214	 IF(LAYER*D'.LE.SDEPTH(J))GO	 TO 15 1073
J=J +1 1074
IF(J.LT.5)	 GO TO	 214 1075
C +««t•k«***tt,t*r#+«*«r>*«s«**«**«**t«t«*«««*«««t«*t«*+«**r*t«**+,v***,v« 1076	 }
f	 C COND	 IS	 SOIL CONDUCTIVITY	 `, 1,077-	 t
15	 CONTINUE 1G?a
IFCLA),,ER.EQ.NL )	 THETAI=THETAS(J)













C DIFFUSIVITY	 FUNCTION	 FOUND	 IN	 - 1082
C GARDNER	 AND MAYHUGH.	 1966.	 SSSAP'22:197°201.	 FDW. 11083
COND(LAYER,KOLUMN)=0. 1
IF(VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN).LE.THETAS(J)	 )	 GO TO 4 108'►
CONDQAYER,KOLUMN)	 = 0.12	 *	 ((VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)-THETARCJ)	 )	 / 1085
(THETAS(J)*THETAR(J)	 )	 )**(3.*ETA(J)/(ETA(J)-2.)) 1086
IF(COND(LAYER,KOLUMN).GT.3.) 	 COND(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 = 3. 1087C * ► **r•***,r*,► *csr +► ***•* r**rr r * s****a,► ****t;a**,►*r*** ► ,s }**,t,► •****tti►*** 1090
C f>'` 1091
4	 CONTINUE	 1:+ 00111092
DUMY01	 = D * DAMP * DELT 00111093
J	 =	 1 1094
00 S LAYER	 = 1, NL 00111095




!F(J.LT.5)	 GO	 TO	 302 1098
303
	
DO 5 KOLUMN = 1, NK 1099
KM1	 s KOLUMN - 1 1100
I,F(KM1.EO.0) KM1
	 = NK +101
C "1102
C DIFL IS	 THE	 ARITHMETIC	 MEAN OF	 DIFF OF	 THE	 TWO	 CELLS.
_
1103




*((41120C(LA'IER	 KOLUMN)-Vii2OC(LAYER,KMI))/W) 	 *	 DUMY01" 1106
C ,f LOW OF WATER	 TO THE LEFT,	 OUT OF	 CELL,	 CM**3/CELL/DAY. 00111107
C SIMPLY DARCY'S LAW USING MEAN CONDUCTIVITY. 00111108
FWLMAX	 =	 CVH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)-VH2OC(LAYER,KM1))*W*0'/ 	 10. 7,	 1109
IF(ASS(FWL(LAYER,KOLUMN)).GT.ASS(FWLMAX))FWL(LAYER;yKOLUMN)=FWLMA.X 1110.
C FWLMAX IS USED	 TO PREVENT	 EXCESSIVE WATER	 FLOW IN ONE	 ITERATION. 1111
C .,t********r** r**** ► **********.i+r*r******* ► .i*** r**ir** i+*cttr* w*t# tr+v a* **	 1112
C JHEN FLOW	 IS	 INTO THE	 CELL	 (NEGATIVE	 FWL)	 THE	 CORRECT CALCULATION 1113
C OF	 FNL IS BY USING VNO3C AND VH2OC VALUES OF 	 THE'OTHER CELL. 1114
IF(FWL(LAYER,KOLUMN).LT.O.)	 GO	 TO 304 1115
FNL(LAYER,KOLUMN) =	 FWL(LAYER,KOLUMN)*VM03C(LAYER,KOLUMN)/ 1116
. VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN) 1117
GO TO 51 1118
304	 FNL(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 = FWL(LAYER,KO'LUMN)YVNO3C(LAYER,KM1) 	 / 1119
.	 VH2OC(LAYER,KM1) 1120
C FLOW 0J N01 TO THE LEFT	 OUT OF CELL, MG N/CELL/DAY. 00111121
C MASS '-LOW OF NO3	 IN H2O, GM/CELL. 00111122
C ****es***************,► 	 1.23









	 IN SOIL	 SI)LUTION OF	 ADJACENT	 CELLS.	 * ► tear**+► *+► 1125
51	 FNL(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 =	 FNL,w;,AYER,KOLUMN)	 +	 (VNO3C(LAYERoKOLUMN)
	
/ 1126
.VH2OCCLAYER,KOLUMN) —VNO3^- LAYER KM1)/VH2OC(LAYER,KM1))*OELT*1.5 1127
5	 CONTINUE 0011112$
J	 =	 1 1129
DO 6 LAYER	 = 2, .4 00111130
2	 IF(LAYER*D.LE.SDEPTH(J))	 GO TO	 203 1131
J	 ,	 J	 +	 1 1132
IF('J,.LT.5)	 GO	 TO 	 2 1133'
203	 DO	 6 'KOLUMN
	 =	 1'NK	 ^	 ^; 1134
C	 rt,ttttttsst,r*t*ttttt*t*ttit***tttr*tt*rtt*tttt**t*ttr***tt*i'ttr*rt* 1135
C	 DIFU	 IS THE ARITHMETIC MEAN 06 RIFF OF THE	 TWO	 CELLS 1136
C	 CONU IS THE CONDUCTIVITY OF THE OPP.,ER 	 CELL, 1137
C	 THE PROCEDURE ALLOWS FOR GRAVITY FLOW WHEN VH2OC OF UPPER CELT 1138
C	 IS	 HIGHER	 THAN FIELD CAPACITY. 1139
DIFU =	 (DIFF(LAYER,KOLUMN)+DLFF(L)(fER-1,KOLUMN)) 	 /	 2. 1140
FWU(LAYER,KOLUMN)=(DIFU*(VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)-VH2OC(LAYER-I,KOLUMN) 1141
.	 )	 /	 D ^- CONO(LAYER-1,KOLUMN)	 )	 * W * DAMP	 *DELI 1142




_	 FWUMA.X	 =	 (VHZOCCLAYER,KOLUMN)-VH2OC(LAYER-1,KOLUMN)	 )	 *W*D
	
/ 10. 1144
IF(AbS ( FWU(LAYEk,KOLUMN)) . GT.P85 ( `FWU'MAX 7) FWU(LAYER,,KOLUMN)'u FWUn.#n i14,
C	 FWUMAX	 IS	 113ED	 7O	 PREVENT EXCESSIVE WATER	 FLOW
	
IN ONE I.TERAT:ION.. 1146
C	 *tt• tts at, **rt*,v*+t*,rt*ttrt,► t*tt*,► tttt**ttt**tttr+t*ttt*^,,rt** ►*tt*ttt,► 1147
C	 WHEN	 F'LO^	 IS	 DOW'NWARO,	 VNO3C AND VH2OC OF UPPER	 CELL ARE USED. 1148
IF(FWU(LAYER,KOLUMN).LT.O.) 	 GO	 TO 300	 1, 1149
FNU(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 =	 FWU(LAYER,KOLUMN)*VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)/ 1150
.	 VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN) 1151
GO TO Al 1152
300	 FNU(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 *	 FWU(LAYER,KOLUMN)*VNO3C(LAYER 1	 KOLUJNN)/ 1153
V'H2OC(LAYER-I,KOLUMN) 1154
C	 FLO';	 OF	 NO3 UPWARD	 IN THE WATER-, MG N/CELL/DAY. 00111155
C	 rttt*sttttt*tttt*t+trotststtt*ttttt*stits*sst+itststtt«stttt,*ssststt =1156
C	 k** REDISTRIBUTION OF NITRATES IN ADJACENT CELLS.	 ************* 1157
61	 FNU(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 =	 FNU(LAYER,KOLUMN)
	 +	 (VNO3C(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 / 1158
.VH2OC(LAYER,KOLUMN)-VNO3C(LAYER-1,KOLUMN)/VH20C(LAYER-I,KOLUMN) 	 ) 11,59
.	 *	 DELI	 * 1.5 1160
6	 CONTINUE 00111161 r.
Ja1 0,	 1162
DO	 16 LAYER a 1,NLM1 1163




GO TO	 40 1166
41	 DO	 16 KOLUMN	 :_	 1,NK 1167
KP1	 = KOLUMN + 1 •1168











FNICN	 FW4 ( LAYER,KP1:)	 - FWL'( LAYER,^S^LUMN)	 t 1170
F'WU(LAYER+I,KOLUMN)	 FwU(LAY=ER,KOlUMN) 1171
C FLUX OF 820	 INTO THE CELL, NET,
	
CM**3/CELL. 1172








DO 30 KOLUMN = 1, NK 1177
C ##wtw**trwwwt####wssn,*rr*t**,► 4►r#w##* ►*#ww#r#txtwrwitrrr*t+#w*#**t 1178
C THISJNSURES
	
DRAINAGE-AT THE BOTTOM LAYER. 1179
r I1-CVH2OC(NL,KOLUMN).LE.THETAI)	 GO	 TO 30 1180
CUMSOK	 a CUMSOK +(VH2OCCNL,KOLUMN)-THETAI)*D+W*10./ROWSP 1181
VH2OC(NL,KOLUMN)	 =.THETAI 1182
t 30	 CONTINUE 1183
C BOTTOM BOUNDARY FROM GERARD AND NAMKEN DATA 1184
C 1185
DO 7 LAYER	 = 1, NL 00111186
t DO	 7 KOLUMN	 =,.1,NK 1187
KP1
	
= KOLUMN + 1 1188
IF(KOLUMN.EQ.NK)	 KP1
	 = 1 1189
IF(LAYER.EO.NL )	 GO 70
	 71 1190
FNICN a	 FNL(LAYER,KP1)	 - FNL(LAYER,KOLUMN)	 + 1191
.	 FNU(LAYER•I,KOLUM1)	 - FNU(LAYER>KOLUMN) 00111192
a GO TO 72 1193
71	 FNICN =	 FNLCLAYER,KP1)	 - FNL(LAY ER,KOLUMN) - FNU(LAYER,KOLUMN) ^•1194
72	 CONTINUE 1195
C FLUX OF NO3
	




C VOLUMETRIC NITROGEN CONTENT OF SOIL CELL, MG N/CM*03. 00111198
7	 CONTINUE 00111199	 I
s TH2O = 0. 00111200




DO 8 LAYER = 1,NL 1203
C 1204
C PSIS





FOR	 THETAR,	 AND ASYMPTOTIC
	 FOR AIRDR. 1206
34	 TEMP2= 1THETAR(J)-AIRDR(J))/'(THETAS(J)-AIRDR(J)) 1207
TEMP3 = ALOGC50.)	 / ALOG(TEMP2) 1208
IF(LAYER*D.LE.SDEPTH(J))
	
GO TO	 35 1209
J=J+1 1210
IF	 (J.LT.5)	 GO TO	 34 1211
35	 DO 8 KOLUMN = 1, NK 1212
IF(VH2OCCLAYER,KOLUMN),GT.THETAR(J))	 GO TO 45 1213
PSIS(LAYER,KOLUMN)






TEMPI 	 =	 CVH2OC ( LAYER ,KOLUMN ) — AIRDR(J ,))/(THETAS *(J)-AIRDR ( J)) 1217
PSISCLAYER,KOLUMN)	 = -0.3 * TEMP1**TEMP3 1218
C H2O	 POTENTIAL OF SOIL CELL,	 IN BARS. 1219
www #w #*#*#*w** *t#t#**##w**itt*##i**ti#***}1r *#fr#t *#*w*tt*#*t:t*#* ►t#t 1220
C 1221
50	 CONTINUE 1222
TH2O = TH2O + VH2OCCLAYER,KOLUMN) 00121223
TNNO3 = TNNO3 +.VNO3C(LAYER, KOLUMN) 1224
8	 CONTINUE 00121225
TH2O = TH2O * D * W *0.1 1226
C TOTAL WATER PROFILE 00121227










C s^ww wwwi xrw ## ► ri* ► #rr*rr ► rav w +r+r,t»r*ww.► #rrrrka * ^r##r{r ► ,t*tr*r► ^, 1232
C * 1233.
C ► 	 S U 0 R 0 U T	 I	 N	 E	 N	 I	 T R	 I	 F .I	 C A	 T I	 0 N	 * 1234
C .	 r 1235t' C a.w# #wwrwwwwaw * aw #### awa raw +r ► rt^#b *# roa*r +. sr ►wr,► rw*#r+r#+##*;r.► 1236C
 1237
C SIMPLIED VERSION BASED ON KAFKAFI,HADAS,BAR-YOSEF MODEL 1238
COMMON	 /FIELD I	 FC(20) 1239
COMMON IGEOM
	 /	 D,_ G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLI, THRLN, W 1240




COMMON (TOTS	 / DAMP,NOITR,THZO,TNNH4,TNNO3 1243
COMMON /TSON	 /	 TSOILO(20),	 TSOILN(20),	 TSOLAV(2),^, 1244
14NNH4 .	 0. 1245
DO 5 Lw 1r2 1246
T = TSOLAV(L)	 41 1247
o
FMIN = 7300000. 	 10.**(-27;58.	 ICT+273.)) 1-248
FNIT	 a	 .05	 #	 1. : *0('12.	 - 3573.	 /(t+273)) 1249
DO 5 Kw1,NK 1250
4FMIN * VH2OC(L,K)/FC(L) 1251
DNMIN it VNC(L,K)	 * fMiN + WFM'IN 1252_
VNC(L,K)	 - VNC(L,K)	 - DNMIN 1253
VNH4C(L,K)	 = VNH4C(L,K)	 +	 DNMIN 1234
WFNIT	 a 0.7 	 1.30	 w {?Stl)- VH2OC(l,K)D/fC(L) 12$5
IF('.I p NIT.LT.O.)	 WFNIT	 =0. 1256
DNIT : VNH4C(L,K)	 w	 FNIT # WFNIT 1257
VNH4C(L,K)
	
m VNH4C(L,K)	 -DNIT 1258
VNO3C(L,K)	 a VNO3CCL,K)	 + ONIT 1259
TNNH4 a TNNH4 + VNH4C(L,K) 1260 a
5	 CONTINUE 1261 P













{ SUBROUTINE PNET 1265
C rrrrr*err +,► r rrrrr,► rr,► *+ ► rr +rr+,*r * ► ,► **t,kr* +r+► ,► r,► r ► ,rrrrr ► r,r*^^i 1266




`^ * 1268 !
C /	 * 1269
+ 4MM#r**.t i► *Ib**i***rtr*r* *ii*,4i*it* *rrr*r t* ►rwrMrrrr***rra* ***t* 1 270
REAL
	 INT, LEAFWT,LEAFCN,LEAFRS,KH2O,LAI 1271
C 1272
COMMON /POP	 / PN,PSTAND,PTSN,PTSRED,RESCF,PPLANT,RESP,SPN	 _ 1273
COMMON	 /SOLAR / INT, Ri, RN, PNFAC
COMMON /TEMP	 / DTAVG( 7 ),	 TAVG,	 TDAY, TMAX, TMIN, TNYT 1275
COMMON /WETS	 I MH2.0,PSIAVG,PSIMAX,RAIN,PSIL 1276







COMMON	 /WEIGHT/ LEAFWT,PLANTW,ROOTWT,STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANWT,VEGWT 1280
C 1281
C LEAF WATER POTENTIAL IS	 FUNC OF SOLAR RADIATION, HUMIDITY 1282




C CALCULATE PHOTOSYNTHESIS REDUCTION FACTOR 	 FOR MOISTURE STRESS 1287
C CURVE TAKEN FROM PAPER BY D W LAWLOR IN PHOTOSYNTHETICA 1976 1288




IF(PSIL.LT.-18.)	 60	 TO 10^" 1252
PTSRED=(PSIL+18.)/13. 1293
IF(PTSREO.GT'0 .)	 PTSRED=1. 1294
10	 CONTINUE 1295
C 1296	 >
C POTENTIAL CANOPY PHOTOSYNTHESIS	 IS A	 FUNCTION OF	 SOLAR 8297
C RADIATION.	 CURVE	 FROM FLORENCE SPAR	 DATA	 1979 UN-PUBI!SHED 129
c (UNITS ARE GMSIM**2/DAY) ;1	 99
C 1300
PSTAND=8.218+RI*(.22138 • .00012*RI) 1301
C 1302
C IF	 LEAF NITROGEN
	
CONC	 < 1% CALC PHOTOSYNTHESIS REDUCTION	 FACTOR 1303
C 1304
PTSN=1.0 1305
IF(LEAFCN.LT..01)	 PTSN=100.*LEAFCN	 ^^^ 1306
C 1307	 .,'.
C CALL PHOTOSYNTHESIS REDUCTION 'FACTOR 	 FOR LEAF_ LOADING	 FEEDBACK' 1308












IF(STARCH.GT..18.AN6.STARCH.LE..23)	 RESCF=1.67-4. # STARCH 1314
IF(STARCH.GT ..23.AND.STARCH.LE..28)	 RESCF=3,74-13.*STARCH 1315
IF(STARCH.GT..23) 	 RESCF A ,1 1316
C 1317
` C PHOTOSYNTHATE PRODUCED/PLANT = POTENTIAL CANOPY PHOTOSYNTHESIS 1318
C ADJ FOR LIGHT INTERCEPTION, 	 PLANT POPULATION R REDUCTION FACTORS. 1,319




C RESPIRATION LOSS	 IS A	 FUNCTION OF	 TEMPERATURE':	 THE	 CURVE IS 1324
C FROM	 FLORENCE SPAR DATA	 1979 UNPUBLISHED	 - 132 .
C 1326
s RESP=(CTAVG-13.)/12y00.*24,)*PLANTW 1327
IF(RESP.LT .O.)	 RESP=O. 1328
C 1329









^ yrirrr^r ,t#r,r*ir^i * r,rrrririrr* rfr ► r^rr +► afetr^: ^rnrr ,trwr*^rri,► ,kierr#,►t
C	 !► 	 s
C •	 'GROWTH SUBROUTINE	 Q`
C *	 ^•	 r








COMMON /CONS / ROOTCN,STEMCN,LEAFCNGLUMCNsGRANCN
COMMON /FRUIT / SPIKE(10),FLORET(10)
COMMON /GEOM / D, G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, W
COMMON /GROW / LEAFW(10,6),STEMW(10),GLUMW(10),GRANW(10)
COMMON /LASTAO'/,,,TDAY.(10),LLDAY(10),ALTMP(10,6),ATTMP(10`)
,APTMP(Ill)
COMMON /LIGHT / DAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,DAYTYMeNYTTYt-I,IOAY,IPRNT
COMMON /LOST / WTSLFD
COMMON /MATR / KRL(20), LR
	
COMMON /NIT	 / NPOOLREQN,ROOTN,SLEAFN,STEMN,GRANN,GLUMN,PLANTN
COMMON /NITCON/ J'.1,KLlJR,KR,JG,KG,JS,KS,JG1








COMMON /PS	 / PSIS(20,6)
COMMON /RESV / F2,LEAFRS,ROOTRS,STEMRS,RESN,RE-SC
COMMON /RUTWT / RCH2O, ROOTS, ROOTSV^'20,6), RTWT(20,6,3)
COMMON /SIZES / ROWSPoLAI,POPFAC,XL£AFL,AREA
COMMON /SOLAR / INT, RI, RN, PNFAC
	
COMMON /SPD	 / SPOWL,SPDSTM,SPD:RT,SPDGLM,SPDGRN
COMMON /SROOT / SRAVG,SRDAY,SECOND
COMMON /STRESS/ CS.T-;:SV, CSTRSF, NF, NSTRES, NV, WSTRSD, WSTRSN,
. STRSD,STRSN,FkL
COMMON /TEMP / DTAVG(7), TAVG, TDAY, TMAX, TMIN.. TNYT
COMMON /TSDN / TSOILD(20), TSOILN(20), TSOLAV(2)
	





































COMMON /WEIGHT/ LEAFWT,PLANTW,ROOTWT , STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANWT,VEGWT 	 ,1379







OF . PoOC QUALITY
!/
C DETERMINE FACTOR TO CONVERT LEAF AREA TO WEIGHT.	 AREA	 IS IN GM**2 1382
C b WEIGHT	 IS	 IN GRAMS.	 FROM UNPUBLIS)ED DATA 	 FURNISHJ^ D BY $MIKA 1383
C 1;;	 - 1384
WTF • .0025 1385
C 1386 ^.
C DETERMINE FAC`,'OR TO BE USED TO REDUCE POTENTIAL WEIGHT CHANGE 1387
C DUE TO WATER
	 TRESS. 1388
C = 1389
RFWST p (WSTRS^DAYTYM+WSTRSN*NYTTYM)/24. 1390
C
C GROWTHPOTENTIAL STEM	 IS	 FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE a AGE' 1392
C FOTENTIAL GLUME FROWTH IS	 FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE b AGE 1393
5 C POTENTUL GRAIN DRY MATTER ACCUMULAYION FUNCTION OF AGE & TEMP 1394
C 1395Do 100	 I*1,Na,1EMS 1396
C 1397
C POTENTIALS DURING HEADING 1398
C 1399
PDSTEM(I)*0. 1400
P'UGLUM(I) w .Q00005	 » 1401
PDGRAN(I)=.,!(50008*TAVG-.0001 1402
-_ IF.(PDGRAN(I).LT.O.)	 PDGRAN(I)=0.;=. 1403.,









GO TO 100 1411 1
40	 IF(IDAY.GE.S00T(2))	 GO TO 60 1412
C 1413 





GO TO 100 1419
r 50	 IF ( IDAY.GE .ANTHES ( I)+4)	 GO	 TO 100
C 1421






























C GO-THRU LOOP FOR EACH STEM"TO SUM POTENTIALS 1436
t 1437
IF(NSTEMS.LE.0)	 RETURN 1438
DO 160	 I=1,NSTEMS 1439




DO 120 J :1,K 1442
C 1443
c CALCULATE POTENTIAL CHANGE IN LEAF AREA AS FUNCTION OF TIME 1444`=
C FROM' UNPUBL'aSnEO DATA FURNISHED. 81 	 SMIKA 1445
C f 144.6
C ^:`ITIM=IDAY-LIOATE(I,J) 1447	 p
C IF(ITIM.LE.25)	 RAOAY=.2 1448
C IF((ITIM.GT .25)'.AND.(ITIM.LE.35))	 RA6'AY=.6 1449
C IF((ITIM.GT.35).AND.(ITIM.LE.43)) 	 RA0AY=.8 1450
C IF((ITYM.GT.43).AND.(ITIM.LE.65))	 RAOAY=.07 1451
'	 C IF(ITI.M.GT.65)	 RAOAY-0. 1452
TOUM sTAVG 1453	 f







IF(ITIM.GE .ITDUM)	 RADAY=0. 1461
C 1;462
C CONVERT POTENTIAL AREA GROWTH TO POTENTIAL WEIGHT INCR4MENT ;1463C 1464
POWL(I,J)=RADAY±WTF*RFWST*FACL
SPOWLs SPOWL+PDWL(I,J) !	 1466
120	 CONTINUE 1467
C 1468
C IF PLANT	 IS HEADING STEM GROWTH = 0 	 « 1469









C S.UM POTENTIAL DRY MATTER ACCUMULATION IN ALL GLUMES 1474
C 1475
SPDGLM a SPDGLM+PDGLUM(I)*SPIKEII)*RFWST 1476
C 1477







C CALL ROOT GROWTH SUB TO GET TOTAL POTENTIAL DRY MATTER ACCUMULATION 1483





C PITT ON A PZ8 PLAN BASIS 1489
C 1490
SPOWRT-SPOWRT*2./ROWSP*POPFAC*100. 1491





C CSTRES	 (SUPLY	 DEMAND RATIO)	 IS INDEX OF NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF PLANT 1497
C 1498
. CSTRSF=10 1499 J
CSTRSV =i. 1500 a
CPOOL*RESC+PN
KESC$CPOOL-SPDGRN




GO TO 220 1507
200 RESC=RESC-CD 1508





















C CALL NITROGEN BUDGET SUB TO GET NSTRES, 41RE SUPPLY DEMAND' RATIO FOR 1516











C DISTRIBUTE DRY MATTER TO PLANT PARTS. 	 CHANGE	 IN WEIGHT OF STEM ,w 1526
C POTENTIAL CHANGE	 IN WEIGHT + SUPPLY	 DEMAND RATIOS FOR CARBOHYDRATE, 1527
C AND NITROGEN 1528
C 1529
Do 400	 I a1,NSTEMS 1530
IF(LEAF(I).LE.0)	 60	 TO 340 1531
K=LEAF(I)	 '' 1532
DO 320 J x 1,K, 153
IF(PDWL(I,J).LE.O.)
	 GO TO	 300 1534
c 1535














































400 CONTINUE +561	 >_
C 1562
' C CALL ROOT GROWTH SUB 4 DISTRIBUTE DRY MATTER TO BOOTS. 1563
C '1564
RCH2O 0 SPDWRT*CSTRSV*NV 1565
XTRAC nXTRAC+SPDWRT*CSTRSV*(1.-N >1 ) 1566
KALL=1 1567
CALL RUTGROCKALL) 1568
<; C 1569 4	 1
C ADD CARBOHYDRATES TO RESC THAT WERE NEEDED BUT NOT USRO 1570









` C DETERMINE MAX LEAF LENGTH BY USING LEAF WEIGHT. THIS VALUE IS 580,
C USED TO
	 ueTOK iq i'rie; z Lturi7 rHleRCcrlcu a5oi°
C 1582	 1
XMAXLW=O. 1583
D0 420	 i=1,NST('1S 1584
K=LEAF(I) 1585
t IF(K.LE.0)	 GO 70 43C
f DO 420 J x1,K 1586
IF(LEAFU(I,J).GT.XMAXLW)
	 XMAXLW=LEAFW(I,i) 1587







C COMPUTE NEW LEAF AREA INDEX 1592
C 1593









SUBROUTINE NITRO	 " 1599
Y***###*####Y*;** ^fl !kRiiir**tt'AiY##1r # N*t#!*f1'1R*/1Yti *#.A*tt**'MM ' RM#' 1600	 ="
C r	 * 1601
C ► 	 NITRO	 SUBROUTINE* 1602
C +	 0/'	 • 1.603
^' t#**#t**'*#*#* ♦# tiY *#it* *t+At'Ai##*^Ir*#A#***11t Y#r*♦ tYi*# ♦## tT t1'*M** 1604
C 1605
REAL LEAFWToLEAFCN , KL,KS,KR,KG,JL,JS ,JR,JG,JGI,LEAFRS, 1606	 0'
NF,NSTRES,NV,NPOOL,LEAfR1 1607	 1^
C 1608
COMMON	 /CONS	 / ROOTCN,STEMCN,LEAFCN,+GLUMCN,GRANCN 1609
COMMON /NIT	 / NPOOL,REQN,ROOTN,SLEAFN,STEMN,GRANN,GLUMN,PLANTN 161.0
COMMON /NITCON/ JL,KLoJR,KR,JG,KG,JS,KS,JG1 16fy'1
COMMON /RESV	 /	 F2, LEAFRS.OROOTRS,STEMRS,RESN,RESC 1	 12	 11 j
COMMON /WEIGHT/ LEAFWT,PLANTW,ROOTWT,STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANWT,VEGWT '1613
COMMON /STRESS/	 CSTRSV, CSTRSF, NF, NSTRES, NV, WSTRSO	 WSTRSN, 1614
STRSO,STRSN,FACL 1615
COMMON /SPO	 / SPOWL,SPDSTM,SPOWRT,SPDGLM,SPOGRN 1616	 f'
COMMON
	
/UPS ..,	 /	 SUPNO3,UPNO3 16.17	 _*
1,61 8




C' CALCULATE NITROGEN RESERVES IN EACH TISSUE FROM TISSUE NITROGEN, 1623
>;	 3 MINIMUM POSSIBLE LEVELS d AN AVAILABILITY 	 FACTOR	 (F2) 16241625
LEAFRS=(SLEAFN-KL*LEAFWT)#F7,
1627STEMRS=(STEMN-KS*STEMWT)*F2	 ,
ROOTRS n (ROOTN-KR*ROOTWT)*F2 1628
GLUMRS a (GLUMN-4G*GLUMWT)*F2 1629=











C THE NITROGEN POOL AVAILABLE IS SUM OF NITROGEN TAKEN UP TODAY +;, 1639'
C RESERVES 1640
C 164



















CALCULATE NITROGEN REQUIRED FOR NE
	 (PROPOSED)	 DRY WY GROWTH OF 1644
C:C EACH ORGAN JJ 16451646.
















C NITROGEN E POOL, BUT^M < f1REQUIREMENT H FOR	 GROWTH a OF E GRAIN I ALONE R THEN	 GET 1658
kr C FULL GRAIN GROWTH S AMT LEFT 446S TO GROWTH OF VEGETATIVE PARTS 1659
C (NF n1	 b NV	 IS REDEFINED).	 IF REQUIREMENT s	 FOR GRAIN-A(,PNE THEN 1660
, 'C-,,, NO VEGETATIVE GROWTH 6 GRAIN GROWTH REDUCEa (NF IS REDEFINED, NV =0) 1661
C 1662
IF((REQN+GRANR1).LE.NPOOL)	 GO TO 60	 J 1663
NSTRES = NPOOL/(REQN+GRANRI) 1664
IF(GRANR1.GT.NPQOL)	 GO TO 40 1665 1
NV n (NPOOL—GRANRI)/REQN 1666
_. GO TO 60 1667




C IF NITROGEN REQUIREMENT IS = OR < NITROGEN POOL, THF.N EACH ORGAN 1672





GLUMN=GLUMN+GLUMRI*NV 1678[. GRANN=GRANN+GRANRI*NF 1679
C 1680




C DIFFERENCE BETWEEN NEW S OLD NITROGEN IN SYSTEM ADDED TO THE DAYS 1685




C ADD TO OR SUBTRACT	 FROM RESERVES IN PROPORTION TO WT OF VARIOUS 1690
C ORGANS 1691
C 1692
'r . IF(XTRAN.LT .O.)	 GO TO 80 163





GO TO 90 L -1698
80	 IF(RESN.LE.O.)	 GO	 TO 90 1699 !
SLEAFN=SLEAFN+XTRAN*(LEAFRS/RESN) 1700
F STEMN=STEMN+XTRAN*(STEMRS/RESN)=	 "' 1701
ROOTN=ROOTN+XTRAN*(ROOTRS/RESN)
	
fl 1702	 - f'
.; GLUMN=GLUMN+XTRAN*(GLU!1RS/RESN) 1703
't 90	 CONTINUE 1704s C 1705












ORIG NAj„ PAG4-' is


























COMMON /GEOM	 / D,	 G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, W 1731







COMMON /LOST	 / WTSLFO 1735
COMMON /MATR	 /	 KRL(20),	 LR 1736
COMMON /NIT	 / NPOOL,REON,ROOTN,SLEAFN,STEMN,GRANN,GLUMN,PLANTN 1737
COMMON /NITCON/	 JL,KL,JR,KR,JG;Y.G,JS,KS,JG1 1738
COMMON !PARTS	 /	 LEAF(10),LIDATE(10,6),NTILL(10),NSTEMS
COMMON /PHYTIM/	 TILLER,J,OINT(10),DIFREN,BOOT(IO),HEAD(10), 1740
.	 ANTHES(10),SPRING,ACCDEG 1741
COMMON /POP	 / PN,PSTAiJO,PTSN,PTSRED,RESCF,PPLANT,RESP,SPN 1742
COMMON /PS	 /	 PSIS(2Q,6) 1743
COMMON /RESV	 /	 F2,LEAI'RS,ROOTRS,STEMRS,RESN,RESC 1744
COMMON /RUTWT	 / RCH2O, ROOTS,	 ROOTSV(20,6),
	
RTWT(20,6,3) 1746
COMMON /SIZES	 /	 ROWSP,LAI,POPFAC,XLEAFL,AREA 1747
COMMON /SOLAR	 /	 INT,	 Rf,	 RNi
	
PNFAC
COMMON /SPD	 /	 SPOWL,SPbSTM,SPOWRT,SPDGLM,SPDGRN 1749
COMMON /SROOT	 / SRAVG,SROAY,SECOND 1750
COMMON /STRESS/
	 CSTRSV,
	 CS'TRSF,	 NF, NSTRES, NV, WSTRaD, WSTRSN, 1751	 0
STRSD,STRSN,FACL 1752




	 /	 TSOILD(20), TSOILN(20), 	 TSOLAV(2) 1754
COMMON /UPS	 / SUPNO3,UPNO3 1755
COMMON /WEIGHT/	 LEAFWT,PLANTW,ROOTWT,STEMWT-,GLUMWT,GRANWT,.VEGWT 1756
COMMON /WETS	 / MH2O,PSIAV0,PSIMAX,RAIN,PSIL 1757
C 1758 7,



















TILLER = IDAY 1765
IF(ACCDEG.GT.315.
	 ND.IDAY,,.LT.D^FREN^^.A	 \OIfREN=IDAY 1764r
GO	 TO 1 J0„
-1766
40 IF(ACCDEG.GT .1090.)	 GO	 TO 60 1767 €
t If('IDAY.GT.JOINT(1))









° GO TO 100 1772
50 IF(ACCDEG.GT .1200.)	 GO	 TO 80, 1773
IF(IDAY.GT.BOOT(l))
	 GO	 TO	 100 1774 j
BOOT(1)=IDAY 1775
L NSTMH=1 1776
DO 70 !^i,NSTEm 417"17
IF(NODE(I).LT.7)	 GO	 TO	70^ 1778
NSTMH=I 1779
IOIFF=JOIN 'T(I)- JOINT ( l ) 17$0
BOOT(I)=BOOT(1)+IDIFF 1781
C
t	 y 70 CONTINUE 1782f




	 GO	 TO	 400 1784
C HEAD(1)=IDAY 178$,_
DO 90 Is1,NSTMH 1786' a
` IDIFF=JOINT(I)-JOINT(1) 1787




90 CONTINUE 1790 °
GO TO 400 1791




TBSR-10.-.5 4 (SRAVG/FLOAT(IDAY-SROAY)) 1796
{{^
IF(TBSR.LT .2)	 TBSRn2 1797
C^ 1798
C IF H2O
	 IS OK AND ENOUGH TIME HAS PASSED SINCE LAST SECONDARY ROOT
	
1799 i
















IF((IDAY.LT.YBSR+SRDAY).OR4(PSIAVG.LT.-1.)) 	 GO	 TO	 120 1802




C CHECK	 ON NE'd LEAVES 1807
. e c' 1808
120 CONTINUE 1809
00 140	 I=i,NSTEMS 1810
APTMP(I)OAPTMP(I)+ATMP r
IF(LEAF(I).GE.6)	 GO TO 140 1811 j
ATTMP(I) nATTMP(I)+ATMP 1812 +
TBLi9. =ATTMP(I)I(IDAY-LLDAY(I))/S. 1813
IF(TBL.LT.4)	 TBLn 4 1814
1815
C IF SUFFICIENT TIME HAS PASSED SINCE LAST LEAF
	 FORMED 1816







	 GO TO 140 182u'' -
LLDAY(I) s IDAY 1821




" 140 CONTINUE 1826
C 1827




GO	 TO	 300 1830
IF((IDAY.LT .TILLER).OR.(NSTEMS.GE .10))	 GO	 TO	 170 1831
C 1633"
C IF THERE ARE < 10 STEMS, ENOUGH CARBOHYDRATES ARE AVAILABLE 1834
C R SUFFICIENT TIME HAS ELAPSED SINCE LAST TILLER WAS FORMED 1835









IF(NSTEMS.GE .10)	 GO	 TO	 170 1840
IF(LEAF(I).LE.2)
	
GO	 TO(, 160 1841
IF(I-DAY.LT.LTDAY(I)+TBT)
	













t- ^^^ VORtG11^A 







LTDAY(I) z IDAY 1844
IF(NSTEMS.LE.3)	 GO	 TO	 160 1845
IF(PSIAVG.L'T.-1.)	 GO	 TO	 180 1846
IF(LEAFCN.LT..03)	 GO TO	 180 1847




C IF PAST FIRST
	 DAY OF	 SPRING,	 LEAF	 GR SOIL .H2O POTENTIAL 1854
C. IS < REQUIRED 8 A STEM HAS < 4 SECONDARY ROOTS, THEN 1855
C ABORT THE LATEST TILLER 1856
C 1857
IF(IDAY.LT .SPRING)	 GO	 TO	 220 1858












ALTMP(4STEMS,I)=0. ^^, r	 7










C IF	 NOT DAYl ' OF	 DIFFERENTIATION RETURN 1876	 if187,7




C DETERMINE THE POTENTIAL NUMBER OF SPIKELETS PER	 SPIKE , 1880
C 1881











IF(DUM2.GT.1.) DUM2=1. 	 1885
ISPLTS=ISPLTS*DUM2+.S	 1886
DUM2?15.*LEAFCN+.5	 1887
IF(DUM2.GT.1.) DUM2A,1. 	 ^^	 4888
	_	 ISPLTS@ISPLTS*DUM^+),S	 1889
GO TO 600	 l)	 —	 1890
C	 /	 ^/^	 1891








IF(IDAY.GT .JOINT(1)+15) GO TO 600	 1895
IF(STEMND.GE.10) GO TO 340	 1896
C	 1897


















C	 MARK THE FIRST 6 LAST STEMS TO BEGIN JOINTING TDDAY 	 1908
C	 1909	 .
IF(ST-EvNJ.LE .0) GO TO 340	 1910
STEMND=STEMBG+STEMJ-1	 `^ 1911
	
1	 IF STEMND.GT.10) STEMND=10	 1912
C	 1913




D0 330 I=STEMBG,STEMND	 1,	 1916
IF(L'EAF(I).GE.6) GO TO 320	 1917
STEMND=STEMBG-2+I	 1918







C	 STE/,^f DOES NOT JOINT BEFORE IT HAS SIX LEAVES 	 1924
C	 ^'	 1925
340 0lSTEMBG • 1	 1926
fY(STEMBG.LE.STEMND) STEMBG=STEMND+1	 1927














OF po R QUA Y
IF(L.GT.10)	 L = 17 ` 1929
IF(PSIL.LT,-10.)	 GO	 TO 600 1930
ONODE n 2 1931"
C ` 1932
C )FOR STEMS	 PREVIOUSLY BEGAN JOINTING	 THEN DETERMINE''IF 1933
1
C








GO TO 600 1940
C 1941





THEN RETUP,N 1943	 a
1944
i 400	 C0NTINL'E 1945
IF(ACCDEG.LT .1300.)	 GO	 TO	 6.0Q 1946
IF(ANTHES(1).LT.IDAY)	 GO	 TO,40 1947
ANTHES(1)=IDAY 1948
DFAC-.25 1949










DO 460 I=1,NSTMH 1960,
f- iF((IDAY.L`T.ANTtHES(I)).OR.(IDAY.GT .ANTHES(I)+3))	 GO TO 460 1961
J C 1962 J
` C DETERMINE	 FRACTION OF FLORETS 	 tfi'SSICATED	 DUE TO LOW LEAF WATER 1963









IF(L0AY.NE.ANTHES(I)+3) 	 GO	 TO	 463 1970
C 1971





--s 46h CONTINUE 1975
!















#3	 k. 4	 G
SUBROUTINE RUTGRO(KALL) 	 ^'	 1989
* M k*Mir * M* *#Mir * MMM M** **MrrMMM**M *+ Mtr'MM *sMMM ► **M*Mir * ^('#+* *kMMMS S M * MM >	 0019199 0
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE GROWTH (IN TERMS OF DRY	 *	 (30191991
	
C ,MATTER) OF ROOTS IN EACH CELL FOR THE DAY. FIRST,v'THE POTENTIAL* 	 00191992
C GROWTH (POWRT) FOR THE EXISTING SOIL WATER POTENTIAL (PSIS) 	 *	 00191993
C AVD TEMPERATURE (TSOILD & TSOILN) IS CALCULATED FOR EACH 	 00191994
C SOIL CELL, BASED ON THE WEIGHT OF ROOTS CAPABLE.OF GROWTH
	
*	 00191995
C 14 EACH CELL CRTWTCG). THEN THE ACTUAL 4ROWTH''IS	 *	 0191996
C DETERMINED, BASED ON THE CARBOHYDRATE ,.SUPPLY FOR RO -4T GROWTH	 *	 0191997
C AVO THE POTENTIAL GROWTH FOR THE CELL. THE ACTUAL GROWTH	 *	 00191998
C OCCURING FORA GIVEN CELL MAY OCCUR WITHIN THE CELL OR IN	 +	 00191999
C THE CELLS TO THE RIGHT OR LEFT & BELOW. 	 +	 00192000
C	 GROWTH IN THE 4 AVAILABLE CELLS IS BASED ON yy LATIVE	 M	 00192001
C WATER POTENTIALS OF THE FOUR, WITH A HEAVIE ^ii^9GHTING 	 0019200`;~
C GIVEN TO DOWNWARD GROWTH.	 00192003
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE DRAWS HEAVILY ON THE IDEAS AND THEORIE^,'^ )OF	 *	 00192004
C DR. M. G. HUCK, USDA-ARS, AUBURN, hLA. THIS IS ESPECIALLY	 *	 00192005
C AS REGARO.S SLOUGHING. C. F. $ A MODEL FO,R SIMULATING ROOT	 •	 00192006
C GROWTH AND WATER UPTAKE 4 , M. G. HUCK, F. M. T PENNING DE	 *	 00192007
C VRIES,, AND M. G. KEVER. IN PRESS.	 +'	 00'T9200a	 --_






COMMON IGEOM / D, G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, 'd 	 2013
COMMON /LIGHT / DAYLNG,DAYNUM , LATUDE , DAYTYM , NYTTYM , IDAY,IPRNT	 2014
COMMON /LOST / WTSL.FD
	
2015
COMMON /MATR I KRLC2A), LR 	 2016-
COMMON /POP	 / PN,PSTAND,PTSN,..PTSRED;RESCF,PPLANT,RES:? : SPN	 2017	 S
COMMON /PS	 I PSIS(20,6)	 2018	 j
COMMON /ROOTIM/ R?IMPD(20,6),SNAME(3),TSTBD(9,20),INRT,^ T 	 2019
a	 ,TSTIMP(9,20),GH2OC(9).,FACRJJ	 2020
COMMON /RUTWT I RCH2O, ROO'T,S, ROOTSV(20,6), RTWTC20,6y3') 	 2021
COMMON /SIZES / ROWSP,LAI,POPFAC,XLEA'FL,AREA 	 2022
COMMON ISOILID/ OIFFO(5),?HETAO(S),BETA(S),SDEP;,`H(5),THETAS(5), 	 2023
T14ETAR(S),AIRDR(S),ETA(5) FLXMA*(S),dD(5)	 2L'Z4
COMMON /SOLAR / INT, RI, RN, PNFAC
COMMON /SPD	 / SPOWL,SPASTM,SPDWRT,SPPGLM,SPDGRN
	
2026
COMMON /STRESS/ CSTRSV, CSTRSF, NF, NSTRES, NV, WSTRSD, WSTRSN,	 2027
STRSD,S?RSN,FACL	 2028
COMMON ITEMP / OTAVG(7), TAVG, TDAY, TMAX, TMIN, TNYT	 2029
COMMON /ISDN / TSOILD(20), TSOILN(20), TSOLAV(2) 	 2030
COMMON /WEIGHT/ LEAFWT,P(ANTW,ROOTWT STEMWT,GLUMWT,GRANWT,VEGWT	 2031









GO	 TO	 2 2034
00 40 Is1,20 2035




RUTWT a ROOTWT NASA2040
C	 G - WEIGHTING FACTOR FOR GEOTROPISM ( THE PREFERENCE OF ROOTS NASA2041
C	 TO	 GROW DOWNWARD). NASA2042
C	 SLF - SLOUGHING	 FACTOR. NASA2043
C	 THRLN " THRESHOLD WEIGHT To GIVE LENGTH OF ROOTS REACHING NASA2044
C OPPOSITE BOUNDARIES OF CELL FROM WHICH GROWTH ORIGINATED. NASA2045
SPOWRT a 0. NASA2046
PSIMAX n -50 NASA2047
DO 1	 LATER	 = 1, LR NASA2048
KR a KRL(LAYER) NASA2049
DO 1 KOLUMN x 1, KR NASA2050
DWRT(LAYER,KOLUMN) = RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN, 1) +RTWT-ILAYER,KOLUMN,2) 2051
C	 ROOT WEIGHT CAPABLE OF GROWTH IN THE CELL, GM. NASA2052
C	 THE	 25	 DAY LIMIT
	 IS BASED Ott ANALYSES FOR ST-EM GROWTH.'"C. F. NASA2053 ^^=
C	 BAKER,	 O. .V.	 ET.	 AL,	 (1973)	 'AN ANALYSIS<.OF THE RELATION BETWEEN NASA2054
C	 PHOTOSYNTHETIC	 EFFICIENCY AND YIELD IN COTTON'.










CA P-MAX	 x'1986.7 ,+ PSIMAX*(797'.58+PSIMAX*(181.`181+PSIMAX*10.96f9)) NASA2059
C'ALAVG	 z 1980.7 + PSIAVG*(797.58+PSIAVG*(181.181+PSIAVG*10.9619))NASA2060
CALTSD = TDAY*(-71.3947+(TDAY*1.22793)) NASA2061
CALTSN = TNYT*(-71.=9.47+(TNYT*1.22793)) NASA2062
WSTRSD° _	 (CALAVG+CALTSD +RN*(-0.512136-0.078977*PSIAVG) + NASA2063
(0.73493*PSIAVG*TDAY))
	 /	 730, NASA2064





	 WSTRSD = 0.0001 NASAZ067
IF(WSTRSO.GT1.0)
	
WSTRSD =	 10 NASA2 ^.68
IF(WSTRSN.LT.0.0001)
	 WSTRSN = 0.00C1 NASA2069 $
IF(WSTRSN4GT1c0)
	
WSTRSN = 1.0 NASA2070
DAYL1'= DAYLNG / 24.
DAYL2 =	 (24.-DAYLNG)	 / 24.
NASA2072.




T50L = TSOILD(4)° 2076
SF(TSDL.GT .30.)TSDL=30. NASA2077
IF(TSNL.GT .30.)TSNL=30. NASA2078
DO 24 LAYER = 1, LR NASA2073











CALTSN	 n TSNL*(-71.3947+(TSNL*1.22793)) NASA2080
STRSD •	 (CALMAX + CALTSD + RN*( •0.512136-0,,078977*PSIMAX) 	 + 2081
(0.73493*PSIMAX*TSOL))
	 / 730. NASA2062
STRSN = (GALMAX + CALTSH + 17.92476 +PSIMAX*(2.764195 + 2083
0.73493*TSNL))
	 /	 730. NASA2084
IF(STRSD.LT.0.0001)	 STRSQ = 0.0001 2085
IF(STRSD.GT.1.)	 STRSO	 *	 1. 2086
1)IF tS7RSN.Lt.0.000 U
	 5TRSN 9 ~..0001 2087
IF(STRSN.GT.1.)	 STRSN =	 1. 2088
C	 ROOTXP PROVIDES ROOTS SAME EXPONENTIAL GROWTH POTENTIAL AS YOUNG NASA2089






KR = KRL(LAYER) NASA2094
DO 37 KOLUMN m 1, KR NASA2095
C POTENTIAL DELTA WEIGHT OF ROOTS FOR THE CELL,
	
GM. NASA2097
YP1 m IoLUMN+ 1;- CKOLUMN/NK) NAS.A2098
KM1	 n KOLUMN- 1+(1/KOLUMN) 'NASA2099'
TEST s RTIMPD(LAYER,KOLUMN) 0ASA2100
IF(TEST.LT.RTIMPD((AYER,KM1))
	 GO	 TO	 41 NASA2101
TEST	 = RTIMPD(LFYER,KM1) NASA2102





	 GD	 TO	 43 NASA2105
TEST	 = RTIMPD(LPI,KOLUMN) NASA2106
43 RTPCT=





„C	 PDWRT(LAYER,K04UMN)= POWRT(LAYER,KOLUMN)*RTPCT NASA2110	 -°
C	 REDUCED POTENTIAL GROWTH BY;!WEAKEST SOIL STRENGTH
	 CELL NASA2111
SPDWRT = SPOWRT + DWRT(L A`YER,KOLUMN)	 *ROOTXP *	 RTPC'T	 " ^}
C	 SUM OF POTENTIAL DELTA WEIGHT OF ROOTS FOR ALL CELLS, GM. NASA2113
37	 CONTINUE NASA2114
24	 CONTINUE NASA2115
WSTRSD -	 (STRSD + WSTRSD)/2 2116
WSTRSN = (STRSN,+ WSTRS0/2 2117
RETURN NASA2118
^2	 CONTINUE NASA2119
RGCF	 = RCH2O	 / SP0 14RT NASA2120
C	 RCH2O AND SPDWRT ARE IN GRAMS / PLANT AFTER RETURN FROM MAIN. NASA2121
C ROOT GROWTH CORRECTION FACTOR.	 RATIO OF AVAILABLE CARBOHYDRATE NASA2122








DO ,5	 LAYER	 1,	 LR N41SA2124
KR = KRL:'LAYER)
DO 5 KOLUMN * 1, KR
NASA212
NASA2126
IF(IDAY.LE.3)	 GO	 TO	 7 NASA2127 {
.`1t IF('IDAY * LE.12)	 GO	 TO	 6 NASA2128'
RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,3)
	 x RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,3) + RTP2 * NASA2129 0!
i" RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2) NA5A2130 r
RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2)	 n RTW T (LAYER,KOLUMN,2)
	 * (1.-RTP2) NASA21316 CONTINUE NASA2132
y; RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2)




*	 (1	 -RTPI) NASA2135
7 DWRT(LPYER,KOLUMN)
	
a RGCF r OWRT(LAYER,KOLUMN),*ROOTXP * RTPCT 2136
rl
C NOTE THA's;-RGCF	 CAN BE MODIFIED BEFORE USE ABOVE. NASA2137
C DELTA WEIGHT", -1, ROOTS,	 ACTUAL, 'FOR THE ;SELL, 'GM	 DM:^ NASA2138
C REDUCED	 FROM F+DGRT DUE TO LACK OF CARBOHYDRATE. NASA2139
' 5 CONTINUE	
- NASA21410 .-
k LRT a LR NASA2141i








DO 9 K=1 KR NASAZ147
KR1	 = K,+	 1	 -(K/NK) NASA2148
KL1	 = K — 1	 +(1/K) NASA2149
f
IRC a	 1	 -	 (K/MK) NA5A2150 n
LC	 a	 1	 -	 (11K) NASA215,1' 7
` C NASA21,y`2
I F (RTWTCL,K,,1)+RTWT(L,K,2).LT.THRLN)
	 GO	 TO	 10 2153





	 a 0. NASA2156
STRL *(104.6 - 3353*RTIMPD(L,KL1)/1.0216) *.01 NASA2157
IF(SYRL . G`'T.1.)	 STRL =	 1. MASA2158 %.q
o IF(STRL.LY .O.)	 STRL = 0.	 -
STRR m :_4104.6 — 3.53*RTIMPO(L,KRWI .0216)y`.01—
NASAR159
NASA2160
IF(STRR.GT.1.)	 STRR	 =	 1. NASA2161 i>
IF(5TRR.LT.O.)
	 STRR = 0. NASA2162 ff
STRD
	 =	 (104.6 - 3.S3*R'TIMPD(L9I,K)/1,0216)*.01 NASA2163
IF(STRD R GT.1.)	 STRO =	 1. NASA2164
IF(STRO	 LT.O.)	 STRD n 0.	 / NASA2165
C NASA2166,
C NASA2167
` SRWP =	 (1./PSISCL,K)**3+IRC/PSIS(L,KR1)**3+L.DC/PSISCLD1










	 ) NASA2169 q(^^
C	 GROWTH I4SIDE CELL NASA2170
RTWT(L,K,1, )	 a RTWT(L,K.,1')
	 + QuRT(L K)*(I.lPSIS(L,K)**3)/SRWP NASA2171
C	 GROWTH TO THE LEFT NASA2172
, RTW T(L,KL I ,1) xRTWT(L,KL1, 1) +DWRT(L,K)*(LC/PSIS(L,KL1)**3)/SRWP 2173
C	 GROWTH TO THE RIGHT NASA2174
RTWTC L, KR 101)*RTW T(L,1(R1,1) COURT(L.K)*tIRC/PSIS(L,KR1)**3)/SRWP o	 2175
C	 GROWTH DOWNWARD RASA2176
RTWT'(L D 1,K,1) nRTWT( ,LD1,K,1)+DWRT(L , k_.)*(LOC / PSIS(LD1,K )**3)/SRWP 2:177
C NASA2178Y'f(K.NE.KR.OR`.KR.GE.'6)
	 GO TO	 11 2179
C	 INCREMENT ,KOLUMN COUNTCR FOR THIS LAYER NASA2180KRLWL	 'x KRL ( L). + 1 NASA2181
11	 CONTINUE NA$A2182
IF(L.NE.LR.OR,LR.GE.NL )	 GO TO 9
	 t NASA2183C	 INCREMENT LAYER COQ!Mtft NASA2184
IF(K.EQ.1)	 LRT *LR
	 +	 1 NASA2185
KRL(L+1)	 x KRL ( ."+1)	 + 1 NASA2186
GO TO 9 NASA2187
10	 CONTINUE NASA2188






9	 CONTINUE NASA2192$	 CONTINUE NASA2193 
LR xL NASA2194
C NASA219$
ROOTS a 0. NASA2196
PSITOT x 0. NASA2197
PSINUM x 0. NASA2198
DO 23 LAYER
	
x 1, LR NASA2199
KR U KRL(LAYER) NASA2200
00 c3'K'OLURN _ i, Ktt
	
-, NASA2201
C SLOUG14 ROOTS IN ALL BOX CARS
	 IN ALL CELLS. NASA2202 n	 j
dTBSLF = RTWT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2) NASA2203
RTNT(LAYER,KOLUMN,2)
	 x WTSSLF*(1. - SLF) NASA2204
WTSLFD = WTSLFD +




ROOTS a ROOTS + ROOTSV(LAYER,KOLUMN) NASA2208 f23	 CONTINUE NASA2209
ROOTWT = ROOTS + POPfAC	 Or 2.	 / ROWSP * 100. 221251
C	 ROOTWT IS DOUBLED TO ACCOUNT FOR FULL PROFILE. NASA2211
Do 25 LAYER = 2, LR NASA2212
KR x KRL(LAYER) NASA2213
9
t
00 26 KOLUMN x 1, KR	 J NASA2214
-	 IF(PSIS(LAYER,KOLUMN).:LT.-15.)
	 GO	 TO	 26 NASA2215
PSITOT x PSITOT +-PSIS(LAYER,OKOLUMN) NASA2216
















	 +	 PLANT	 IS	 DEAD	 DUE	 ';, NASA2226
. P TO MOISTURE	 STRESS







C *+^s*iikk* ► +rtrrraM ++* rsrs ► r*rra * r*errrt*a * ^*+^► *r*,ter * ^,^,t;*^vr^► 4*rttrr^►► ***,r ►*t!!A$A22?^1
C THIJ SUBROUTINE CALCULATES' ROOT IMPEDENCE BASED UPON THE BULK *NASA2232
C DENSITY AND WATER CONTENT, THIS IS BASED UPON DATA FROM ARTMES BY *NASA2233
C R.Bk'CAMPBELL,D.0 * REICOSKY,AND	 C * W * DOTY J-Off SOIL AND WATER	 CONS. *NASA2234
C 2W20-224.1974 AND *NASA2235
C H.N'.TAYLOR AND H.R.GARONER. $OIL SCI.96.M-156,1963 * *NASA223A
C A//LINEAR TABLE LOOK-UP PROCEDURE I5 USED. ASSUME ALI. CURVES ARE ONASA2237
C READ AT THE SAME 00. *NASA223
C *NASA2239
C" ^'w**********r +rr+rr*trrrtr,► +;^t,► ,r*rrr^r ,rtyr,► rirr+#,► r*rrrt *,t+*^► ^r^^rk^r *** ^r+r*s * ^r;tNA$A224C
` COMMON /GE04	 /' 0, G, NK, NL, RTP1, RTP2, SLF, THRLN, W 2241
COMMON IHZONO3/ VH2OC(20,6), VNO3C(20,6) 2242
COMMON /SOfLID/ DIFFO(5),THESAO(5),,BETA(S),SDEPTHC$),THETAS(S), NASA2243
THETAR(5),AIROR(5),ETA(5)oFLXMAX(5),80(5) 2244
COMMON /ROOTIMI RTIMPD(20, f 6)	 SNAME(3),T$TSO(9,20),$NRT MRT 2245
.TSTIMP(9,Z0),GH2OC'(9),FACQ 2246
=	 1 NA3A2247C NASA2248
NKH
	 NKI2 NASA2249
DO 99 LAYER n 1,NL NASA2250
24	 IF(LAYER*D.LE.SDEPTH(J))GO
	 TO	 25	 • NASA2251
J=J+1 NASA2252
IF(J.LT.S)GO TO 24 NASA2253
C NASA2254
2S	 JJ	 a	 1 NASA225$
26	 IF(BD(J)--TSTBD(I,JJ))30p30,27 NASA2256
27 JJ = JJ+1 NASA2257
IFCJJ.LE.INRT)GO	 TO 26 NASA2258
JJ	 n JJ-1 NASA22.59
C NASA2260o
30 00 98 KOLUMN s 1,NKH NASA2261,,
TE$TI=VH20CCLAYER,K9LUMN?./BD(J) NASA2262
IK = 1 HASA2263
32 IF(TES'T1-GHZOC(IK))35,40,33 NASA2264
33	 IK ••	 ).ri MASA2265
IF(IK.LE.MRT)00
	 TO 32 NASA2264
IK : IK -1 J?ASA2267
C SOIL CELL H2O LESS THAN TEST H2O "'NASA226A
35	 IFC`IK.EQ.1)GO
	 TO	 40 NASA2269
C CALCULATE SOIL STRENGTH NASA227
C FOR VALUES OF BO LESS THAN TABLE VALUES NASA2271










GO TO 98	 NASA2275
C	 FOR VALUES OF 80 AND H2O BETWEEN TABLE VALUES	 NASA2276
39 TEMPI = TSTIMP(IK,JJ-1)-(T$Ti,MP(IK,JJ-1)-TSTIMP(IK,JJ' *CIIST00(_IK, NASA2277
.JJ-1)-OD(J))/(TSTBD(IK,JJ-1^-TSTU;O(IK,JJ))) NAS,A227E









GO TO 9E	 NASA2284



























117	 OF POOR QUALITY
r	 1
!I
i SUBROUTINE OUT(ARRAY,TTLI,TTL2,RANGE,UNITS,TOTAL,UNITST) NASA2301
(•	 At#7► tRt##k+l***t*t . Mti.^MRA ## i^lr fr #* i^t**tt*#* * k*#*YI ^' N p #}ilr !4A 1r trA it * t NASA2302:
C * NASA2303
F	 C THIS SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE SOIL SLAB AND THE AENSITIES
	 +► NASA2304
C OF THE ARRAY ELEMENTS IN EACH CELL. NASA2305
C	 ' * NASA2306
,.,	 C NASA2307
3NTEGER DAYNUM
DIMENSION ARRAY(20,6), RANGED 1) 2308
DIMENSION TTL1(10), TTLZ(10), UNITL(6), 	 UNITST(4) NASA2309
C NASA2310
COMMON /LIGHT / OAYLNG,DAYNUM,LATUDE,DAYTYM,I4YfiYM,IDAY,IPRNT 2311
COMMON'/PLOTS / NPN, NPP, NPR, NPW 2312
COMMON /LOCOUT/ KA(12),KNAR(20,6) 2313
C NASA2314
y'; 1	 Ks 1,	 6 NASA2315
°'1 L n 1, 20 NASA2316
ARAYLK a ARRAYCL,K) HASA2317
CIO
	
2	 Is1,	 11 NA3A2318
RANGEI	 n RANGE(I) NASA2319
IF(ARAYLK.LE,RANGW GGO TO 7 AoA2 2w
2 CONTINUE NASA2321
I	 •	 12 NASA2322
1 KNER_(L,K)
	 = KA(I) NASA2323
RAN W s RANGE(1) NASA2324
WRITE(6,100)	 TTLI,DAYNUM,TTL2,UNITS,KA(l),R , NGEI,RANGE1,KA;:2), NASA23
.	 RANGE(2) NASA2326
103 FORMAT(/6X,10A4,10X,'JULIAN DAY 	 ',1,W6M,,!0A4//6X,'UNITS 	 •	 1,6A4
- .	 ,5X,'LEGEND'/6X,'l	 2 3	 4	 5	 6	 6 ,18X,A1,'	 <is	 0,F8.4/25X,
.	 F8.4, 1	<	 1 ,A1,'	<w	 9 ,F8.4) NASA2329
DO 14 L=l, 17, 2 2330
L1 • L+1 2331
14 WRITE(6,102)L,(KHAR(L,K),K•1,6),L1,(KHAR(L+1,K),Y.u1,6), 2332
.	 RANGE((L+3)/2),KA( C5,+3) /2+1),RANGE((L+3)/2+1) 2333








	 1 ,F8.4) 2335
 09 .19 2336
L20 n ??O 2337
!WRITE(6,104)	 L19,(KHAR(19,K),K41,6),L20,(KHAR920,K),K=1,6), 2338
.	 RANGE(11),KA(12),TOTAL,UNITST 2339
'	 11.14 FORMAT(1X,I2,3X,6A2 	 /	 lX,12,3X,6A2,7X,F3.4,'	 4	 ',	 Al	 // 2340








ORIGINAL PAQ	 13 `J
OF POOR QUALITY
Terminal Input „ u	 E
LEAFW(1,1) RTWT(1,1,1) RTWT(1,2,1)
	 RTWT(2,1,1) RT.WT(301,1) }
1 .020 .004	 .007 .002
PNFAC POPLT	 F2 1~fi x U D E	 /A AI	 NOITR FACR
.01 500000	 .5 40	 .0001
	 5 .04 <z,
_	
1
v	 KL	 KS KR	 KG JL	 JS	 JR	 JG JG1 r
.01	 .01 .01	 .01 .03
	 .03	 .03
	 .03 .03
.e	 LEAFLENGTH ROWSPACE PRINT,
	
G	 THRLN FACL'
















0.051	 0.168 40.12 22.50 0.430 0.160 • 30,0 2.91,0 1.520
R- 0.201	 0.258 43,19 52,50 0.500 0,250 -15.0 2.770 1.320
1.3700.175	 0.162 32.83 90.10 0.480 0.160: -30.0 3,020
0.199"	 0.140 29.37 150.1 0.480 0.135 -5.00 2.370, 1.370"
0.183	 0,104 27.93 200.1 0.480 0.100 -15.0 2.784 1.370	 t,.)



































































340 12.2 1.7 0 0.00 0 263 120 155.0 5.00 9999 11.3 999.0 999.0
490 20.6 0.0 0 0.00 0 264 0 44.0 5.00 9999 13.1 999.0 999.0
509 25.6 6.1 0 0.00 0 265 0 86.0 5.00 9999 16.4 999.0 999.0
496 30.6 8.9 0 0.00 0 266 '0 114.0 5.00 9999 19.0 999.0 999.0
256 25.6 8.3 0 0.00 0 267 0 114.0 5.00 9999 17.2 999.0 999.0	 w
380 22.2 i0.6 0 1.00 0 268 0 115.0 5.00 9999 16.9 999.0 999.0
484 27.8 7.8 0 0.00 0 269 0 97.0 5.00 9999 17.7 999,0 999,,0
452 27.S_ 7.2 0 0.00 0 270 0 59.0 5.00 9999 17.6 999.0 999..0
364 30.0 13.9 0 0.00 0 271 0 137.0 5.00 9999 20.2 999.0 999.0
448 20.6 7.2 0 0.GC 0 272 0 115.0 5.00 9999 15.4 999.0 999.0
475 25.6 3.9 0 O.GO 0 273 '0 96.0 5.00 9999 15.9 9910999.0
404 25.6 3.9 0 0.7C 0 274 0 96.0 5.00 9999 15.9 99y:G-;999.0
366 25.6 3.9 0 U.00 0 275 0 96.0 5.00 9999 15.9 999.0"999.0
450 25.6 3.9 0 0.00 0 276 0 96.0 5.00 9999 1.5.9 999.0 999.0
437 18.1 1.1 0 0.00 0 277 0 242.3 13.60 12.8 13.3 999.0 999.0	 x	
9
440 15.8 -1.6 0 0.00 0 278 0 162.8 10.60 10.9 11.3 999.0 999.0
437 20.4 -4.1 0 MO 0 279 0 90.7 12.60 12.3 12.7 999.0'999.0 £
432 24.6 -1.0 C 0.00 0 280 0 96.6 16.00 14.3 14.4 999.0 999.0	
s399 26.8 6.2 0 0.00 0 281 0 90.1 21.70 17.4 17.2 999.0 999.0
414 21.7 5.1'' 0 0.00 0 282 C 95.2 '1;6.60 16.0 16.3 999.0 999,.0
416 25.3 3.6 ' 0 0.00 0 283 0 174.2 17.90 15.2 15.5 999.0 999.0
403 25.7 8.0 0 0.00 0 264 0 203.3 19.70 16.1 16.3 999.0 999.0
4C4 14.8 5.9 0 0.00 0 285 0 307.2 12.60 12.6 13.2 999.0 999.0
410 13.2 -1.5 0 0.00 0 286 0 138.7 9.90 10.9 11.6 999.0` 999.0
401 18.7 -1.8 0 0.00 0 287 0 113.4 11.20 10.3 11.0 999.0 999.0
396 21.9 2.4 0 0.00 0 288 0 146.2 14.50 12.2 12.7 999.0 999.0
390 21.1 -1.4 0 0.00 0 289 0 221.7 13.90 11.7 12.3 999.0 999.0
310 20.2 .4 0 0.00 0 290 0 209.7 15.30 13.1 13.4 999.,0 999.0
205 12.8 .5 0 0.00 0 291 0 115.1 10.10 9.7 10.6 999.0 999.0
308' 24.5 2.8 0 O.00 0 292 0 190.7 7.40 12.3 12.5 999.0 999.0
289 25.5 2.1 0 0.00 0 293 0 123.2 4.90 14.1 13.8 999.0 999.0
202 19.6 8.4 0 .05 ff 294 0 125.0 7.50 15.2 15.0 999.0 999.0






339 12.9 -2.0 0 0.00 0 296 0 16'1.2 7.10 6.3 6.4 999.0 999.0
334 ` 20.5 .6 0 0.00 0 297 0 168.6 7.50 8.7 8.4 999.0 999.0„
161 7.3 1 0 0.00 0 298 0 269.4 6.50 5.1 5.3 999.0 999.0
332 17.5 ,)-2.5 0 0.00 0 299 0 176.0 5.60 5.4 5.3 999.0 999.0 k
328 18.1 -.1 0 0.00 0 300 0 148.7 5.70 7.0 6.8 999.0 999.0
321 23.3 .3 0 0.00 0 301 0 178.7 5.20 8.1 7.8 999.0 999.0
327 24.6 -1.4 0 0.00 0 302 0 229.6 5.20 8.8 8.5 999.0 999.0
282 9.9 2.4 0 0.00 0 303, 0 224.8 5.50 7.8 7.7 999.0 999.0
302 15.7 -3.9 0 1.00 0 304 0 109.4 5.60 7.3 7.3 999.0 999.0
234 19.1 -.3 0 0.00 ;,j 305 0 85.0 7.30 8.8 8:5 999.0 999.0
298 22.1 .6 0 5.00 0 306 0 120.5 6.30 9.0 8.8 999.0 999.0
267 20.6 -.2 0 0.00 0 307 0 84.3 6.00 8.3 8,2 999.0 999.0
280 21.1 .3 0 01 00 0 308 0 209.0 8.70 9.7 9.5 999.0 999.0
155 9.2 0.0 0 0^:6% 0 3'09 0 172.2 3.50 6.9 7.1 999.0, 999.0
278 12.9 =5.3 O, f.!10 -q_.31 1 0 0 132.5 4.00 4.8 5.1 999.0 999.0
274 19.7 -3.1 G 0'.00 0 311 0 195.8 4.20 7.0 6.9 999.0 999.0
254 23.8 1.2 0 0.00 0 312 0 176.8 4.80 9.1 8.9 999.0 999.0
280 16.5 1.3 0 0.00 0 3T3'. 0" S 4, 5.10 8:.4 _	 8,3 999.0. 999.0
57 1.3 -7.3 0 0.00 0 314 0 327.3 4.60 1.5 2.3 999.0 9,99 .0
71 -4.7 -8.3 0 0.00 0 315 0198.8 3.30 -1.5 -.8 999.0 999.0 y
7	 68 3.9 -5.9 0 0.00 0 316 0 218.2 5.70 1.1 1.4 999.0 999.0 1
243 9.4 -7.1 0 0.00 0 317 0 172.0 4.10 1.0 1.2 999.0 999.0
135 -1.6 -8.4 0 0.00 0 318 0 95.7 3.20 .1 .6 999.0 999.0
125 1.2 -6.4 0 0.00 0 319 0 64.6 4.50 1.0 1.4 999.0 999.0
243 9.4 -7.5 0 0.00 0 320 0 100.7 4.10 .6 .7 999.0 999.0
253 9.6 -6.3 0 0.00 h 321 0 198.5 3.20 .5 .3 999.0 999.0
250 7.0 -8.1 0 0.00 0 322 0,167.3 3.20 0.0 0.D 999.0 999.0
47 -4.7 11.7 0 Qe00 0 323 0'2'67.3 2.90 -3.7 -3.0 999.0 999.0
50 -6.4 -11.7 0 0.00 0 324 0 168.3 2.40 -4.A -4.1 999.0 999.0
77 -2.2 -10.5 0 0.00 0 325 0 126.8 3.60 -3.0 -2.5 999.0 999.0
190 7.9 -6.1 0 0.00 0 326 0 122.5 4.40 -.7 -.6 999.0 999.0
223 12.1 -7.3 0 0.00 0 327 0 251.4 3.10 -.3 -.4 999.0 99,9.0
138 6.9 -7.9 0 0.00 0 328 0 115.2 3.70 -.3 -.4 999.0 999.0
50 1.3 -3.2 0 .06 0 329 0 154.3 6.00 .3 .4'999.0 999.0
93 -.6 -4.0 0 0.00 0 330 0 205.3 "4.70 .4 .4,x999.0 999.0(	 227 .8 -9.0 0 0.00 0 331 0 192.6 3.60 -.5 - N -!999.0 999 .0,
107 5.2 -9.2 0 .03 0 332 0 144.1 4.70 -.7 -.6 999.0 999.0"
213 647 -5.2 0 .02 0 333 0 125,.5 4.20 .3 -.4 999.0 999.0
194 11.3 -4.2 0 .02 0 334 0;122.5 4.60 .3 = .1 999.0 999.0	 p
'	 200 8.7 -9.o 0 '.06 0 -335 0 266.4 4.50 1.0 .9 999.0 999.0
153 -8.2 •16.1 0 .05 0 336 0'327.8 1.50 -1.1 -1.0 999-R 999.0
222 -5.2 -1.6.3 0 0.00 0 337 0 205.6 1.50 -2.0 -2.1 999.0 999.0
75 -4.9 -12.8 0 0.00 0 338 0 237.1 2.50 -1.6 -1.8 999.0 999.0
78 -4.9 -19.7 0 0.00 0 339 0 152.4 2.40 -1.0 -1.4 999.0 999.0







iGRIM AL PAGE I3
()F POOR QUALITY
133 -1`3.4 -23.3 0 .11 0 341 0 150.2 1.50 -1.8 -2.0 999.0 999.0
133 -15.4 -28.0 0 0.0 0 342 0 160.2 1.50 -1.8 -2.0 999.0 999.0
133 -4.3 -25.5 0 0.0) '0 343 0 160.2 1.50 -1.8 -t 0 999.0 999.0
141 .5 -14.9 0 0.0 0 344 0 191.4 2:t:10 -2.8 -2.8 999.0 999.0
218 3.3 -16.3 0 m6O ;;.0 .345 0 '196.9 2.80 -2.6 -2.7 999.0 999.0
192 5.2 -11.2 0 0.00 '-0 346 0 178.2 3.60 -1.6 -1.7 999.0 999.0
214 1.6 -15.2 0 0.00 0 347 0 117.4 2.60 -3.0 -3.2 999.0 999.0
216 4.6 -8.9 0 0.00 0 348 0 192.0 3.10 -2.7 -2.8 999.0 999.0
199 `'	 4.4 -11.3 0 0.00 0 349 0 146,.9 3.10 -2.7 -2.8 999.0 999.0
215 1.3 -12.0 0 0.00 0 350 0 194.4 2.10 -3.3 -3.5 999.0 999.0
215 .8 -12.5 0 O.OP,^, 0 351 0 194.4 2.10 -3.3 -3.5 999.0 999.0
215 {A .4 -7.0 0 0.00 0 352 0 194.4 2.10 -3.3 -3.5 999.0 999.0
193 =-17.5 -4.2 0 0.00 0 353 0 160.6 5.60 -.5 - .7 999.0 999.0"
205 - 1.5 -9.6 0 .02 0:354 0 313.2 2.90 -1.1 - 1.5 999.0 999.0
200 4.7 -12.3 0 0.00 0 355 0 150.1 3.20 -2.7 -3.1 999.0 999.0
204 3.7 -12.0 0 0.00 0 356 0 205.0 3.60 -2.4 -2.7 999.0 999.0
123 1.3 -12.4 0 0.00 0 357 0 253.2 3.50 -2.5 -2.7 999.0 999.0
204 5.7 -9.9 0 0.0.0 0 35.8 0 207.4 3.80 -2.8 - 2 .8-999.0 999.0 :.
170 '-.1 -7.5 0 0.00 0 359 0 209.6 3.30 -2.7 -3.0 999.0 999.0
206 0.0 -14.5 0 0.00 0 360 0 120.7 2.60 -4.8 -5.1 999.0 999.0 y
190 5.9 -14.1 0 0.00 0 361 0 142.5 3.00 -4.7 -4.8 999.0 999.0
237 8.1 -13.2 0 0.00 0 362 0 171.1 3.20 -3.3 =3.6 999.0 999.0
127 -11.1 -19.2 0 0.00 0 363 0 205.7 1.10 -9.1 -9.3 999.0 999.0
145 -10.5 -21.1 0 0.00 0 364 0 104.2 1.00 -8.6 -8.6 999.0 999.0
185-
-11.4 -20.9 0 0.00 0 365 0 114.3 1.10 -9.0 -9.2 999.0 999.0
189 -12.8 -24.8 0 0.00 0 1 0 319.5 .M -12.8 -13.4 999.0`999.0
131 -4.1 -22.0 0 0.00 0 2 0 117.7 1.10 -11.7 -11.9 999.0 999.0 l
k 118 -1.8--1 6.6 0 0.00 0 3 0 106.4 1.80 -7.8 -7.9 999.0 999.0	 <
±ry
C 122 -8.7 -18.1 0 0.00 0 4 0 231.2 1.40 -9.7 -9.7 999.0 999.0
159 -9.3 -18.8 0 0.00 0 5 0 137.3 1.20 -9.6 -9.8 999.0 999.0
159 -5.4 -15.0 0 0.00 0 6 0 152.0 1.50 -8.4 -8.7 999.0 999.0
207 -5.8
-21.7 0 0.00 0 7 0 173.7 .90 -11.2 -11.7 999.0 999.0
211 .4 -20.7 0 0.00 0 8 0 141.3 1.30 -11.4 -11.7 999.0 999.0
202 .6 -18.3 0 0.00 0 9 0 133.8 1.70 -9.4 -9.7 999.0 999.0
192 -7.0 -13.2 0 0.00 0 10 0 240.7 1_.60 -9.1 -9.2 999.0 999.0
126 5.4 -12.6 0 0.00 0 11 0 107.8 3.40 -5.7 -5.8 999.0 999.0
51 -2.3 -18.0 0 .04 00 12 0 261.2 2•.40 -6.8 =6.7 999.0 999.0
250 -10.1 -23.3 0 0.00 0 13 0 163.1 .90 -9.4 -10.4 999.0 999.0
241 2	 9;,-27.0 0 0.00 0 14 0 126.6 1.10 -10.2 -11.8,999.0 999.0
208 7	 6` = 16.8 0 0.00 0 15 0 143.1 2.70 -6.4 - 7.8 999.0 999.0
249' 6.4 -17.4 00.00 0 16 0 123.9 3.20 -6.1 -7.0 999.0 999.0
246 3.3 -16.9 0 0.00 0 17 0 163.1 3.10 -5.8 -6.1 999.0 999.0 ^(
68 3.4 -7.2 0 .15 0 18 0 164.5 4.90 -3.1 -3.3 999.0 999.0
205 6.0 -13.4 0 0.00 0 19 0 175.0 3.40 -3.9 -4.2 999.0 999.0







OF r fbt^f QUALp•y
261 5.7
-9.5	 1
144 2.3 -15.9	 1
277 --3.4 •20.3	 1




263 -7.7 -16.3	 1
282 -6.3 -21.6	 1
288 -4.8 -23.7	 I
217 -10.8 -22.2	 I
295 -12.7 -27.1	 1
311 -4.1 -27.4	 I
291 3.0 -22.2	 1




291 -2.4 -19.2	 1
324 1.3 -19.9	 1
271 .5 -12.0	 1
197 4.2 -1 1 .2	 1
333 .8
-9.3	 I
284 5.4 -11.8	 1
314 9.7 -7.8	 1
279 9.6 -4.6	 1
216 11.4 -1.3	 1
276 17.8 -2.1
	 1
34.5 17.7 -2.4	 1




336 6.4 -13.2	 1
370 10.8 -10.9	 1
348 13.1 -3.9	 1
306 8.3
-5.8	 1
283 6.5 -6.0	 I
360 7.7 -5.8
320 2.1 -10.0
278 6.5 -7.4	 1





4G4 11.4 -3.0	 I
369 12.9
-5.5	 I
24 8.0 -7.4	 1
40 .3 -11.0	 1
42 7.5 -11.6	 I
273 12.6 -7.2	 I
243 12.9 -1.0
0.00 0 21 0 185.4 3.80 -3.4 -3.5 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 22 0 352.1 3.00 -4.8 -5.1 999.0999.0
1	 0.00 0 23 0 0 276.5 1.40 -9.7 -9.9'999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 24 0 171.3 2.50- -7.4 -7.6 999.0 ^ris,9.0
!	 0.00 0 25 0 255.8 3.00 -5.9 -6.2 999.0 9W O
10.00 0 26 0 230.7 1.80 -8.0 -8.2 (X99.0 999,0
10.00 0 27 0 184.9 1.20 -10.2 -10.5 099.0 999.j^
0.00 0'i 28 0 133.6 1.20 -10.7 -11.0 999.'0 999.,0
0.00 d( 29 0 248.3 1.20 -98 -10.0 999.0 999.0
I O.OU 0`x,,30 0 204.9 .80 -10.4 -10.4 999.0 999,0
0.00 0 31 0 118.3 .80 -11.3 -11.2 999.0 999.0
0
1 0.00 0 12 0 131.1 1.50 -10.5 -10.4 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 33 0 107.0 1.00 -11.1 -10.9 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 34 0 156.5 1.30 -10.6 -10.4 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 35 0 137.2 1.80 -10.0 -9.8 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 36 0 145.7 1.80
-9.5 -9.4 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 37 0 168.9 2.90 -7.3 -7.2 999.0 999.0
)O_c10 0 3a 0 21x.9 340 -5.8 -5.7 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 39 0 293.5 2.60 -4.4 -4.9 999.0 999.6
)	 0.00 0 40 0 170.0 3.80 -3.8 -4.1 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 41 0 112.1 4.50 -2.2 -2.4 999.0 999.0
)	 0.00 6 42 0 126.0 4.90 -.5 -.6 999.0 999.0
6.00 0 43 0 113.0 5.60 .1 -.1 999.0 999.0
1	 3.0 1 i 1 44 m 117.0 6.24 1.3 .8 999.0 999.0
0.00 U 45 U 168.7 6.40 3.2: 2.7 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 46 0 287.5 2.10 -2.3 -2.8 999.0 999.0
l	 0.00 0 47 0 254.4 1.30 -6.5 -6.6 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 48 0 290.9 2460 - .0 -4.2 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 49 0 155.6' 3.10 -2.1 -2.4 999.0 999.0
1
	 0i100 0 50 0 138.3 3.70 0.0 -.5 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 51 0 270.4 3.30 .7 .5 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 52 0 278.7 4.20 -.6 -1.0 999.0 999.0• 4
0.00 0 53 0 222.0 3.60 .3 0.0 999`.0 999.0
0.00 0 54 0 189.5 3.10 -1.0 -1.2 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 55 0 203.8 3.20 -1.2 -1.3'999.0 Q99.0 {
1 0.00 0 56 0 130.9 2.90 -.5 -	 -.7 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 57 0 109.9 3.80 2.0 1.4 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 58 0 302.1 5.50 -.8 -.6 999.0 99940
1	 0.00 0 59 0 146.6 5.10 2.9 2.5 999.0 999.0
0.00 0 60 0 135.6 5.10 3.7 3.0 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 61 0 278.2' 4.80 1.5 1.5 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 62 0 358.8 2.60 -1.9 -1.9 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 63 0 257.8 2.40 -1.0 -1.4 999.0 999.E
0.00 0 64 0 239.9 3.60 2.5 1.7 999.0 999.0



























































1 0.00 0 66^' 0 253.5 6.80 8.6 7.7 999.0 999.0
1	 .08 0 67 0 166.4 6.00 4.3 3.7 999.0 999.0
I	 1 23 0 . 68 0 140.1 -4.30 .4 .2 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 69 0 194.0 3.70 -.1 -.2 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 70 0 169.0 5,10 4.2 3.8 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 71 0 146.5 5.30 5.9 5.4 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 72 0 350.2 3.70 2.3 2.2 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 73 0 129.6 3.50 3.5 2.8 999.0 99940
1	 0.00 0 74 0 282.3 5.90 5.2 46 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 7.5 0 272.9 6.70 5.8 5.1 999.0 999.0
1	 .03 0 76 0 140.1 x.60 7.6 6.9 999.0 999.0
1	 .35 0 77 0 273.n" 40 1.7 2.0 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 78 0 04.2 5.50 3.8 3.0 999.0 990.0
1 0.00 0 79 0 179.0 5.80 1.8 1.5 999.0 999.0
1	 .02 0 80 0 239.2 7.20 2.6 2.-1 999.0 999.0
1	 .26 0 31 0 42.7 5.50 .6 .7 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 82 0 288.0 4.70 0.0 .4 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 83 0 216.6 5.50 .4 .5 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 84 0 281.17 6.10 3.7 3.4 999.0 999.0
1	 0 .00 0 85' 0 261.5 4:60 n 97 97 I 0 .nne 0
1	 0.00 0 86 0 232.7 6.70 6.1 5.7 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 87 0 155.1 700 9.0 8.4 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 88 0 244.1 7,40 7.2 6.8 999.0 999.0
1	 .03 0 89 0 224.0 6.20 7.3 6.9 999.0 999.0
1	 .06 0 90 0 253.6 6.10 1.8 2.1 999.0 999.0
1	 .05 0 91 0 231.3 4.60 .5 .8 999.0 999.0
1 0400 0 92 0 131.3 4.40 3.9 3.7 999.0 999.,0
1	 0.00 0 93 0 165.3 4.90 1.6 1.7 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 94 0 277.4 4.40 3.2 3.1 999.0 999.0
10.00 0 95 0 218.0 5.60 5.9 5.5 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 96 0 235.3 6.90 7.8 7.4 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 97 0 256.3 6.20 10.4 9.7 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 98 0 217.0 5.30 10.0 9.5 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 99` 0 307.0 6.30 11.0 10.6 '999.0 999.0
I	 .13 0 100 0 268.3 7.70 5.3 5.5 999.0 999.0
I	 .26 0 101 0 ;1.73.1 6.20 2.0 2.1 999.0 999.0
1	 0.00 0 102 )/393.1 5.00 3.9 3.4 999.0 999.03
92.6 5.70 6.3 So8 999.0 999O
1	 0.00 0. 104 ^0 124.9 6.90 9.9 9.4 999.0 999.0
1	 .02 0 105 0 171.2 6.50 12.7 12.4 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 106 0 270.3 8.80 14.4 13.9 999.0 999.0
1	 O.GO 0 107 0 337.4 10.30 14.2 14.2 , 999.0 999.0
1 -0.00 fO 108 0' 351.2 '11.20 16.8 16.5 999.0 999.0
1 0.00 0 1<09 0 306.8 8.20 16.0 15.7 99,9.0 999.0









Oir^^°+i^r R PAGE f
OF POOR QUALITY
561 22,1 2.4 A 0.00 0 111 0 286.6 6.50 14.7 14.6 999.0 994.0
$89 25.7 3.5 0 0.00 0 112 0 216.7 7.20 17.1 16.7 999.0 999.0
543 28.1 8.2 0 0.00 0 113 0 275.4 8.00 19.2 18.5 999.0 999.0
443 19.5 6.3 0 0.00 0 114 0 237.8 8.90 16.6 16.4 999.0 999.0
424 12.1 • .7 0 0,00 0 115 0 218.2 7.90 12.1 12.7 999.0.999.0
494 16.7 -.9 0 0.00 A 116 0 186.5 6>.80 12.2 12.'1 999.0 999.0
483 12.5 1.1 0 0.00 0 117 0 155.6 6.10 11.0 11.5 999.0 999.0
517 17.0 -1.8 0 0.00 0 118 0 243.5 5.70 11.3 11.4 999.0 999.0
626 19.2 ^.6.0 0 0.00 0 119 0 147.5 4.70 13.4 13.2 999.0 999.0
579 16.0 -2.2 0 0.00 0 120 0 263.7 6.50 13.8 13.9 999.0 999.0
449 20.7 7.0 0 .91 0 121 Q 195.9 10.30 16.3 15.6 999.0 999.0
125 9.7 1.2 0 .63 0 122 Q 305.5 8.10 7.2 7.4 999.0 999.0
407 &,.7 -1.4 0 7.00 0 123 0 149.7 6.10 7.3 7.5 999.0 999.0
649 17.4 x
-1.8 0 0.00 0 124 0 177.3 7.50 10.8 10.8 999.0 999.0
574 26.1 6.1 0 0.00 0 125 0 212.4 9.10 13.9 13.6 999.0 999.0
495 28.3 7.2 0 0.00
1





7.1" ,2 0 .70 0 128 0 279.2 8.00 6.2 .5 999.0 999 0
147 3.7 -4.1 0 .29 -0. 129 0 174.1 5.60 2. 1 25 999.0 9999.0
544 4.2 -5.1 0 .29 0 130 -0 209.0 5.30 2.6 2.7 999.0 999.0
635 16.2 -1.5 0 0.00 0 131 0 153.4 -5.30 8.6 8.6 999.0 999.0
457 14.4 3.8 0 .11 0 132 0 139.5 .8.50 10.1 16.3 999.0 999.0
596 20.0 1_.0 0 0.50 0 133 0 13347 '8.80 12.3 12.4 999.0 999.0
605 22.5 6.6 0 .39 0 134 0 183.5 10.00 13.9 14.1 999.0 999,U
562 23.4 8.9 0 0400 0 135 0 321.7 12.10 14.7 14.8 999.0 999.0
1
473 28.0 9.7 0 0.00 0 136 0 163.3 12.20 16.9 16.8 999.0 999.0 i
399 25.6 9.1 0 0.00 0 137 0 147.9 12.90 15.8 15.7 999.0 999.0
629 25.0 4.1 0 O.OU 0 138 0 138.9 9.80 16.3 16.4 999.0 999.0
448 24.5 8.9 0 0.00 0 139 0 135,9 11.10 17.2 17.1 999.0 999.0
136 12.5 4.2 0 .24 0 140 0 176.0 7.30 11.2 11.2 999.0 999.0 v'
409 17.6 3.7 0 0.00 0 141 0 258.4 8.70 12.5 12.5 999.0 999.0
530 20.8 4.1 0 0.00 0 142 0 145.6 9.10 14.6 14.3 999.0 999.0
445 14.7 4.5 0 0.00 0 143 0 112.3 8.00 13.7 13.6 999.1 999.0
414 19.4 -2.1 0 0.00 -	 0 144 Q 206.5 9,20 13.6 13.6 999.0 999.0
488 24.9 6.6 Q 0.00 0 145 0 112.7 10.60 16.3 15.9 999.0 999.0
556 25.1 8.2 0 0.00 0 146 0 69.8 10.40 17.6 17.5 999.0 999.0
633 28.9 6.1 0 0.00 0 147 0 134.1 9.10 19.6 19.1 999.0 999.0
631 29.0 11.4 0 0.00 0 148 0 167.5 10.30 -21.7 21.1 999.0 999.0
-..251 30.1 7.1 0 .16 0 149 0 156.7 11.50 16.3 1;4.4 999.0 999.0
328 10.6 2.7 0 .15 0 150 0 170.3 6.30 10.4 10.7 994.0 999.0
441 16.4 2.0 0 .03 0 T,51 0 90.7 6.80 12.5% 12.1 999.0 999.0
586 22.1 1.6 0 0.00 0 1152 0 79.2 7.80 14.2 13.9 994.0 999.0
659 23.6 4.2 0 0.00 0 153 0 126.7 7.20 16.9 16.5 999.0 999.0
637 29.8 6.0 0 0.00 0 154 0 107.6 7.90 19.4 18.9 999.0 999.0
645 29.8 10.3 0 0.00 0 155 0 122.4 9.20 21.4 20.6 999.0 999.0
699 32.4 10.2 0 0.00
748 26.9 11.8 0 .89
254 13.8 5.9 0 .25
98 9.0 4.1 0 .60
293 13.8	 , 2.5 0 .60
722 23.2" 2.1 0 0.00
715 28.6 6.8 0 0.00
710 30.5 10.6 0 0.00
727 34.9 11.2 0 0.00
622 35.5 11.7 0 0,00
504 27.9 13.7 0 0.00
613 26.5 13.1 0 0.00
328 21,3 9.9 0 0,00
425 29.2 10.0 0 0.00
544 21.1 6.1 0 0.00
724 ''28.3 6.9 0 :0.00
720 32:8 7.5 0 0.00
687 29.0 9.0 0 0.00
299 22.6 13.4 0 .44
571 28.3 11._9 0 0.00
709 32.1 9.7 0 0.00
638 17.8 15.0 0 (3,00
627 29.4 13.6 0 0.00
552 33.8 12.0 00.00
682 33.7 10.2 0 0,00
611 35.6 12.0 0 0.00
648 35.1 12.7 0 0.00
688 35.2 13.0 0 .14
194 ' 33.2 1447 0 .21
506 27.5 13.6 0 .83
475 27.2 13.3 0 0.00
484 27.4 12.4 00.00
714 33.5 10.9 0 0.00
612 35.7 12.0 0 0.00
622 35.5 11.7 0 0.00
504 27.9 13.7 0 0.00
613 26.5 13.1 0 0.00
328 21.3 9.9 0 0.00
425 29.2 10.0 0 0.00
544 21.1 61 0 0.00
724 28,3 6.9 0 0,00
720 32,8 7.5 0 0.00
687 29.0 9.0 0 0.00
299 22.6 13.4 0 .44




) 205.7 10.00 23.7 ,22.6 999.0 999.0
) '198.5 11.40 24,0 23.2 '999.0 099.0
) 161.3 9.20 15.4 15.7 999.0 999.0
) 127.6 6.60	 9.8
	
9.9 999.0 999.0
1 73.3 6.60	 9.4 , 	9.5 999.0 999.0
I 92.5 7.90 14.7 14.4 999.0 999.0
L 99.4 10.2(!, 18.1 17.8 999,11 999.0
1 104.9°11.40 19.8 19.6 999.0 999.0 	 G
1 106.5 11.40 21,0 20.7 999.0 999.0
1 140.4 13.40 21.8 21.5 999.0 999.0
116.8 14.40 21.0 20.9 999.0 999.0
1.181,8 13.90 21.9 21.4 999.0 999.0
1 180.9 11.50 17,8 17.9 999.0 999.0
1 189.4 11.40 19,1 18.8 999.0 999.0
256.2 7.00 17.1 17.1 999.0 999.0
1 112.1 8.00 20.7 20.2 999.0 999.0
54.7 9.20 23.2 22.6 999.0 999.0
l 142.2 13.60 24.3 23.6 999.0 999,0'
1 106,6 14.10 20,0 20,2 999.0 999.0
1 237=8 14:00 214 20.5 999.0 99900	 1
139,.2 12.90 22.4 .22.0 999.0 999.0
1194.5 13.80 25.2 24.7 999.0 999.0	 c;
) 138,0 15.80 25.5 25.1 999.'3 999.0
1 120,2 12.00 29.0 24.5 999.0 999.0 	 11
1 181,8 12.60 27 10 26.0 999.0 999,0
1 139,9 11.80 27.8 26.9 999.0 999.0
! 11S.S `12.50 28.5 27.7 999.0 999.0
1 136.8 13.70 29.3 2?.4 999.0 999.0 	 t
I'110.3 15.60 23.5 2365 999.0 999,0
1 79.9 15.40 22.6 22.6 999.0 999.0
121.0 15.80 21.8 21.8 999.0 999.0
184.1 15.70 22.6 22.2 999.0 999.0
1 68.7 11.00 22.6 22.3 999.0 999.0
1 118.4 12.50 23.5 23.1 999.0 999.0
	
,,
140.4 13.40 21.8 21.5 999.0 999.0
116.8 14.40 21.0 20.9 999.0 999.0
1 181.8 13.90 21.9 21.4 999.0 999.0
1 180.9 11.50 17.8 17.9 999.0 999.0
189.4 11.40 19.1 18.8 999.0 999,0
256.2 7.00 17.1 17.1 999.0 999,0
112.1 8.00 20.7 20.2 999.0 999.0
1 54.7 9.20 23.2 22.6 999.0 999.0
	
) 198	 0 142.2 13.60 24.3 23.6 999.0 999.0
	
) 199	 0 106,6 14.10 20.0 20.2 999.0 999,0
	


























































709 32.1 9.7 0 0.00 0 201 0 139.2 12.90 22.4 22.0 999.0 999.0
638 35.8 15.0 0 0,,00 0 202 0 194.5 13.80 25.2 24.7 999.0 999.0
627 29,4 13.6 o 0., 00 0 203 0 13840 15080 25.5 '25.1 999.099940
552 3308 1200 0 0. 0 0 204 0 120.2 12.00 25.0 24.5 999.0 999.0
682 33.7 10.2 0 0.00 0 US 0 18148 12.60 27.0 26.0 999.0 999.0
611 35.6 12.0 0 0.00 0X06 0 139.9 11.80 27.8 26.9 999.0 999.0
648 35.1 12.7 0 0.00* 0-,207 0 115.5 12.50 28.5 27.7 999.0 999.0
688 35.2 13.0 0 .14 0-208 0 136.8 13.70 29.3 28.4 999.0 999.0 m
394 33.2 14.7 0 .21 0 209 0 110.3 15.60 23.5 23.5 999.0 999.0
506 27.5 1346 0 .83 0 210 0 79.9 15.40 22.6 22.6 999.0 999.0 r
475 27.2 13.3 0 0.00 1-, 211 0 121.0 15.80 .21.8 21.8 999.0 999.0
494 27.4 12.4 0 0.00 0 212 0 184.,•1 15.70 32.6 22.2 999.0 99940 i
714 33.5 10.9 0 0.00 0 213 0 68.7 11.60 22.6 22.3 999.0 99900 !

















OF ,, POOR QUALITY
V,
tlXKNA^ft/INMNMNd
	 DICTIONARY Of TERMS FOR WHEAT
	 KMKKKKKKKKKKKKNk
ACCOEG - RUNNING TOTAL OF AVG TEMPERATURE CC)
ADJES - AN OPERATION ON SOIL EVAPORATION FOR CALCULATING FLOW
- OF WATER UP,
AHTMP - ACCUMULATION OF AVERAGE TEMPERATURE AFTER HEADING (C)
ALPHA - A CONSTANT *
 DEPENDENT ON HYDRAULIC PROPERTIES OF THE SOIL,
ALTIP - BTBM)IACCUMULATION OF AVERAGE TEMP SINCE LEAF J INITIATED ON
AMAX1 'FORTRAN FUNCTION TO FIND MAXIMUM VALUE
AMIN1 - FORTRAN FUNCTION TO FIND MINIMUM VALUE.„
ANTHES - (1) DAY ANTHESIS BEGAN FOR STEM I
APTMP - (1) ACCUMULATOR FOR AVERAGE TEMPERATURE SINCE INITIATION
OF STEM I (C)
ARAYLK - NONSUBSCRIPTED ARRAY(L'K)
AREA	 - TOTAL LEAF AREA (CM**2)	 7
ARRAY — NAME OF ARRAY FOR WHICH MAP IS DESIRED
ATMP	
- AVERAGE DAILY TEMPERATURE ( DEG C
ATTMP - (1) ACCUMULATION OF AVERAGE TEMP SINCE LAST TILLER INITIATED
ON STEM I
AVCPSI _ TYE SOIL WATER POTENTIAL EFFECTING PHOTOSYNTHESIS.
BOOT	 (1) STEM I BEGAN BOOT STAGE ON THIS DAY
Cl
	
COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATION USED TO CALCULATE DAY LENGTH
CALAVG	 FACTOR OF REGRESSION EQUATION FOR CALCULATING FRACTION OF
TIME PLANT. IS ABOVE -7.0 BARS.
CALMAX — FACTOR OF REGRESSION EQUATION FOR CALCULATING FRACTION OF
TIME PLANT. 15 ABOVE -7.0 BARS,
CALTSO	 FACTOR OF REGRESSION EQUATION FOR CALCULATING FRACTION OF
TIME PLANT. IS ABOVE -7.0 BARS. (DAY).
CALTSN - FACTOR OF REGRESSION EQUATION FOR CALCULATING FRACTION OF
TIME PLANT, IS ABOVE -7.0 BARS. (NIGHT).
CAPSCA - VECTOR OF BREAK
- POINTS FOR GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT.
CAPUP - CUMULATIVE CAPILLARY 'UPTAKE OF H2O ACROSS BOTTOM PROFILE (MM)
CD	 - CARBOHORATE DEMAND (GRAMS)
CLIMAT - ('1) DAILY INPUT (CLIMATE) VARIABLES
(1) SOLAR RADIATION. IN LY/DAY,	





(7) JULIAN DAY NUMBER.
(8) AMOUNT OF FERTILIZER APPLICATION (LBS/ACRE)
COND	 - UNSATURATED HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITY, IN CM/DAY.



















































VOLUMETRICI ATER CONTENT IN CC PER CC SOIL,
FRUIT CARBI6HYDRATE STRESS FACTOR
RATIO OF CARBOHYDRATE SUPPLY TO DEMAND FOR VEG GROWTH
CUMULATIVE TRANSPIRATION, MM.
CUMULATIVE SOIL EVAPORATION, MM,
CUMULATIVE RAINFALL, MM-
CUMULATIVE SOAK THROUGH, MM.
DEPTH (VERTICAL) F=f EACH SOIL CELL;, IN CM.
NUMBER OF DAYS/MONTH
DAMPING FACTOR TO APPROXIMATE LINEARIZATION OF EXPONENTIAL.
DECAY'liiSPONSE.
FRACTION OF 24 HOUR PERIOD IN DAYLIGHT
FRACTION OF 24 HOUR PERIOD IN NIGHT
OAYLENGTH IN HOURS
DAY NUMBER OF THE YEAR, IN JULIAN DAYS.
TIME FROM SUNRISE TO SUNSET IN HOURS
DAY OF MONTH
SLOPE OF SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE CURVE AT MEAN AIR
SOIL SURFACE, IN ,MM/DAY
.NOVERc^-^c+.T O^ ,anc vic wntCtt U1'T A 9E AND, CAPILLARY FLOW IS
SIMULATED, IN DAYS
PERCENTAGE OF FLORETS TO BE DE$SICATED
DESSICATION FACTOR
DIFFERENTIAL CARBON NITROGEN QUOTIENT.
DIFFUSIVITY OF SOIL, IN CM BARIDAw.
DAY OF DIFFERENTIATION
VECTOR OF BREAK POINTS FOR GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF
SOIL WATER DIFFUSIVITY, IN CM*+2 PER DAY.
VECTOR USED TO WRITE UNITS OF SOIL WATER DIFFUSIVITY.
NUMBER OF NODES ON EACH STEM 40INTXNG TO ELONGATE TODAY
DERIVATIVE OF 'MATER POTENTIAL WITH RESPECT TO MOISTURE
CONTENT, IN BARS/CC/CC.
ARRAY OF DAILY RADIATION AMOUNTS NOT INTERCEPTED BY PLANTS,
IN LANGLEYS.
ARRAY OF DAILY .MAXIMUM (HIGH) AIR TEMPERATURES, IN DEG F,
ARRAY OF DAILY MINIMUM (LOW) AIR TEMPERATURES, IN DEG F.
(J) THE AVERAGE DAYTIME TEMPERATURE FOR J DAYS AGO.
DUMMY ARRAY USED F09 LOCAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES
DUMMY ARRAY USED FOR LOCAL DIMENSIONED VARIABLES.
DUMMY ARRAY TO SET ASIDE CORE
DUMMY VARIA©LE, USED TO REDUCE CPU TIME.
DUMMY VARIABLE, V3ED TO REDUCE CPU TIME
DUMMY VARIABLE, USED TO REDUCE CPU TIME
DUMMY VARIABLE, USED TO REDUCE CPU TIME.













E	 - TOTAL EVAPORATIVE LOSS FROM CROP.
EO	 - POTENTIAL EVAPORATION RATE ABOVE fHE,;PLANT CANOPY,°IN MM/DAB.
EP	 EV!APORATMN RATE FROM'PLANT LEAVES, TRANSPIRATION, IN MM/DAY.
ES	 - EVAPORATION FROM SOIL SURFACE, IN MM/DAY.
ESO
	 - POTENTIAL t"PORATION RATE BELOW ,PLANT CANOPY AT THE SOIL
SURFACE IN MM/DAY.
ESX
	 - EVAPORATION RATE FROM THE SOIL SURFACE DURING STAGEr,2
EVAPORATION ON A DAY WHEN P LESS THAN SESII, IN MM /JAY.
Q	 - RESERVE NITROGEN AVAILABILITY COEFFICIENT
FACL	 - CALIBRATION FACTOR TO ADJUST POTENTIAL CHANGE IN LEAF AREA
fi	 - FIELD CAPACITY OF SOIL LAYER, IN CM**3 / CM**30
FER4	 FERTILIZER NITROGEN APPLIED, IN LOS N/ACRE.
F,40CAP	 FIELD CAPACITY * F 00TTOM SOIL LAYER, CM**3/CM**3.
FLORET - ( I) NUMBEk OF FLORETS (GRAIN) ON STEM I
FNH4	 - FRACTION OF FERTILIZER NITROGEN WHICH IS AMMONIUM,
DIMENSIONLESS.
FN"ICN - FLUX OF NITROGEN INTO THE CELL, NET, IN MG N/CELL.
P.E.	 FLUX 0>F, , NITROGEN TO THE LEFT OUT, OF THE CELL, MG N/CELL.
FNO3
	 FRACTION OF FERTILIZER 'NITROGEN WHICH I.S NITRATE,DIMENSIONLESS
F4U
	 - FLUX OF NITROGEN UPWARD OUT OF THE CELL, MG N/CELL,
FWICN - FLUX OF 'DATER INTO THE CELL, NET, IN CM**3/CELL.




 FLUX OF WATER UPWARD OUT OF THE CELL, CM**3/CELL.
G	 - 'WEIGHTING FACTOR,,FOR GEOTROPISM (THE PREFERENCE OF ROOTS
TO GROW DOWNWARD).
GAMMA + CONSTANT OF THE WET AND`DRY 'BULB PSYCHROMETER EQUATION,
IN MB/DEG C.
GLUNCN - AVERAGE NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN GLUMES
GLUMN - TOT-AL.GLUME NITROGEN (GRAMS)
GLU%RI - GLU4'E' NITROGEN REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH
	 GRAMS)
GLUMRS - GLUME NITROGEN RESERVES (GRAMS)
	 `l'.^
GLU'9W - (1) TOTAL WEIGHT OF ALL GLUMES ON STEM I (GRAMS)
GLUMWT - TOTAL WEIGHT OF ALL GLUMES ON PLANT (GRAMS)
GRANCN - AVERAGE NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN GRAIN
GRAIN - _ TONAL GRAIN NITROGEN	 (GRAMS)
GRA4R1 - GRAIN NITROGEN REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH	 (GRAMS)
GRA4W - (I)	 TOTAL WEIGHT OF ALL GRAIN ON STEM I	 kGRAMS)
GRA4WT - TOT AL 'WEIGHT OF ALL GRAIN ON PLANT	 (GRAMS)
H2O
- TOTAL TEMPORARY AND RESIDUAL VOLUME OF H2O IN SOIL CELL,-
Ito CM**3 /CM **2
H2OSAL - WATER BALANCE
HEAD - (1)	 DAY STEM I REA640 HEADING STAGE
I - INDEX	 ( DAILY) USED IN MANIPULATING DAILY WEATHER VARIABLES,
IDAY














.THEN AVERAGE	 TEMPERATURE AT OR ABOVE 4 BEG C ARE	 COUNTED
IDIFF	 - DELAYS FOR BOOT JOINTING HEADING BETWEEN STEMS
IN	 - HOUR OF THE DAY,	 FROM MIDNIGHT.
IH9 - NINE HOURS FROM THE CURRENT TIME,
IMGKOL - IMAGE KOLUMN
INT	 - FRACTION OF SOLAR RADIATION INTERCEPTED BY CROP# DIMENSIONLESS.
tPRNT	 - INCREMENT OF DAYS BETWEEN PRINTOUT
IRC - INDEX
	
FOR WEIGHING ROOT GROWTH TO 	 THE RIGHT IN RESPONSE,
- TO WATER	 POTENTIAL.
ISPLTS - DUMMY
	
FOR NUMBER OF SPIKELETS
	
FOR STEM
ISR - HOUR OF	 SUNRISE.	 MIDNIGHT	 IS 0.
ISS	 - HOUR OF	 SUNSET.	 MIDNIGHT	 IS .0.
ISS1 - HOUR OF SUNSET PLUS ONE.




J	 - INDEX	 (DAILY) USED IN MANIPULATING DAILY WEATHER
VARIABLES.
JG - MIN PERCENTAGE OF NEW GLUME GROWTH REQUIRED TO BE NITROGEN
JG1 - MIN PERCENTAGE OF NEW GRAIN GROWTH REQUIRED TO BE NITROGEN
JL	 - .,..^ -CEO.. r n	 REQUIRED	 tv	 oe	 nt i	 't:NMIN PERCENTAGE OF NEW LE A 	 o_	 uru RE	 TO BE NITROGE
J +11 - AN INDEX	 FOR	 SOIL TEMPERATURE.
JOIVT -	 (I)	 IDAY STEM	 I.BEGAN	 JOINTING STAGE
JR	 - MIN PERCENTAGE OF NEW ROOT GROWTH REQUIRED TO	 BE NITROGEN





K -	 COLUMN,	NUMP.ER	 OF	 ARRAY.
K1	 - PARTOF OPERATION FOR	 CALCULATION OF WATER FLOW
K2	 - PART OF OPERATION FOR 	 CALCULATION OF WATER FLOW
KA - ARRAY OF CHARACTERS AVAILABLE TO PRINT ON	 THE MAP.
KG - MIN LEVEL OF NITROGEN IN GLUME
	
( X OF GLUME WEIGHT
KHAR - CHARACTERS PRINTED ON THE MAP.
KL - MIN LEVEL OF	 NITROGEN	 IN LEAF	 (	 X OF LEAF-WEIGHT	 )	 II
KL1 - COLUMN TO LEFT
	
OP SOURCE OF ROOT GROWTH
KOLJMN - COLUMN OF SOIL IN THE PROFILE, 1 	 TO NK.
KR - MIN LEVEL OF NITROGEN IN ROOTS 	 ( X OF ROOT WEIGHT Z '
KRL - COLUMN COUNTER	 FOR
	
THE LAYER
KS - MIN Lf,}VEL OF NITROGEN 	 IN STEM	 ( X OF STEM WEIGHT
L - LAYER"NUMBER OF ARRAY.
Ll - LAYER -+ 1,,
L19 - LAYER	 19.
L20 - LAYER	 20.
LAI - LEAF	 AREA	 INDEX
CAMDA - TOTAL ALBEDO OF	 CROP AND SOIL,	 DIMENSIONLESS.
LAMDAC - ALBEOO OF	 CROP,	 DIMENSIONLESS.
LAMDAS - ALBEDO OF SOIL,	 DIMENSIONLESS.











OF POOR QUAI. %`.4
a
;LAYER - LAYER OF SOIL IN THE+PROFILE.
Lc	 -K- 1
L01	 - LAYER BELOW SOURCE CELL Of ROOT GROWTH




(I) NUMBER OF LEAVES ON STEM I
LEAFCN - LEAF NITROGEN CONCENTRATION
LEAFR1 - LEAF NITROGEN REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH (GRAMS)
LEAFRS	 LEAF NITROGEN RESERVES (G)
LEAFW - (I,J) WEIGHT OF INDIVIDUAL LEAF
LEAFWT - TOTAL WEIGHT OF ALL LEAVES ON PLANT ( GRAMS )
LIDATE - (1,J) IDAY WHEN LEAF J ON STEM I WAS INITIATED
LLDAY - (I) IDAY LAST LEAF INITIATED ON STEM I'
LR	 - DEEPEST LAYER CONTAINING ROOTS
'TDAY - (I) ?"I MAY LAST TILLER INITIATED ON STEM I
IAXMIN - TMAX MINUS T,4IN





NBO	 - DUMMY VARIABLE FOR NUMBER OF BOX IN STORAGE TRAIN
USED FOR ITERATION.
VBOX	 - 'BOXCAR' OF RTWT ARRAY, ;
 CONTAINING ROOTS GROWN DURING A
PARTICULAR DAY, IN GM5k ELL.
NF	 - FACTOR FOR LIMITING FRUIT GROWTH IN RESPONSE TO N SHORTAGE.
NIT	 - AMOUNT OF INORGANIC NITROGEN PRESENT IN SOIL, IN MG NICC SOIL.
NITUNT - VECTOR USED TO WRITE UNITS OF TOTAL NITRATE IN THE PROFILE.
NK	 - NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE PROFILE.
'•NKES	
- NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN WHICH SOIL EVAPORATION OCCURS
NKH	 - HALF THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE PROFILE.
NKHP1 - HALF THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS'PLUS ONE.
NKHp 2 - HALF THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS PLUS 'TWO,
4KK	 — COLUMN, MIRRORED ABOUT CENTER LINE OF PROFILE.
NKM	 NUMBER OF COLUMNS MINUS 1.
NL•	 - NUMBER OF LAYERS OF SOIL 'IN THE PROFILE.
NLL
	
- NUMBER OF LAYERS MINUS 1.
NLR
	
- NUMBER OF LAYERS CONTAINING ROOTS
VOCE	 - (I) NUMBER OF NODES ON THE STEM
4OITR - DO NOITR ITERATIONS DURING DAY AND NOITR ITERATIONS DURING NITE
NPO	 TRIGGER TO DETERMINE IF 'MAP' OF DIFFUSIVITY PRINTED DURING
EXECUTION.
NPN	 - TRIGGER TO DETERMINE IF 'MAP' OF NITRATE CONTENT PRINTED
DURING EXECUTION,
,
NPOOL - N11ROGEM POOL (AVAILABLE), GRAMS
0p	- TRIGGER TO DETERMINE If 'MAP O















TO DETERMINE IF	 'MAP O	 F WATER CONTENT IS PRINTED =
DURING EXECUTION.
NSTEMS, - NUMBER OF STEMS ON THE PLANT
NSTMH — NUMBER OF STEMS HEADING
NSTRES - N'ITROGEN	 STRESS
NV - FACTOR	 FOR LIMITING VEGETATIVE	 GROWTH 'IN RESPONSE TO N SHORTAGE
`	 NYTTYM - TIME	 FROM SUNSET TO SUNRISE,, IN HOURS
OMA — OAGANIC .MATTER	 ADDED TO THE PLOW ZONE AT BEGINNING' OF
SEASON, IN LBS/ACRE.
P
- RAINFALL (LOCAL VARIABLE), IN MM/DAY.
PAH2'0 -'PERCENT AVAILABLE WATER, OR VOLUMETRIC WATER	 CONTENT
ABOVE WILTING POINT DIVIDED BY	 FIELD`CAPAICITY MINUS WILTING
POINT,,^IN PERCENT.
POGt.UM - (I)	 PQ;^ENTIAL CHANGE	 IN WEIGHT OF GLUMES ON STEM I	 (GRAMS)
PDGNAN (I)
	
POTENTIAL	 CHANGE	 IN	 WEIGHT	 OF , -GRAIN	 ON STEM	 I	 (GRAMS)
PDST`EM - (I)	 POTENTIAL CHANGE	 IN WEIGHT O^ STEM I 	 (GRAMS) a
PD'WL (I,J) POTENTIAL	 CHANGE IN WEIGHT OF LEAF J 	 ON,STEM	 I,	 GRAMS
PDWRT POTENTIAL"INCREMENT Of ROOT WEIGHT IN A GIVEN CELL, IN GM/DAY.
OLA!ITN
- TOTAL NITROUEM CONTENT O F n;,A. T 	 (G Rnnu) )	 I
PLAiT4i - PLANT WEIGHT	 (GRAMS)
PLTV - TOTAL NI-TROGEN CONTENT OF PLANT
P.N — NET PHOTOSYNTHATE AVAILABLE FOR GROWTH
	
( GRAMS )
PNFAC MIN VALUE FOR PN
POLINA * POLLINATION TRIGGER
POPFAC POPULATION FACTOR	 (DM**2/PLL`ANT)
POPPLT — PJ'ANT	 POPULATION,	 IN	 PLANTS/ACRE.   	 ^i
PPLANT - A,;,;OSS	 PHOTOSYNTHATE PRODUCED	 PER	 PLANT' TODAY	 (GRAMS) 	 ^A
r	 PSIAVG — AVERAGE WATER POTENTIAL OF ROOT =LONE, IN BARS.
'	 PSIL — AVERAGE	 LEAF.NATER 'POTENTIAL,	 BARS
PSIMAX — MAXIMUM MATER POTENTIAL	 IN PROFILE .00CUPIED BY ROOTS
IN BARS.
f	 PSL4UM - THE NUMBER OF	 CELLS OF WHICH PSIAVG IS CALCULATED
PSIS - SOIL WATER POTENTIAL,
	
IN BARS.




PSITOT — TOTAL OF PSI
-	 PSIUNI - VECTOR USED	 TO WRITE UNITS -OF	 SOIL ,WATER POTENTIAL.
- GROSS	 DAILY'PHOTOSYNTHATE PRODUCTION 	 (GRAMS	 CO2/M**2/DAY) {-f	 PSTAND
PTSN — LOW NITROGEN CONCENTRATION PHOTOSYNTHESIS REDUCTION FACTOR
PTSRED - REDUCTION FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS 	 IN RESPONSE TO MOISTURE STRESS
RAD - AVERAGE
	 DAILY_,SOLAR RADIATION	 FOR	 THE PREVIOUS WEEK,
IN LANGLEYS/DAY.	 I









RAOL1 - RAD LAGGED BY ONE WEEK.
RAIV	 RAINFALL OR IRR GATION, IN MM/DAY.
RANGE
	
	 ARRAY OF 11 NUM I^ERS TERMINATING THE RANGE OF EACH OF THE
10 CHARACTERS OSED ON THE MEP.
RANGEI - ARRAY OF 11 NUMBERS TERMINATING THE RANGE OF EACH OF THE
10 CHARACTERS USED ON THE MAP.
RCH20 - ROOT CARBOHYDRATE SUPPLY PER PLANT, IN G140LANT.
RCHOS.S - ROOT CARBOHYDRATE FOR SOIL SLAB, (100 CM**2),"IN GM/100 CM**2.
RECDAT - HOURLY TEMPERATURES OF THE SOIL LAYER, IN DEG C.
REON	 - TOTAL NITROGEN REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH, GRAMS
RESC	 - TOTAL RESERVE CARBOHYDRATES FOR PLANT
	
CGRAMS)
RESCF - LEAF LOADING FEEDBACK 'R:E000TION FACTOR FOR PHOTOSYNTHESIS
RESY	 - TOTAL RESERVE NITROGEN (GRAMS)
RESP	 — RESPIRATION LOSS (GRAMS)
RFEP
	 •* REDUCTION FACTOR FOR TRANSPIRATION DUE TO WATER STRESS ON
CROP, DIMENSIONLESS.	 r^ ;
RFEPD - REDUCTION FACTOR FOR TRANSPIRATION DUE TO MOISTURE STRESS,DAY
RFEPN	 REDUCTION FACTOR FOR TRANSPIRATION DUE TO MOISTURE STRESS,NIGHT
RFWST - GROWTH REDUCTION FACTOR DUE TO WATER STRESS
RGCF	
- ROOT GROWTH CORRECTION FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS :.	 a
Al	
_INCID.ENT SOLAR RADIATION C LANGLEYSIPAY
RN	 NET RADIATION, IN WATTS/M**2.
RNNH4 —RESIDUAL NITROGEN AS AMMONIUM IN SOIL AT BEGINNING OF	 s
SEASON, INLOS/ACRE. 	 t
RNNO3	 RESIDUAL NITROGEN AS NITRATE IN SOIL AT BEGINNING OF
SEASON, IN LBS/ACRE.
RNO	 - NET RADIATION ABOVE THE CANOPY, IN MM/DAY.
RNS	
- NET RADIATION AT THE SOIL SURFACE BELOW THE CANOPY, IN MM/DAY.
	 j
ROOSCA -VECTOR OF BREAK POINTS FOR GRAPHICAL. INTERPRETATION OF
ROOT WEIGHT DENSITY.
ROOTCN — AVERAGE NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN ROOTS
ROOTN - TOTOiL ROOT NITROGEN (GRAMS)
ROOTRI - ROOT NITROGEN) REQUIREMENT FOR GROWTH
ROOTRS - ROOT NITROGEN RESERVES (GRAMS)
ROOTS	 DRY WEIGHT OF ALL LIVING ROOTS IN PROFILE, IN GRAMS.
ROOTSV - ARRAY OF TOTAL DRY ROOT WEIGHT IN EACH SOIL CELL.
ROOTdT — TOTAL ROOT WEIGHT FOR PLANT (GRAMS)
ROOT%P	 ROOT GROWTH EXPONENT
ROWSP - ROWS-SPACING
RS	
- SOLAR RADIATION, IN MM/DAY.	 '	 )





















RTWTCG - WEIGHT OF ROOTS CAPABLE OF GROWTH, IN GMS/CELL,
RTWTCU - ROOT WEIGHT CAPABLE OF WATER UPTAKE, IN GM DM/CE17L.
SECOND	 NUMBER'-OF SECONDARY ROOTS ON PLANT
SESI




CUMULATIVE EVAPORATION FROM THE SOIL SURFACE DURING STAGE 2
IN MM.
SH	 - ACCUMULATOR FOR UPTH20 WITHIN THE PROFILE.
SHRTD - SUM OF HOURLY TEMPERATURES DURING THE ,DAYTIME, IN DEG C.
SHRTN - SUM OF HOURLY TEMPERATURES DOING THE NIGHTTIME, IN DEG C;
SLEAFN	 TOTAL LEAF NITROGEN (GRAMS)
SLF	 SLOUGHING FACTOR, FRACTION OF BOTH YOUNG AND OLb ROOTS
WHICH ARE SLOUGHED EACH DAY, IN 1/DAYS.
SN	 - ACCUMULATOR FOR UPNO3C WITHIN THE PROFILE.
SOACN -NITROGEN SOAKING INTO CELL I FROM ABOVE, IN MO(N/CM*+2..
SOA<W - WATER SOAKING INTO CELL I FROM ABOVE, IN CM**3^fCM**2.
SOR
	 - SUM OF OLD ROOTS IN A GIVEN CELL, IN GM/CELL.
SPOGLM - SUM OF TODAYS POTENTIAL CHANGE IN GLUME WT. (GIRAMS)
SPDGRN - SUM OF TODAYS POTENTIAL CHANGE IN GRAIN WT. (GRAMS)
SPDSTM - SUM 0  TODAYS POTENTIAL CHANGE IN STEM WT. (GAMS)
SPDQL - SUM. ;0F TOD_AYS POTENTIAL CHANGE IN LEAF WT. (G AMS)
SPDWRT - SUM OF TODAYS POTENTIAL CHANGE I`N ROOT SIT. (CRAMS)
SPICE - (I) NUMBER OF SPIKLETS ON STEM I
SPN	 - RUNNING TOTAL OF PN PRODUCED ( GRAMS




SRAO	 WEEKLY SUM OF SOLAR RADIATION, IN LANGLEY$.
SRAYG	 ACCUMULATED TEMP SINCE INTIATION OF LAST SECONDARY ROOT (C)
SRDAY
	 LAST SECONDARY ROOT INTIATED ON THIS DAY
SRPSIS - SUM OF RECIPROCAL SOIL WATER POTENTIALS, IN 1`i luARS.	 i
SRWP	 = SUM OF RECIPROCAL WATER POTENTIALS, IN I/BARS,	 1
STAR
	 - WEEKLY SUM OF DAILY MAXIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE,^^IN DEG F.
STAL
	 WEEKLY SUM OF DAIL? MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE, IN DEG F.
STARCH - RATIO OF STARCH TO TOTAL LEAF WEIGHT
STE4BG - NEXT STEM TO BEGIN JQINTING
STE4CN - AVERAGE NITROGEN CONCENTRATION IN STEMS
STE4J - NUMBER OF STEMS TO BEGIN JOINTING TODAY
STEMN
	
TOTAL STEM 4ITROGEN (GRAMS)
STE4ND - LAST STEM THAT HAS BEGUN JOINTING
STEIRI - STEM REQUIREMENT FOR VEGETATIVE GROWTH
STEMRS	 STEM RESERVES OF NITROGEN (GRAMS)
STEMW
	
(I) WEIGHT OF STEW I	 (GRAMS)
STEMWT - TOTAL WEIGHT OF ALL STEMS ON PLANT ( GRAMS )













STRESN - 'FRACTION OF NIGHT TIME DURING WHICH PLANT IS NOT UNDER
MOISTURE STRESS.
SUPF	 - SUM OF UPTAKE FACTORS OF THE CELLS,	 IN GM CM/DAY.
SUP403 - SUPPLY OP NITRATE TO PLANTS	 FROM SOIL„ IN MG/DAY.
S4I4G	 - DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE OF THE SOIL LAYER FOR THE DAY, I
S414GH - HALF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MAXIMUM. AND MINIMUM
TEMPERATURES.
5WI4GT - DIFFERENTIAL TEMPERATURE OF	 THE SOIL LAYER	 FOR THE DAY,
IN DEG C.




- MAXIMUM	 (HIGH)	 TEMPERATURE AT	 16-INCH DEPTH,	 IN DEG' F.
T16L	 - MINIMUM (LOW)	 TEMPERATURE AT 16 -INCH DEPTH`,	 IN DEG F.
T24	 - DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEMPERATU -RES AT 2 AND 4 INCHES.
T211
	 - MAXIMUM (HIGH)	 TEMPERATURE AT 2-INCH DEPTH, IN DEG F.
T2L	 - MINIMUM (LOW) TEMPERATURE AT 2-INCH DEPTHs IN
	
DEG	 F.
T48	 — DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TEMPERATURES AT 2 AND 4 INCHES,
T4H	 - MAXIMUM	 (HIGH)
	
TEMPERATURE AT 4 -INCH DEPTH,
	
IN DEG F.
T4L	 — MINIMUM	 (LOW) TEMPERATURE AT 4-INCH DEPTH,	 IN DEG 	 F.
Ta16 ARTI F ICIA L 	VARIABLE	 F,OR,U-SE_IN:fNTERPOLAT_AND	 EXTRAPOLATION.
T8H
	
- MAXIMUM	 (HIGH)	 TEMPERATURE AT S-INCH	 DEPTH— ,—P - IN  DEG	 F.
T8L	 - ,MINIMUM	 (LOW)	 TEMPERATURE AT B-INCH	 DEPTH,
	
IN	 DEG	 F. sC'
TAH
	
- AVERAGE DAILY MAXIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE FOR THE PREVIOUS
WEEK,	 IN	 DEG	 F.
TAH0	 - TAH LAGGED nY ONE WEEK.
TAHL2	 — TAH LAGGED SY	 TWO WEEKS. i
TAL	 — AVERAGE DAILY MINIMUM AIR TEMPERATURE FOR THE PREVIOUS 3
WEEK,	 IN	 DEG	 F. y
TALL1
	 -
TAL LAGGED BY ONE WEEK.
TALL,Z	 - TAL LAGGED BY TWO WEEKS:
TAVG	 - DAILY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE, IN DEG C.
TAV41
	
— AVERAGE TEMPERATURE MINUS I DEG, IN DEG C.
TBL	 — TIME BETWEEN	 LEAVES	 (DAYS)	 -
TBSR	 — TIME BETWEENSECONDARY ROOTS	 (DAYS)
TST	 - TIME BETWEEN TILLERS	 (DAYS)
TO	 - DR-Y	 BULB	 TEMPERATURE,	 IN	 DEG	 C.
TRAY	 - AVERAGE DAYTIME	 TEMPERATURE.
TOES	 - (1)	 X OF	 FLORETS DESSICATED ON STEM I DURING ANTHESIS
TH2O	 — TOTAL WATER	 IN THE PROFILE, MM.




THRESHOLD WEIGHT TO GIVE LENGTH OF ROOTS REACHING OPPOSITE
BOUNDARIES OF CELL FR OM WHICH GROWTH ORIGINATED,	 IN GMS.
TILLER' - FIRST TILLER` INITIAI`, ED ON THIS.DAY




















































MEAN TEMPERATURE OF THE SOIL LAYER FOR THE DAY, IN DEG C.
MEAN TEMPERATURE OF THE SOIL LAYER FOR THE DAY, IN DEG C.
MEAN TEMPERATURE Of THE SOIL LAYER FOR THE DAYo IN DEG C.
MINIMUM TEMPERATURE DURING THE DAY, IN DEG C.
AIR TEMPERATURE
TOTAL NITROGEN AS AMMONIUM IN THE PROFILE, IN MG N / SOIL SLAB.
TOTAL NITRATE IN THE,4ROFILE, MG N.
AVERAGE N2GHTIME TEMPERATURE.
TOTAL OF CONTENTS OF THE CELLS IN THE PROFILE.
TRANSPIRATION RATE, IN MM/DAY.
AVERAGE SOIL TEMPERATURE IN THE LAYER.
TEMPERATURE OF SOIL LAYER DURING DAYTIME
ARRAY OF MINIMUM SOIL TEMPERATURES FOR THE DAY, BY LAYER,
IN DEG C.	 (
ARRAY OF MAXIMUM -SOIL TEMPERATURES FOR THE DAY, BY LAYER,
IN DEG C.
TEMPERATURE OF SOIL LAYER DURING NTGHTIME.
TOTAL WATER SOAKING THROUGH BOTTOM OF PROFILE, MM.	 J
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE LAYER.OU.RLN,G .OAYT.LME * I.N_ZZG C,.
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE LAYER DUR'I'NG NIGHTTIME, IN DEG C.
AVERAGE TEMPERATURE OF THE LAYER OVER 24 HOURS, IN DEG C.
TITLE USED FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.
LINE 1 OF TITLE OF MAP.
LINE 1 OF TITLE OF MAP
LINE z OF TITLE OF MAP.
LINE 2 OF TITLE OF MAP
TITLE USED FOR GRAPHICAL OUTPUT.
WET BULB TEMPERATURE, IN DEG C.




TO APPORTION WATER UPT' 	 AMO NG^'^ ^	  
CELLS ,
UPTAKE OF NITRATE FROM THE CELL, IN MGN/SAY.
	 j
UPTAKE OF NO3 FROM CELL, MG N/DAY.
UPTAKE OF NO3 FROM IMAGE CELL, MGN/DAY.
	 !
UPTAKE OF WATER FROM THE CELL, IN CM**3/DAY.
TOTAL PLANT WEIGHT LESS GRAIN WEIGHT (GRAMS)
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT OF A CELL, IN CM**31CM**3.
VECTOR USED TO WRITE UNITS OF VOLUMETRIC WATER ;CONTENT.
	 }
VOLUMETRIC NITROGEN CONTENT AS AMMONIUM IN SOIL, IN
MG /CC SOIL.A
VOLUMETRIC NITROGEN CONTENT AS NITRATE, MG N/CC SOIL.
	
F
VECTOR OF BREAK POINTS FOR GRAPHICAL INTERPRETATION OF
VOLUMETRICdNITRATE CONTENT IN MG N PER CC SOIL.
	
sVECTOR USED TO WRITE UNITS OF VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT,
i
fc




VP	 - SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE	 FUNCTION OF.,AIR TEMPERATURE,
YIELDS MS.
r	 VPA	 - SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE AT WET BULB 'TEMPERATURE, 	 IN MS.
`	 VPO	 - SATURATION VAPOR PRESSURE AT DRY BULB TEMPERATURE, 	 IN MS.
W	 - WIDTH OF	 EACH	 SOIL	 CELL,	 IN	 Chi.
WATTSM - INCIDENT	 RADIATION	 IN WATTS/^O M.
i	 WNO	 - WINORUN' IN MILES PER 	 DAY	
/J
WSTRSD - REDUCTION FACTOR	 FORWATER STRESS	 DURING DAY. RATIO OF TIME
LEAF	 IS TURGID ENOUGH	 (ABOVE —7 BARS)	 FOR GROWTH TO DAYLENGTH
WSTRSN - REDUCTION FACTOR FOR H2O STRESS DURING THE NIGHT
WTAVG	 - AVERAGE TEMPERATURE	 FOR THE LAST 7 DAYS.
WTAVGF - AVERAGE TEMPERATURE FOR THE LAST 7 DAYS 	 IN FARENHEIT.
WTSSLF - WEIGHT TO BE SLOUGHED
JTF	 - FACTOR FOR CONVERTING LEAF WEIGHT TO AREA
WTSLFD - TOTAL ROOT WEIGHT SLOUGHED
XLEAFL - LENGTH OF LARGEST LEAF ON PLANT (CM)
XMAXLW - WRIGHT OF LARGEST LEAF ON PLANT 	 (GRAMS)
"-=	 XTRAC	 - EXTRA	 CARBOHYDRATE	 (GRAMS) r+
XTRAN
	 - EX I KAN`TRvGcn	 (GRAMS) i


















Appendix d. Typical. Output
77.
ORIGINAL PAQS IS
OF POOR QUAL ITY'
NUMBER OF SOIL LAYERS 5
LAYER	 MAX.DEPTH	 00	 THETA 0 BETA
40.	 CM	 CM	 BAR /DAY CC/CC
1	 2.250E+01 3.100E-02 1.680E-01 4.012E+01
2	 5.250E+01'2.010E-01	 2.580E-01 4.319E+011
3	 9.010E+01 1.750E-01	 1.620E-01 3.283E+01
4	 1.501E+02 1.990E-01	 1.400E-01 2.937E+01
5	 2.001E+02 1.830E-01	 1.040E-01 2.793E+01
INITIAL VH2O AT BOTTOM BOUNDARY = 4.100E+01
SOIL	 ID. NORFOLK S L	 NO.Of CURVES'7
' 4O.0F DATA POINTS	 6	 GRAVIMETRIC WATER CONTENT 0,05









NO.OF DATA 9POINTS	 6
3. 
GRAVIMETRIC WATER CONTENT 0.07
BUL4 DENSITY	 SOIL STRENGTH







t '`• NO.OF	 DATA POINTS	 6	 SRAVIMETRIC WATER CONTENT 0.09
a( BULK DENSITY	 SOIL STRENGTH
`
cM^rc	 rc./cM?





{ 1.70	 30.40 i
t 1.90	 52.60 o
HO.OF DATA POINTS 	 6	 GRAVIMETRIC WATER CONTENT 0.11











NO.Of DATA POINTS	 6	 GRAVIMETRIC WATER CONTENT 0.13





















NO.OF	 DATA POINTS	 6.	 GRAVIMETRIC .WATER CONTENT 0.30










r t FERTILIZER	 SUOROUTIN .E 	 CALL ED 	 g e^ gpp #I!H{f1< gp NNN>r^{
VNO3C(1,1)	 =	 0.0898










JULIAN DAY *263 IDAYm	 1
0 4 PS TAND PxSN PTSRED	 RESCF PPI.ANT RESP
0.100E-01 0.696E+02 0..100E+01 0.900E+01
	
0.100E+01 0.147E-05 +0.0006+q0,
LEAFWT STEMUT GLUMWT GRANWT	 ROOTWT SPN
0.100E+03 0.294E"04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00	 0,,187E+00 0.100E-01
A SPO'VL SPDSTM SPOGLM SPOGRN
	 SPOWRT CSTRSV CSTRSF	 h
6.102E-02 0.500E-04 O.O00E+00 0.0006+00	 0.159E-01 0.588E+00 0.100E+01!(
4ESC RESN REGN NPOOL	 NSTRES NV NF
0.000E+00 0.118E-01 0.300E-03 0.118E-01
	 0.900E+or 0.100E+01 0.100E+01
SLEAFN STEMN ^LUMN GRANN
	 LEAFCN SUPNO3
0.298E-a1 0.883E-06 0.000E+Oo O.000E+0o	 0.298E-01 0.133E-07
i. SPIKE(l) FLORET(I) LEAFM JOINT(l)	 BOOM) HEADW ANTHESCI)
0 0 f , 1 999	 999 999 999
SECOND ACCOEG PSIAVG DIFREN
	
TILLER
s 0 5.43	 -0.30166E*	 999
	
999
DAYLNG LAI XLEAFL INT	 TAV'i
0.123E+02 0.296E-02 0.306E+03 0.261E-05	 0,543E+01
RCH2O STRSD_i STRSN, WSTRSD	 EP ES__
3.937E" 02 "d. 10UE+d' - -0_`_i'o[_SE n 0 .1:x3"cyai	 `.6156 C 143E 01"" n
Ly
a
VOLUMETRIC NITRATE * COMTENT OF SOIL	 JULIAN DAY 263
E
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - MG/N PER 4M **3 LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 <=	 0.0000
a0000 < 0 <	 0.0100
2 * + * + * + 0.0100 < 1	 <n 	 ^^.0200
4 0 0 0 0 G 0 0.0200 < 2 <=	 0.0300
5 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0300 < 3 <=	 0.0400
7 'a 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 o 0.04o0 < 4 <a	 0.0500
9 0 0 a 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0500 < 5 <=	 0.0600
	 V
11 a 0 0 a 0 a
' 12 C 0 0 0 0 0 0.0600 < 6 <'	 0.0700
f 13
14 0.0700 < 7 <a	 0.0800
15
` 16 0.0800 < 8 <a	 0.090017 _ ^
18 0.0900 < 9 <x	 a.1000
r 19rr. 20 a.-1000






V TL TME T ENO WATER CONTE
NT OF SOIL JULI AN DAY 263
UNITS • CN**31CM*# 3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4$ 6 <.+° 040000
O:QQDO < 0 < n O.Q500
asasar
2 $ e 8 8 8 8 f 0.0500 1	 11 < n ---0.1000 
j 3 9 9 9 9 9 9
4 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.1000 < 2 <4 0.1500
5 9 9 9 9 9 9
6 9 9 9 9 9 9 0..1$00 < 3 'c o 0.20007 999999
9 9 9 9 9 9 0.2000 < 4 <. 0.2500
.	 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
10 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.2500 e 5 <. 0.3000
11 9 9 9 9 9 9
12 9 9 9 9-9 9 0.3000 < 6 ;w 04,350013 9 9 9 9 9 9
14 9 9 9 9 9 9	 » 0.3500 7 c n 4000,_.0,4, 'l_ff , .99.4 ,x,_9 -9_---.-- ».,._,.: ^_..._ >.	 .,	 .	 .,.,.«	 .<....
1 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.4000 < 8 <n 0.450017 9 9 9 9 9 9
18 9 99 9 ,9 9 0.4500 < 9 < n 0.500019 999999
20 9 9 9 9 7 9 0.5000 <
TOTAL n 	 255.6189 MM WATER
ROOTS IN EACH CELL. TOTAL JULIAN OAT 263"
AT THE ENO OF R UTGRO
UNITS - OZCM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6 < n 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 in 0.0001
1 6 2 0 .
2 3 1 1 0.00g1 < 1 <4 0.0005
3 2 q
4 0 0.0aas < 2 4= 0.0050
_ s.
6 0.0050 < 3 <n 0.0100P 7
E 0,0100 < 4 <n 0.0150
R10 0.0150 < 5 <+ 0.0200
11
_
' 12 0.0200 < 6 Ix 0.0250
^r 13 '^.
14 0.0230 < 7 <n 0.0300
Is
16 0.0300 < 8 < 8 0.03507
19 0,0350 < 9 < n 0.0400
19
20 0.0400 <
j TOTAL n 	 0.0347 4M. DRY WEIGHT
PSIS FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN JULIAN DAY 263
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - CM**31CM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6 <: -15.Oi70d e
-15.0000 < 0 < n -10.0000
1 7 7 7 7 7 7
2 7 7'7 7 7 7	 -10.0000 < 1 0 -6.0000
3 7 7 7 7 7 7
4 7 7 7 7 7 7 -6,0000 < 2 <4 -3+0000
6 7 7 7 7 7 7 -3.0000 < 3 <n -1.3000
7 7 7 7 7 7 7
8 7 7 7'7 7 7 -1.5000 < 4 <= -1.0000
€ 9 7 7 7 7 7 7 -
10 7 7 7 7 7 7 -1.0000 < 5 <= -0.600011 777777
12 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.6000 < 6 <_ -0.4000
13 777 777
14 7 7 7 7 7 -0.4000 < 7 < n -0.2000
15 7 7 7 7 7 7
16 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.2000 < 8 <- -0.1000
17 7 7 7 7 7 7
18 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.1000 < 9 < n O.000O
19 7 7 7 7 7 7 L20 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.0000 <
TOTAL	 285.6189 MM JATER
145
1 Is




ROOTS IN EACH CELLr TOTAL, 	 JULIAN OAT 248
AT THE END Of RUT440
UNITS	 G/CM*+3 SOIL
	 LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 0	 t.	 0,00000.0000 < 0 <n 	 0.0001
	
1	 5200
2 9 4 2 1 0 0
	 0.0001 4 1 0 0.00053 32100
	




6	 1 0 0
	
0.0030 < 3 co	 0.0100
7 0 0
	
3	 0	 0.0100 < 4 <.	 0.01509
	
10	 0.0150 < 5 < n 	 0.0200
11
	
12	 0.0200 4 6 <8	 0.0230
13
14	 0.0250 4 7'4r	 0.0300
15
17	
0.0100 t„t 8 00.0330
	
18	 0.0350 S 9 4+ 0.0400
19
20	 0.0400 < •
TOTAL '•	 0.0801.-_.GM. DRY WEIGHT
PSIS FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN
	
JULIAN DAY 288
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
aUNITS - CM • *3/CM*±3 SOIL
	 LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6'	 < n •154000
	 i15.0000 < 0 <• •10.0000	 1
	
1	 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 6 7 7 7 7 6	 ----
	
3	 5 6 6 6 6 5
4	 6 6 6 6 6 6	 6.0000 a 2 <• •3.0000
5 6 7 7 7 7 6
	
6	 7 7 7 7 7 7
	 -3.0000 < 3 <n -1.5000
7 7 77 7 7 7
	
8	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -1.5000 < 4 <r -1.0000	 L
9 7 7 7 7 7 7
	
10	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 X1.0000 < 5 <n -0.6000
	
11	 7 7 7 7 7 7
	
12	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 0.6000 < 6 <r -0.4000
	13	 7777747
14	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -0.4000 < 7 <. n 	 0.2000
	
15	 7 7 7 7 7 7
	
16	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -0.2000 < 8 < 11 -0.1000
17 7 7 7 7 7 7
	
18	 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -0.1000 < 9 <•	 0.0000




TOTAL •	 277.9714 AIM WATER
	
JULIAN DAY n 75	 IDAY n 50
PN	 PSTANO	 PTSN	 PTSREO	 RESCF	 PPLANT	 RESP





0.145E+01 0.503E-02 0„O00E+00 O.00OE+OO 0.93SE000 0.192E+01SPDWL
	
SPOSSTM	 SPOGL.N	 SPOGRN	 SPOYPT	 CSTRSV	 CSTRSF3.980E-02 0.134E -03





REQN	 NPOOL	 NSTRES	 NV	 NF






0.324E-01 0.131E -03 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 1.225E-01 0.461E-03







0'	 '0	 6	 999	 999	 999	 9990	 0	 S	 999	 999	 999	 999




10	 436,.46	 -0.17863E+01	 31	 8OAYLNG	 LAI
	 XLEAFL
	 INr	 TAVG
0.119E+02 U.224e+01 0.320E+03 0,.4584E+00 0,418E+01
RCN20	 STRSO	 STRSN	 WSTRSO	 EP	 ES






OF P004 GIJALITY -,
JULIAN DAY0286 IOAY; 25 ,.
PN WAND _ PTSN PTSRED RESCF PPLANT RESP
0.716E-01 o 7_T1E+02 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.974E+00 0.105E+00 O.00OE+00
LEAFWT POWT GLUMWT GRANWT ROOTWT SPN
0.111E+01 0.133E-02 0.0011E+W0 0.0006+00 0.464E+00 0.622E+00
SPOWL SPOSTM SPDGLM SPOGRN SPOWRT CSTRSV CSTRSF
0.13SE-01 0,150E-03 3'400E+00 O.000E+00 0.209E-01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01
RESC RESN REQN NPOOL NSTRES NV NF
9.151E+00 0.129E- 01, 0.104E-02 0.1366-01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01,>
SLEAFN STEMN GLUMN	 - GRANN .,LEAFCN SUONO3
0.276E-01 0.374E-04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.252E-01 0.`708E-03
SPIXE(I) FLORET(I) LEAF(I) JOINf(I) BOOT(I) HEAD(l) ANTHES(t)
0 0 4, 999 999 999 991
0 0 2 999 999 999 999	 -
0 0 2 999 999 `999 999	 t`"
,. SECOND ACCOEG' PS'IAVG' DIFREN TILLER
7 273.14 -0.41528E+00 999 8
DAYLNG LAI XLEAFL INT TAVG
0.112E+02 0.541E+00 0.3i5E+03 0.17.,3E+00 0.897E+01
°
`
RCH2O STRSO STRSN ,WSTRSO EP ES
0.209E-01 O.iQ0E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.5236+00 0.368E+00
61^
y	
VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT OF SOIL JULIAN DkY:288
;; AT THE END OF MAIN
UNITS - MGIN PER CM**3 LEGEND
1	 2	 3'	 4. 5 6 <	 0.,0000
0.0000 < 0 < n 	 0.0100
1	 78'8	 8 8 7
2	 #	 # *	 er # # 0.0100 < 1	 <a	 0.0200
I !	 3	 7'77777
>	 (	 4	 : T 3 10__: a	 O.OynO < 2 : 4T	 0,01000
` 5 1	 1	 1 fi 1	 1 ^^ 'fl	 ^^
6 0 0 0; 0 0 '0 0.0300 < 3 <= 0.0400
7 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0400 < 4 <= 0.0500
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 ,\
i\ 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0500 <^ 5 <a 0.`1600
12 0 0 0 0 0	 0 '` 0.0600 < 6°°tm 0.0700
' 13 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0700 < 7 <a 0.0800
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.09DO r^^1 16 0 0=1 0' 0	 0:. 0.0800 < 8 <=
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,18 0 0 0 OA 0.0900 < 9 <a 0.1000
19 000000
20 000000 0.1000 <*
TOTAL = 95.2948 MG N
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT OF SOIL JULIAN DAY 288
AT THE END OF MAIN
UNIT-S	 - CM**3PCM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 1 <s 0.d000
0.0000 < ' 0	 <a 0.0500
1 4 4 4 4 4 4
2 7 8 8 8 8 7 0.0500 < 1	 <_ 0.1000
3 9 99 99 9'k 4 9 9 9 9 9 4 O.i000 < 2 <= 0.1500
5 999999
6 9 9 9 9 9 0.1500 < 3 <= 0.2000
7 9 9 9 9 98 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.2000 <'	 4;, <. a 0.2500
9 9 9 9 9 9
10 1 9 9 9
9
9 9 0,2500 < 5 <= 0.3000
11 9999:
12 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.3000 < 6 <a 0.3500
•	 13 944999 i`	 '{^ Vl/
14 9 9 9 9 9 9 f'.3500 < 7 <= 0.4004	 :7
15 999999 ?'
16 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.4000 <.;8 4= 0.4500
17 9 9 9 9 9 9
,• 18 9 9 9 9? 9 0.4500 < 9 <* 0.5000
'. 19 999 999 -	 1
l 20 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.5000 <* I
4 TOTAL
_
277.9714 MM WATER	 147
c




^^^ ^ ^	 ^ VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT OF SOIL




lalOF POOR QUAWY tUNITS	 MG/H PER CM w • 3 LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6	 t= 0.0000
O.Oa00 <	 <i0 O.a1a0
1 1	 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 3 3 3 3 2	 0.0100'. < t t n 0.02Q0
3 3 3 3 3 3 3
4 3 3 3 3 3 3	 0.0200 < 2 <i 0.0300
5 233332
6 2 2 2 2 2 2	 0.03aa < 3 < n 0,11400
7 1	 1	 2	 2	 1	 1
8 1	 1 1
	
1 1 1	 0.0400 < 4 t n 0.0500
9 1	 1	 1	 1	 1	 1
10 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0500 < 5 <a 0.0600
11 0 a a a 0 a
12 0 a 0 a 0 0	 0.0600 < 6 <= 0.0700
13 0 0 9 0 a 9
' 14 0 a 0 0 0 0	 0.0700 < 7 <s 0.0800
- 15 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0800 < 8 <0 040900
17 O O O O O D	 `" '-
18 ' 0 11 0 0 0 0	 0.0900 < 9 ti q.1000 `
19 a 0 a R 0 0,
20 000000	 0.1000 <*
TOTAL a	 75.4926	 MG N
" VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT Of SOIL W LIAN DAP	 75
AT THE END Of MAIN
F
UNITS - CM• +3l CM•+3 SOIL
1 2 3 4 5 .6	 < n
LEGEND
0.0000
` 0.0000 < 0 <= 04500 -
1 3 3 3 3 3 3.
2 5 5 5 5 ,5 5'	 0.0500 t 1'<a 0.1000
a3 6 6 7 7 6 6
4 6 7 7 7 7 6	 (!.1000
	 < 2 't i. 0.15009 777777
6 6 6 7 7 6 6	 0.ta0 < 3 <_ 0.20aa
7 7 7 7^7 7 7
8
9
7 8 8 i1 8' 7	 0.2000	 4 <a
•8	 8 8	 8 ,E 8
8 8 9 9 8 8	 0.2500	 s <n
0.2500
10 003000
11 9 9 9 9 9 9
' 12 9 9 9 . 9 9 9
	
1103000 < 6 <n 0.3500
13 9 9 9 9 9 9
14 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.3500 < 7 <= 0+.4000
15 9 9 9 9 9 9
16 9 9 9 9 9 9	 x.4000 < 8 <= 0.4500:,17 9 9 9 9 9 9
13 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.4500 < 9 is 0.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9 9
20 9 9 9 9 9 9
	 0.5000 < ►
e.
TOTAL =	 249.6794	 MM WATER
ROOTS IN EACH CELL, TOTAL JULIAN DAY	 75
AT THE END Of RUTGRp
UNITS - G/CM+•3 SOIL LEGEND
' 1 2 3 4 5 6	 <= 0.0000
0.0000 < a <= 0..aaa1
1 4 2 0 0
2 9 7 4 2 1 0
	
0.0001 < 1 <s 0.0005: tl
3 4 3 2 2 1 0
4 4 3 2 2 0 0	 V0.0005 < 2 0.0050
5 3 2 2 1 0 0
6 2 2 2 1 a	 Q.aQ5O < 3 <2 0.010a
7 2 2 1 0 D
8 2 1 1 0	 0.0100-< 4 <i 0.01.509 1 1 0 0 #,
10 1 0_a	 04150 < S <= 0.0200 1
ro 11 a 0 E12 0	 s1,.0200 < 6 <s, 0.025013
16 0'.0300 < 8 <* 0.035017
19 0.0350° < 9 0.0400
20 a.0400 < . se
TOTAL =	 0.1732	 GM. DRY WEIGHT
148 !
ORIGINAL PAGE IS",
OF Pooh Q' 1AuTy
PSIS	 FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN JULIAN DAY 75
AT THE ENO OF )LAIN
UNITS - CM**3/CM * • 3 SOIL LEGEND
1 1	 2 3 4 5 6 c= -15.0000
-15.0000 < O' <v -10.0000 ^^^
1 0 0 1	 1 0 0
2 2 3 3 3 3 2 -10.0000 < 1 <*	 -6.0000 ^)
3 2 2 3 3 2 2
4 2 3 3 3 3 2 •6.0000 < 2 <*	 -3.0000
1 5 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 3 4 4 4 4 3 -3.0000 < 3 <r	 -1.5000
7 4 4 5 5 4'4
8 5 5 5 5 5 5 -1.5000 < 4 <s	 -1.0000 i
9 5 6 6 6 6 5
10 6 6 6 6' 6 6 *1.0000 < 5 <8	 -0.6000
'11 777777
12 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.6000 < 6 <=	 -0.4000
13 7 7 7 7 7 7 v ".
14 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.4000 i 7 <=	 -0.2000
15 7 7 7 7 7 7
16 7 7 7 7 7	 '7` -0.2000 < 8 <w	 -0.1000 ti
17 7 7 7 7 7 7
18 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.1000 < 9 <4	 0.0000
19 7 7 7 7 7 7
20 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.0000 <•
° TOTAL = 248.6794 MM WATER
JULIAN DAY =120 IDAYw 75 --
PN PSTANO PTSN PTSRED	 RESCF ('PLANT RESP
.378E-01 0.962E+02 O.10QEt01 0.507E+00	 0.178E+00 6 4654E-01 (3.000E'!^90 !	 ,
LEAFWT STEMWT GLU144T GRANWT	 ROOTWT SP4}
0.179E+01 0.798E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00	 0.147E+01 0.303E+01
tSPOUL SPDSTM SPDGLM SPOGRN	 SPOWRT CSTRSV CSTRSF
'f C.522E-012 0.126E-03 0.'000E+OU O.000Eti00	 0.270E-01 0.100Ed01 0.100E+01
` RESC RESN REGN -NPOOL	 NSTRES NV NF
3.681E+00 0.194E-01 0.970E-03 ,0.200E-01	 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01
SLEAFN STEMN GLUMN ',!GRANN	 LEAFCN SUPNO3 EE 0.347E-!01 0.179E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00	 0.194E-01 0.594E-03
i SPIKE ( I) FLORET ( I) LEAF ( I) JOINT(I)	 DOOT ( I) HEAOM ANTHES(I)
- 0 0 6 999	 999 999 999
0 0 6 999	 999 999 999
F.^ 0 0 6 999	 999 999 999
,. SECOND ACCDEG PSIAVG DIFREN	 TILLER;
10 638.13	 -0.23342E+01 31	 8
DAYLNG LAI XLEAFL INT	 TAVG
0.134E+02 0.390E+01 0.320E+03 0.788E+00	 0.472E+01
RCH2O STRSD STRSN WSTRSD	 EP ES
0.270E-01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.739E+00	 0.199E+01 0.390E+00
j
VOLUMETRIC NYTRATE CONTENT OF 'SOIL	 JULIAN DAY 120
AT THE END OF MAIN x _.
UNITS - MG/N PER CM +*3 LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 <=	 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 <=	 0.0100 a
1 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 2 2 2 2 2: 0.0100 < 1 <=	 0.0200
w
3 2 2 2 2 2 2





2 2 2 2
1	 1	 2	 2
2 2
1	 1 0.0300 < 3 <s	 0.0400
,j 7 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1
8 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1 0.0400 < 4 h	 0.0500
' 9 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1
10 0 1 1	 1 1 0 0.0500 < 5 <:	 0.0600 7!
,. 11 .	 0 0 0 0 0 0 s-
t 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0600 < 6 <=	 0.0700
13 47:000 0.0 irt 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0700 < 7 <=	 0.0800 tl
i5 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 'v 0 0 0 0 Q 0.0800 < 4 <=	 0.0900 j1	 `.
f 17 000000
( 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0900 < 9	 <=	 0.1000'
19 ' 017.'
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1000 <•




ORIGINAL PAGE I ..	 -WATER	 CONTENT OC
	
50Il. JULIAN DA.Y	 120
OF POOR QUALITY AT  THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - CM**3/CM ► *3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6	 < n 0.0 0 0 0
0.0000 < 0 <x 0.0500
1 4 4 5 5 4 4
2 4 4 5 5 4 4	 0.0500 < 1	 In 0.1000
3 6 6 6 6 6 6
4 6 6 6 6 6 6	 0.1000 t 2 <a 0.1;500
5 6 6 7 7 6 6 I
6 5 5"6
	
6	 5	 5	 '0.1500	 < 3	 <00 0.2000
7 6 6 6 6 6 6
` 8 6 6 7 '7 6 6	 0.2000 < 4 <a 0.2500+
-	 9 7 7 7 7 7 T
10 7 7 8 8	 7 7	 a4,L:0a < 5 < n 0.3000
11 8 8 8	 8	 8 .8
12 8 8 A 8 8 B	 °0.3000 < 6 <= 0.3500
13 9 9 9 9 9 9
14 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0,3500 < 7 <a 0.4000 a
15 9 9 9 9 9 9
0.4000„< 8 <= 0.4500
17 9 9 9 9 9 9
18 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.4500 < 9 < n 0.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9 9
20 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.5000 <_
TOTAL •	 235.7825	 MM WATER
`ROOTS IN EACH CELL, TOTAL JULIAN DAY 129
At THE END OF RUTGRO
UNITS - G/CM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6
	 <a 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 < n 0.0001
1 4 2 1	 0 0
2 9 7 5 3 2 0	 0.0001 < 1	 <a 0.0005
3 5 4 3 2 1 0
4 4 4 3 2 1' 0	 0.0005 < 2 <n 0.0650
5 4 3 3 2 1 0
6 3 3 3 2 1 0	 0.0050 < 3 <a 0.010(1
7 3 3 2 2 4 0
9 2 2 2 2 0 0	 0.0100 < 4 <= 0.0150
9 2 2 2 1 0 0
10 2 2 2 1	 0	 0.0150 < 5 <8 0.0200
11 2 1 1 0 0
12 1 1 0 0	 x.0200 < 6 <w 0.0250
13 1 0 0
14 0 0
	 0.0250 < 7 <a 0.0300
P 15 0
i 16 0.0300 < 8' <= 0.0350
17L 18 0.0350 < 9 < a ,; 0:0400
19b 20 0.0400 <
TOTAL *	 0.2721	 GM. DAY WEIGHT t.
PSIS FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN JULIAN DAY 120
AT THE END OF MAIN ;J
UNITS - C14**3/C,4* *3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6	 <a •15.0000
-15.0000 < 0 <a •10.0000
1 1 2 3 3 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2	 •10.0000 < 1 <= -6.0000
. 3 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 2 2 2 2 2	 -6.0000 < 2 <_ -3.0000
5 2 2 3 3 2 2
-
a L 2- 3 3. 3 3	 2.	 -3.0000	 < 3 <a . -1.5000
7 3 3 3 3 3 3
8 3 3 4 4 3 3'	 •1.5000 < 4 <= -1.00009 4 4 4 4 4 4
c
10 5' 5 5 5 5 5	 -1.0000 < 5 f<- -0.6000
e 11 5 6 6 6 6 5
12 6 6 6 6 6 6	 -0.6000 < 6 <* -0.4000,_
c 13 777777
14 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -0.4000 < 7 <= -0.2000
'. 15 7 7 7 7 7 7
16 7 7 7 7 7 7	 ^0.2000 < 8 <a -0.1000
r 17 7 7 7 7 7 7
? 18 7 7 7 7 7 7	 -0.1000 < 9 < n 0.0000
f,. 19 777777
20 7 7 7 7 7 7	 0.0000 <.







OF POOR. Q1 1Ai ITY
JULIAN DAY s 149	 IOAY=100
PR
	





0.238E-01 0.562E+02 0.100E+01 0.86CE+00 0.198E+00 0.639E-01 0.291E-01
LEAFWT	 STS;MWT	 GLUMWT	 GRANWT	 ROOTWT	 SP"














0.721E+00 0.255E-01 0.10SE-02 0.256E-01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01
SLEAFN	 ST,MH
	
GLUMN	 GRANN	 LEAFCN	 SUPNO3
0.349E-01 015E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.185E-01 0.741E-04
SPIKE ( I)	 FLORET ( I)	 LEAF(I)	 JOINT(I)	 BOOT(I)	 HEAO ( I)	 ANTHES(I)
0	 0	 6	 87	 999	 999	 999
0	 0	 6	 87	 999	 999	 999
0	 0	 6	 88	 999	 999	 999
SECOND	 ACGOEG	 PSIAVG	 OIFREN	 TILLER




0.147E+02 0,436E+01 0.320E+03 0.825E+00 0.162E+02
RCH2O	 STRSD	 STRSN	 WSTRSO	 EP	 ES
0.306E-01 0.100E+01 0.100E+01 0.630E+00 0.233E+00 0.330E+00
VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT OF SOIL	 JULIAN DAY 149
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - MG/N PER CM*+3
	 LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6	 < n 	 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 < n 	 0.0100
	
^-	 2	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0100 < 1 <m	 0.0200
3	 2 2 2 2 2 2'.,
	
_	 4	 2 2 2 2 2 2	 0.0200 < 2 <a	 0.0300
5	 2 2 2 2 2 2
h	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0300 < 3 <=	 0.0400'<
7	 1 1 1 1 1 1
8	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0400 < 4 <s	 0.0500
9	 1 1 1 1 1 1
10	 1 1 1 '1 1 1	 0.0500 < .5 <*	 0.0600
	
f,	 11	 000000
12	 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0600 < 6 < n 	 0.0700
13	 0 0 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0	 04700 < 7 <n 0.0800
15 0 0 0 0 0 0
16	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
0.0800 < 8 <=	 0.0900
17	 0 0 0 0 0 0
18	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
0.0900 < 9 <%	 0.1000
19	 0 0 0 0 0 0
20	 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.1000 <•
TOTAL n 	 63.5477 MG N
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT OF SOIL
	
JULIANti 149
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - CM • *3/CM**3 SOIL	 LEGEND




0.0000 < d < a	 0.0500
1	 7 7 8 8 7?
2	 6 6 7 7 6 6	 0.0500 < 1	 0.1000
3	 7'88887
S	 7 7 7 7 7 '7	 0.1000 <,Z	 0.1500
5 6 6 7 7 6 6
6	 5 5 6 6 5 5	 0.1500 < 3 < n 	 0.2000
7 6 6 6 6 6 6	 J
6666	 0	 #4<=	 0 5000	 8 0.2 00
9
6 6
7 7 7 7 7 7
.2
10 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.2500 <.5 <m 0.3000
11 8 8 8 8 8 8
12 8 8 8 8 88 0.3000 < 6 <n 0.3500
13 8 8 8 8 8 8
14 9 9'9 9 9 9 0.3500 < 7_< n 0.4000
19 9 9 9 9 9: 9
16 9 9 9 9 9 9, 0.400Q1< 8 <= 0.4500
_.	 17 9'99999
18 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.4500 < 9 <z C.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9 9
20 9 9 9 9 9 9 0.5000 <







CAF Pp()R QUALITY ROOTS	 IN EACH CELL, TOTAL	 SULIAN ,DAY 149
AT THE END OF RUTGRO
UNITS - G/CM**3 SOIL LEGEN(A
1 2 3 4 5 6 < n 	 0.0000
0.0000 < 0	 0.0001
1 4 2 1 0 0
2 9 7 5 3 2 1 0.0001 < 1 <a	 0.0005
3 5 4 4 3 2 1
4 4 4 4 3 2 0 0.0005	 < 2 <a`>	 0.0050
5 4 4 3 2 1 0
6 4 4 3 2 2 0 0.0050 < 3 ea	 0.0100
7 3 3 3 2 1 0
8 3 3 3 2 1 0 0.0100 < 4 <*	 0.0150
9 3 3 2 2 1 0
10 2 2 2 2 1 0 0.0110 < 5 <a	 0.0200
11 =2 2 2 2 1	 0
12 2 2 2 1 0 0 0.0200 < 6 <a	 0.0250 p
13 2 2 1	 1	 0 0 @f
14 2 1 1	 0 7 0.0250 < 7 <a	 0.0300
15 1	 1	 0 0
16 0 0 0 0.0300 < 8 <is	 0.0350
17 0 0
18 0 0.0350 < 9 <*	 0.040019
20 0.0400 < r
TOTAL _	 0.3843 GM. ORS' HEIGHT
PSIS FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN	 JULIAN DAY 149
AT THE ENO OF MAIN w,
UNITS - Cn**3/CM+#3 SOIL	 LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 b <a -15.0000
-15.0000 < 0 <n -10.0000 1
^.
1 5 6 7 7 6 5
2 5 5 S 5 5 S -10.0060 < 1 n 	-6.0000
3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 2 3;:4 4 3 2 -6.0000 < 2 <a	 -3.0000
` 5 2 2 3 3 2 2
6 2 3 3 3 3 2 -3.000G < 3 <a' -1.5000
7 3 3 3 3 3 3
8 3 3 3 3 3 3 -1.5000 < 4 <0	 -1.0000
9 4 4 4 4 4 4 o
10 5 5 5 5 5 5 -1.0000 < 5 < n 	 -0.6000
11 5	 5 5 5 5 5
12 6 6 6 6 6 6 -0.6000 < 6 <a	 -0.4000
13 6 6 6 6 6 6
14 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.4000 < 7 <a	 -0.2000
15 1 7 7 7 7 7
16 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.2000 < 8 <a	 -0.1000
17 7 7 7 7 7 7
19 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.1000 < 9 <"	 0.0000i
t 19 7 7 7 7 7 720 777777 0.0000<*
TOTAL n 	 244.5427 MM 'WATER
JULIAN	 DAY n174	 IDAYa125
PN	 PSTAND" PTSN	 PTSRED	 RESCF PPLANT RESP
0.241E-01	 G.637E+02 0.100E+01	 0.979E+00	 0.194E+00 0.809E-01 0.455E -01
LEAFWT	 STEMWT GLUMWT	 GRANWT	 ROOTWT SPN z	
'0.188E+01	 0.346E+00 0.425E-02	 O.00GE+00	 0.279E+01 0.516E+01
SPOWL
	
SPOSTM SPOGLM	 SPOGRN	 SPDWRT CSTRSV CSTRSF }
0.000E+00
	
0.167E=01 0.805E-03	 0.000E+AO	 0.373E-01 0.100E+01 0.1.00E+01 d
f RESC	 RESN REON	 NPOOL	 NSTRES NV NF
9.799E+00	 0.311E-01 0.165E-02	 0.313E-01	 0.100E+01 0..100E+01 0.100E+01
SLEAFK•-	 STERN GLUMN	 GRANN	 LEAFCN SUPNO3
' 0.318E-01	 0.94`2E-02 0.125E-03	 0.000E+00	 0.169E-01 0.208E-03
SPIKE M
	
FLORET(I) LEAF(I)	 JOINT(l) 	 80OT(I) HEAO(I) ANTHES M
19	 0 6	 87	 114 130 994 J/
19	 0 6	 87	 114 120 999
' 19	 0 6	 88	 115 121 999
SECOND
	
ACCOEG PSIAVG	 OIFREN	 TILLER
14	 1290.87	 -0.10578E+01	 31	 8t DAYLNG	 LAI XLEAFL	 INT	 TAVC
0.1$0E+02	 0.436E+01 0.320E+03.	0.825E+00	 0.171E+02
r
RCH2O	 STRSD STRSN	 WSTRSO	 EP E5






VOLUMETRIC NITRATE (,CONTENT O F SOIL	 JULIAN GAY 174
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - MG/N PER CM**3	 LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6	 < n 	 0.0000
0.0000 <-0 <a	 0.0100
	
1	 1 1 1 1 I'll
	2 	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0100 < 1 <m	 0.0200
	
3	 1 2 1 1 2 1
	
4	 2 2 2 2 2 2	 0.0200 < 2 <a	 0.0300
	
5	 2 2 2 2 2 2
	
6	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0300 < 3 <a	 0.0400
	
7	 1 1 1 1 1 1
	
8	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0400 < 4 <a	 0.0500
	
10	 1 1 1 1 1 1	 0.0500 < 5 <a	 0.0600
	
11	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
12	 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0600 < 6 <a	 0.0700
	
13	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	14 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
0.0700 < 7 <a	 0.0800
	
15,	 000000
	16 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
0.0800 < 8 <2	 0.0900
	
17	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
18	 0 0 0 0 0 0	 0.0900 < 9 < a 	0.1000
	
19	 0 0 0 0 0 0
	
20	 0 • ' 0 0 0 0 0	 0.1000 <
TOTAL a	 58.6074 MG N
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT Of SOIL 	 JULIAN DAY 174




1 2 3 4 5 6	 <a	 0.0009




1	 8 8 8 8 8 8
	
2	 6 7 7 7 7 6	 0.0500 < 1 <a	 0.1000
	
3	 8 8 8 8 8 8
	
4	 8 8 9 8 8 8	 0.1000 < 2 <.	 0.1500
	
5	 8 8 8 8 8 8
	
6	 5 6 6 6 6 5	 0.1500 < „3 <a	 0.2000
	
7	 5 6 6 6 6 5
	9 	 6 6 6 6 6 6	 0.2000 < 4 <*	 0.2500
	
9	 6 6 6 6 6 6
	
10	 7 7 7 7 7 7
	
0.2500 < 5 < n 	 0.3000
	
11	 777777
	12	 7 7 8 8 7 7
	
0.3000 < 6 <a	 0.3500
	
13	 8 8 8 8 8 8
	 4	 8 8 8 8 8 8	 0.3500 < 7 <a	 0.4000
15_ 889988
	ldJJ 9 9 9 9 9 9
	
0.4000 < 8 <a	 0.4500
	
17	 9 9 9 9 9 9
	
19	 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.4500 < 9	 0.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9 9
	20	 9 9 9 9 9 9	 0.5000 <
TOTAL n 	 242.4756 MM WATER
ROOTS IN EACH CELL, TOTAL	 JULIAN DAY 174




1 2 3`4 5 6	 <s	 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 <a 0.0001
	
1	 5 2 1 1 0	 ,
	
2	 9 8 +3 3 2 1
	
0.0001 < 1 <=	 0.0005
	
3	 5 5 4 3 2 1
	4, 5 5 5 4 2 2
	
0.0005 < 2 <2	 0.0050
	
5	 4 4 4 3 2 2
	
6	 4 4 4 3 2 1
	
0.0050 < 3 <a	 0.0100
7 3 4 4 2 2 1
	
8	 3 4 4 2 2 1
	
0.0100 < 4 <a	 0.0150
	
9	 3 3 3 2 2 1
	
10	 3 3 3 2 2 1	 0.0150 < 5 <a	 0.0200
	
11	 333 2.21
	12	 2 2 2 2 1 0
	
0.0200 < 6 <a	 0.0250
	
13	 2 2 2 2 1 0
	 4	 2 2 2 2 1 0
	
0.0250 < 7 <s	 0. 300
15 -2 2 2 1 0 0
	
16	 2 2 1 1 0 0	 0.0300 < 8 <a	 0.0350
	
17	 1, 1 1 0 0
	








r.-	 - -	 -- - -_ . t- 	
0
l '^ â i7 Y1i7^ A4v AQ
OF POOR UALIfY.
V
VOLUMETRI% WATER CONTENT Of SOIL JULIAN DI•Y	 199	
u
AT THE ENO Of MAIN
UNITS - CM**3/C1 • *3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 ;<a 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 < n 0.0500
1 8 8 8 8 8 8
2 6 7 7 7 7 6 0.0500 < 1 <2 0.1000
3 888$88'
•	 4 7 7 7 7 7, 7 0.1000 < 2 <s 0.1500
5 77777`7
6 5 6 6 6 6 5 0.1500 < 3 <a 0.2000`
7 5 6 6 6 6 5
8 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2000 < 4 <a 0.2500
9 6 6 6 6 6 6
10 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2500 < 5 <a. 0.3000.
11 7 7 7 7 7 7 a
12 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.370 < 6 <a 0..3500 r-
13 7 7 7 7 7 7
14 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.3500 < 7 <a 0.4000
1s a a 8 a a 8
16 8 8 8$ 8 8 0.4000 4 8 <a 0.4500
iT 8 8 9 8 x 8
18 9 9 9 9 9 9 3.4500 < 9 <a 0.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9 9
20 9 9 9	 9 9 0.5000 G r
TOTAL Z30.2652 MM WATER a
ROOTS IN EACH CELL, TOTAL JULIAN DAY 199
AT THE END OF RUTGRO
UNITS - G/CM*+3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 Ova 0.0000
04000 < 0 era 0.0001
1 5	 2 .^ T O
2 9 8 6 3 2'2 0.0001 < 1 <a 0.0005
3 5 5 4 3 2 2
4 5	 5((5 4 2 2 0;,0005 < 2 <a 0.0050
5 5	 ,5, 5 3 2 2
6 4 '4 5 3	 2	 1 0.0050 < 3 <- 0.0100
7 3 4 4 3 2	 1
8 3 4 4 3 2 1 0.0100 < 4 <a 0.0150
9 3 4 4 3 2 1
10 3 4 4 3 2 1 (1.0150 < 5 <a 0.0200
11 343321
12 3 3 3 2 2	 1 0.0200 < 6.<a 0.0250
13 3 3 3 2 2 1
14 3 3 2 2 2 1 0.0250 < 7 <a 0.0300
15 2 2 2 2	 1	 1
16 2 2 2 2	 1	 1 0.0300 < 8 <a 0.0350
17 2 Z 2 1	 1	 0
18 2 2 1 1 0 0 0.0350 < 49 <a 0.0400
19 111000
20 1	 1	 0 0 0 0.0400 < o
TOTAL =	 0.6707 GM. DRY 'WEIGHT
PSIS FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN JULIAN DAY 199
AT THE ENO Of MAIN
UNITS - CM**3/C4* 03 SOIL LEGEND a
1	 2 3 4 5 6 <a -154000
-15.0000 < 0 < a -10.0000
1 7 7 7 7 7 7
2 5 5 5 5	 57 5 -10.0000 < 1 <a -6.0000
3 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 -6.0000 < 2 <a -3.0000
5 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 2 3 3 3 3 2 -3.0000 < 3 <a -1.5000
7 3 3 3 3 3 3
8 3 3 3 3 3 3 -1.5000 < 4 <a -1.0000
9 3 3 3 3 3 3 )
10 4 4 4 4 4 4
-1.0000 < 5 <a -0.6000 f
11 4 4 4 4 4 4
12 4 4 4 4 4 4 -0.6000 4 6 , <a -0.4000
13 5 5 5 5 5 6
14 5	 5 5 5 5 5 -0.4000 < 7 « -0.2000
15 5 5 5 5 5 5
16 7 7 7 7 7 7 -0.2000 < 8 <- -0.1000
17 6' 6	 6 6 6 6
18 6	 6'6 6 6 6 -0.1000 < 9 <a . O.00CO 1
19 7 7 7 7 7 7
20 7 7 7 7	 7 '7 0.0000 < E





JULIAN DAY n212	 IDAY=163
PN PSTANO PTSN PTSREO	 RESCF PPLANT RESP
0.238E-01 0.873E+02 0.100E+01 0.904E+00	 0.241E+00 0.127E+00 0.921E-01
LEAFWT STEMWT GLUMWT GRANWT	 ROOTWT SPN
0.188E+01 0.415E+00 0.936E-02 0.245E+01	 0.359E+01 0.876E+01
SPOWL SPOSTM SPOGLM SPOGRN	 SPOWRT CSTRSV 'CSTRSF
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.180E-03 0.154E+00	 0.818E-02 0.100E+01 0.100E+01
'	 r RESC RESN REQN NPOOL	 NSTRES NV NF
0.852E+00 0.141E-04 0.251E-03 0.542E-03	 0.111E+00 0.000E+00 0.117E+00
SLEAFN STEMN GLUMN GRANN	 LEAFCN SUPNO3
3.188E-01 0.415E-Z2 0.936E-04 0.735E -01	 0.100E -01 0.528E-03
SPIKE ( I) FLORET(I) LEAF(I) JOINT(I)	 SOOT(I) HEAO(I) ANTHES(I)
19 60 6 9C_; ,	 114 120 126
19 60 6 ar,	 114 120 126
19 6(1 6 88	 115 121 127
SECOND ACCOEG PSIAVG OIFREN	 TILLER
14 2028.31	 -0.12551E+01 31	 8
DAYLNG LAI XLEAFL INT	 TAVG
0.143E+02 0.436E+01 0.320E+03 0.825E+00	 0.182E+02
RCH2O STRSO -STRSN WSTRSD	 EP ES
O.000E +00 0.824E+00 0.100E+01 0.511E+00	 0.167E+01 0.663E+00
VOLUMETRIC NITRATE CONTENT OF SOIL	 JULIAN DAY 212
AT THE ENO OF MAIN
UNITS - MG/N PER CM +*3 LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6 < n 	 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 < n 	 0.0100
1 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1
2 1	 1 1	 1 1	 1 0.0100 < 1	 <=	 0.0200
s 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1 0.0200 < 2	 t=	 0.0300
5 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1
6 1	 1	 1	 1 1 1 0.0300 < 3 < n 	 0.0400
7 1	 1	 1	 1 1 1
8 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1 04400 < 4 <=	 060500
9 1	 1	 1	 1 1	 1
10 0 0 0 a 0 a 0.0500 < 5	 0.0600
11 00a0©a
12 a 0 0 0 0 0 0.0600 < 6 <=	 0.0700
13 a 0 0 0'0 0
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0700 < 7 <.	 0.0800
15 0 0 a 0 0 0
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0800 < 8 <=	 04900
17 000000
18 a 0 0 0 0 a 0.0900 6 9 <=	 0.1000
19 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 000000 0.1000<+
TOTAL = 55.1046 MG N
VOLUMETRIC WATER CONTENT OF SOIL	 JULIAN DAY 212
AT THE END- OF MAIN
UNITS - CM • *3/CM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1 2 3 4 5 6 < n 	 0,0000
0 0000 < 0 <=	 0 0500
C
1 7 7 7 7 7 7
2 8 8 8 8 8 8 0.0300 < 1 « 0.1000
4 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.1000 < 2 <= 0.1500
5 7 7 7 7 7 7
6 5 6"6 6 6 5 0.1500 < 3 < n 0.2000
7 5 6 6 6 6 5
0 6 6 6 6 6.6 0.2000 < 4 <2 0.25009 6 6 6 6 6 6
10 6 6 6 6 6 6 0.2500 < 5 « 0.3000
11 6 6 6 6 6 6
12 7 7 6 6 7 7 0.3000 < 6 <= 0.3500
13 7 7 7 7 7 7
14 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.3500 < 7 <= 0.4000 Ilk^
15 7 7 7 7 7 7
16 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.4000 < 8 <= 0.4500
17 8 8 8 8 8 8
18 8 8 8 8 1 8 0.4500 < 9 <= 0.5000
19 9 9 9 9 9.;9
2C 9 9 9 9 4 9 0.5000 <•







ROOTS IN EACH CELL, TOTAL JULIAN DAY 212
AT THE ENO OF RUTGRO.
c
UNITS - G/CM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 <^. 0.0000
0.0000 < 0 < 0.0001
1 5 2 1 1 0
2 9 8 6 3 2 2 0.0001 < 1	 <2 000005
3 5	 5 4 3 2 2
4 5 5 5 4 2 2 0.0005 < 2 « 0.0050
5 5 5 5 3 2 2
6 4 4 5 3 2	 1 0.0050 < 3 <= 0.0100
7 3 4 4 3 2 1
8 3 4 4 3 2	 1 0.0100 < 4 <s 0.0150 i
9 3 4 4 3 2 1 a
10 3 4 4 3 2	 1 0.0150 < 5 <2 0.0200
11 343321
12 3 3 3 2 2	 1 0.0200 < 6 < n 0.0250
*13 3 3 3 2 2	 1
14 3 3 2 2 2 1 0.0250 < 7 <m 0.0300
15 222211
16 2 2 2 2 1	 1 0.0300 < 8 <= 0.0350
17 2221 1	 0 =
18 2 2 1 1 0 0 0.0350 < 9 <= 0.0400
19 111 000
20 1	 1	 0° 0 0 0.0400 < •
TOTAL s 0.6646 GM.	 DRY WEIGHT
PST$ FOR EACH LAYER AND COLUMN JULIAN DAY 212
AT THE END Of MAIN
UNITS - CM**3/CM**3 SOIL LEGEND
1	 2 3 4 5 6 <s -15.0000
-15.0000 < 0 <= -10.0000
1 6 6 6 6 6 6
2 7 7 7 7 7 7 -104000 < 1	 <= -640000
3 6 6 6 6 6 6
4 3 3 3 3 3 3 -6,:0000 < 2 <= -3.0000
5 3 3 3 3 3 3
6 2 3 3 3 3 2 -3.0000 < 3 <4 -1.5000
7 3 3 3 3 3 3
8 3 3 3.3 3 3 -1.5000 < 4 <_ -1.0000
9 3 33333
10 4 3 3 3 3 4 -1.0000 < 5 <= -0.6000 a:
11 4 4 4 4 4 4
12 4 4 4 4 4 4 `-0.6000 < 6 <a -0.4000
13 4 4 4 4 4 4
14 5 5 3 5 5 5 -0.4000 < 7 <a -0.2000
15 5 5 5 5 5 5
16 6 6 6 6 6 6 -0.2000 < 8 <_ `-0.1000
17 6 6 6 6 6 6
18 6 6 6 6 6 6 -0.1A00 < 9 <= 0.0000
19 77'7 777
20 7 7 7 7 7 7 0.0000
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